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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO TEE THESIS

In this study the writer is endeavoring to define, organize, and present
a comprehensive course of study in business lap, in order to create a definite
interest in the subject on the part of the student and to facilitate the task
Lacing the teacher in his presentation of the course.
The materials and suggestions in this study could be of interest to any-

one who is concerned with the teaching of business law and who is interested
in Improving the high school course of business lau.
The following are discussed in this chapter in the order of their
appearance:
1.

What prorcted the study

2.

Statement of the problem

3. ScaDe of the stuti.
4.

Source of the data
Technicue of treatment

6.

Sirjlar studies

7.

Chapter summary
the stutr— In surveying the field of burf.ness law as a

What rrarclt

whole, the writer felt the need for an organiled plan of study to present to
the high school student those phlses of the subject -which he is prepared to
receive, ccenprchend, and utilize.

Parther, the writer is cognizant of the

fact that advanced plannin7 cf unit7, of work can but result in successful
teachin7, all other factors being ecrual.

Lrary.
•=4

•"!',

fk
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The -writer has two other reasons in mind for preparing this study.

One

reason is to prepare a thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for
the degree of Easter of Arts.

The second reason is that through the develop-

ment of this cou-se of study the writer mayi=prove his teaching of busines
s
law.
Statement of the problem 1.

To build a course of study in business law with all units include
d

and developed.
2.

To suggest criteria for the evaluation of the entire course of study.

Scope of the study - The material included in this study covers the
onesemester course in business law which is usually open to student
s in the
eleventh and twelfth grades.
Sources of the data - The material for the study has been taken from
the
following:
1.
-1

Texts on business

law

2. Interviews with lawyers

3. Interviews with college professors of law
4. Periodicals
5. Educational bulletins
6. Classes in curriculum building
7. State denartacnt courses of study
b.

Material furnished by the South-Western Pmblishing Company

Technicue of treatment - The material in this study is organized in
such
a manner that it may be useful to the writer and to anyone else intere
sted in
teaching business law.

r.azz- suggestions included herein have

the writrys experience in teaching the subject by units.

ron out of

Constant revision

and im7rovements are es5.entiai to methods of teaching, and the writer feels

that this can be accomplished if this course of study is used as a basis.
Similar studies - Other courses of study in business law which the
writer has seen have been too condensed and in too-general terms to lead to
effective teaching.
There are four other studies in which the writers have approached their
problems in a siriaar manner?

To the

writer

ts knowledge there has been no

course of study in business law which approached the subject in a similar
manner.
The present chapter serves as an index to the following chapters:
Chapter II

An Introduction to the Course of Study

Chapter III

Development of the Course of Study into Units

Chapter IV

Evaluation of a Course of Study.

Chapter V

Summary

Chanter VI

Bibliograology

Chapter sum:nary - The following main points are discussed in this
chapter:
There is a need for a unit-planned course of study for two purposes:

1.

a.

To create greater student interest

b.

To facilitate the task of the teacher

Biases Jane, A Course of Study in Advanced Typevritirg;:, unpuhlished Master
of Arts thesis, Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, 1944.
Kerrick, Paul E., A Course of Study for _General Chemistry, unpublished
Naster of Arts thesYs, estern hent.ucThfate Collee, bol1ng Greens 1951.
YeFarlane, Katheryn, A' Ccurse of Studi in Beginning Shorthand, unpUblished
Easter of Arts thesis, Western Kentucky State College, Bauling Green, 1944.
Sherfey,
. Robert, A Course of Study in Ilane Geometr,-, unpUblished Easter at
Arts thesis, westei:n7e7—
Itucrry" State College, Bowling Greer, 19416

111Prw.
,
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2.

3.

The study involves two main divisions:
a.

A course of study in business law with five units developed

b.

A means of evaluatin

a course of study

The scope of the study includes phases of business law usu:_l
ly

taught in the senior high school.
4.

Eaterials were taken from as many available sources as
possible.

5.

The study is designed for use by teachers of business law.

6.

There nave been no other stildies in business law that have
approached

the problem in a similar manner.

;1"11111,5i.: y‘e. 7.6"1114.1 71raw:-0,"Per
-;•

_•

•
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CHAPTL1 II
AN INTRODUOrIoN TO Ti-E COURSE OF STUDY
Every pupil who follows a business curr
iculum should have a basic knowledge of the principles of law, whether
he intends 1..o enter what is usually
termed a business career or to choose same
other vocation. Everyone encounters
such phases of business as insurance, note
s, sales, and ownership of property;
therefore, he needs to know the rights,
duties, and obligations involved.
Business law serves as a stimulus to ine:I
toa growth by developing the power of
enPlysis and logical reasoning.1
The personal-use values of business law
are widely recognized. Possibly
not so clearly uerstood are the "hereand-now" uses of the subject. These
days, the average person engages in a grea
t variety of business •activities,
all of which have le1 aspects. It is
generally agreed that the present use
of knawledges,
an:71 attitudes is the best assurance that thes
e knowledges, skills, and attitudes will continue
to function in the lives of the
pupils. Few other subjects have the pres
ent-use values which characterize
business law.
Since this course of study is prerared in
such form that it may be used
in a state-wide program, tas chapter will
present at length the pcints to be
considered in such an endeetafTrr.

1
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Educational aale
tin, "Business Education for
Kertc
- e7 Nigh Schools," Vol. XVII, Do. 6,
Department cf Education, Frankfort,
Kentucky, October, 19h9, p. 1473.
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Steering Cora-d_ttee
I. Purpose
To guide or steer
II.

Responsible agent
Curriculum director

III.

Advisory agents
One teacher representative from the following:
1.

Mnrray State College

2.

Western Kentuci:y State College

3.

University of Louisville

L.

University of Kentucky

S.

Eastern Kentucky State College

6.

Norehead State College

7. Private Colleges
8.

Junior Colleges
Administration Conmittee

I.

Purpose
A.

To initiate prograu

B.

To make a survey of the educational needs

C.

To establi__en the organization

D.

To set up steps in curriculum construction

E.

To determine size, scope, and cost

F.

To determine objectives of education

G.

To deLermine program of students

E.

To dett;rmine grade placement and time allotment

I.

To educate the teaching sta.ff

J.

To educate the lay public

K.

To provide for continuous revision program

t;•:.

/

U. xesponsible agents
A.

Board of eaunation

B.

Sunerintendent

C.
B,
III.

txpervisors
Principals

Advisory agents

IV.

A.

Teachers

B.

Curriculum director

C.

Curriculum rTecialists

D.

Lay- public

Committees
A.

Aault education teachers

P.

Senior high school teachers

C.

Junior higl, school '..-aoliers

D.

Elementary school teachers

E.

Kindergarten teachers

F.

Nursery teaoners
l-roductdon Comuittee

I. Purpose
To produce courses of study
Ii.

III.

Responsible agents
A.

Classroom teacher

P.

Teaching principals

Advisory agents
A.

CLLrrictlum eLrecLor

P.

Board of Education

C.

Superintendents

4•„.-•
'•
1 44 •
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D.

Principals

F.

Department specialists

F.

Outside consultants

G.

Supervisors

Committees
A.

Adult education teachers

B.

Senior high school teachers

C.

Junior high school teachers

D.

Elementary school teachers

E.

Kindergarten teachers

F.

nursery teachers
Installation Committee

I.

II.

III.

Purpose
A.

Deterrine operations

B.

Conduct try-outs and c=poriments

C.

Revise constantly

Responsible agents
A.

Curriculum director

B.

Principals

C.

Teachers

Advisory agents
A.

Supervisors

B.

Superintendent

C.

Principals

D.

Curriculum director

E.

Board of education

F.

Outside consultants
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IV.

Committees
A.

Adult education teachers

D.

Senior high school teache
rs

C.

Junior high school teache
rs

D.

Elementary school teachers

E.

Kindergarten teachers

F.

Nursery teachers
Evaluation Conmittee

I.

Purpose
A.

Comparison of the outcomes
with the objectives
B. EX7eriment and try out
the course of study
C. Revise
II.

Relmonsible agomts
A.

Superintendents

B.

Principals

C., Teachers
III.

Advisory agents
A.

Curriculum director

D.

Other administrative off
icials

IV.Conmittees
A.

Ad.-

B.

Senior high school teache
rs

C.

Junior high school teache
rs

D.

Elementary school teache
rs

E.

Kindergarten teachers

F.

Nursery teach4-Ts

education teachers

11.1041.1111PWIP~Vrillige
rip•—•
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Editing Comrdttee
I.

II.

Purpose
A.

To edit

B.

To publish

Responsible agents
A.

Curriculum director

B.

Chairman of
1.

Administration Committee

2. Production Ca=mattee
3. Installation Committee
4.
III.

IV.

Evaluation ammt_ttee

Advisory agents
A.

Curriculum director

B.

Board of educat4 on

C.

Snperintendents

El.

Principals

E.

Denartment specialists

F.

Outside consultants

Ocrriztdttees
A.

Produci;lo:, chairman

B.

lAministration chairman

C.

Installation chairman

D.

Evaluation chairnan
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Steps in a State-'eade Cur
riculum Program2
A great won: is never acc
omplished without planning.
If we plan for
those naterial things
that will stand forth to
the sight of man, leor should
we not plan for cur you
th with a curriculum pro
gram?
In curriculum building,
as in all other building,
it is necessary to
have a series of steps
to follow in order to ass
ure progress in your work.
A
disorganized piece of wor
k will have its effective
ness destroyed.
The responsibility for
the establishment and pre
vision of the continuity
of the steps rests on
the shoulders of the admini
strative branch of the
organization.
A list of steps in their
proper order is as follow
s:
1. The superintendent
must sense the need and ini
tiate the program.
2. The education of
the Board of Education in
order to acquire legal
and financial support.

3.

The selection of the cur
riculum director ..7.1 th ful
l authority to
formulate the policies
and procedures for develo
ping the program.
Determination of scope,
length, size, and costs of
the curriculum
program.

5.

The estahlislinent of the org
anization and the selection
of the
curriculum specialists and
of other personnel for the
comrdtteeS.
2
Cockin7, Waiter D., Adm
inistrative Procedures
in Curriculum Mah-irg for
FuLlic Schools, Contribut
ions to Educao.
379
, tBureau of PuLlictions,
TFEFRYTMETTge, Coltzth4 a. Univer
sity, New IorL, 1520).
Hopkins, L. Thomas, Cur
riculum Principles and Pra
ct-Ices, Oenjamin E. Sanborn
and Company, New Yor
k, lc:29).
Wesley, Edgar Bruce, Teachi
ng the Social Studies, tD.
Boston, 191:6).
C. Heath and Corrpar4ro
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6. The organization arid education of the members of the education corps
and lay public for curriculum developnent.

7. A state-we school and community survey by thore who are p-1-ticipating in the curriculum progra:v..
8.

The development of general and departmental objectives of the curri-

culum program.

9. Determination of subjects or units versus normal pupil activities
and deter=ination of contents with relation to textbooks and supplies.
10.

The curriculum library.

11.

The production of courses of study.

12.

The installation of the new courses of study.

13.

Evaluation results of curriculum development and pupil growth.

11.

Continuous publicity of the curriculum.

15.

The establishment of a continuous revision program.

,4

Philosophy of Secondary Education
Philosophy is the sum total of well-organized thinking.

As education is

:4

life, there must be a philosophy of education determined before a course of
• 1

study can become a living process leading toward a desired end.
VY philosophy of secondary education is as follows:
1.
for all.
attend.

Secondary schools arc for the more able vs. Secondary schoc17 are
Secondary schools should be established with the idea that all can
An education will help the pupil to become a better citizen.

2.

School is a Place to learn sub:;ects vs. School is a place to learn

to live.

The subject is inmortant as a basis for thought, but facts without

•••••.0

a use for them or the knmrledge of how to use them has failed the student.

• 3. ], :2:e

more near.177 alike vs. Develm differences in

The school should develop the differences in pupils and capitalize cn them.

•,•

4.
culura
4

Follow a predetermined curriculum vs. Classes evolve their curri-

The school should follow a predeternined curriculum which should be

under conEtant revision so thzt it may grow with experiences and
activities.

S.

Uniform curriculum for all pupils vs. Individualized curricaluia.

The school should have a uniform curriculum for all pupils with provisions
for the iadividualls needs--individual differences must be recogni
zed.

6.

Fellowing traditional methods and materials vs. Seeking new and

untriec: methods and materials.

The sc000l should not follow traditional

methods and materials for thca will not meet all the requirements
of the
ever present needs of the pupils.

7. Ehphasis on cultural values vs. Encbasis on practical values.
The school shoule develop cultural and Practical values on the sane
level.

5. Emnhasis on specialized training vs. Ennharis on feneral educatlon.
•••••••

The secondary school should Place its emphaais on general educatf
on for the
average student.
9.

Specialization in education should be left for the colleges.

Eamhazis on information vs. ilmphasis on attitude.

The school should

:;
place emphasis on both informatiao.and attitude.

To pain information, the

student must have the right attitudc,
10.

Much drl'!. for thcrouahness vs. Pilch reading and study for broad

rcholarship.
11.

The school should encouraae development of broad schola—hip.

Nastery of facts vs. Learnina to think.

the student to learn to think.
.*;

The school should encourage

The individual who has learned facts but who

can't apTly then to his daily life is worse off than the
uneducated perscn.
. 12.

Definite teacher control vs. Hach control by Pupils.

The school

should be definitely controlled by the teacher--he should be the .4.117:fe of
all pupil decisions in the matters of control
.

is
13.

Princiral chiefly as orsanizer and manager vs. Principal chiefly
:WINO

•••••••101.11IIMN

as sunervisor of educational activitica.

•••0••••••

The principal should be chiefly a

supervisor of educational activities, and should advise when necessary.
14.

EMphasis on subject matter Preparation of teachers vs. Emphasis on

professional prenaration of teachers.

Subject natter maybe learned in the

slassroom, but professional preparation must be obtained at sone teachertraining institution.
School plant for school use vs. School Plant for corm:nit: use.
••••10•ImII

If the school is open to the community, the people will becore more interested.
16.

Flant faiVecuisped and self-contained vs. Extension of plant by

utilization of canmunIty asencies.

Extension of the plant by utilization of

.1.1101.

community agencies is preferable because every community wishes to aid the
school in every way that it can.
The Principles of Curriculum Constr.Iction3
There are certain prinsirles or guides that must be observed before a
curriculum can be made constructively.

It is necessary to keep referring to

the guiding princirles because a good curriculum is under constant revision.

3
Arkansas,
1,1

Bulletin 3;o. 1, "Procedures in Product.on of Curriculum haterials,"

,
P. 30
Draper, F. Er., Principles and Techniaess of Curricu2un Making, (D. AppletonCentury Comp
-any, 1;sw Iork, 1776).
North Carcliaa, Bulletin No. 179, "Suggested Procedures for Ourriculum Caastruction and Course of „c:tuuy," p. e9.
South Carolina, Bulletin
Texas, Bulletin

ro.

s'A

o.

1,

"Prelimin7sy Rsnorts,"

p• 89.

"Eandbook for Carriculum Study," p.

37.
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The principles st
ated in the foll
owing pages should
be a help as a gu
ide
to all persons who
work on a curricul
um construction
program. Some of th
ese
principles have been
condenso:.; anri in so
me cases, two or
three principles
are combined into on
e statement.
These principles
have been placed in
logical order so as
to make them
more practical, an
d it should make
then easier to
follow.
To keep consiste
ntly harmordzing po
ints of view on an
y subject, certain
principles must be
organized before the
job is started. Th
e guiding principles of curricul
um construction re
commended in this jo
b are listed below:
1. Determine and
state your philosop
hy of life, educatio
n, and the
curriculum. Every
curriculum constructi
on program must have
a philosophy of
life, education, and
the curriculum. Phil
osophy is defined as
straight
thinking. It is nece
ssary that this stra
ight thinking be done
so that you
will have a starti
ng point from wIrLch to
work.
2.

Set un a list of gu
iding princirles.

You must set mo your
guiding
principles in order
that each person worn
g on the program will
know the
laws guiding the de
velopment of the cu
rriculum.
3. Sducat-lon has its founda
tion in the nature or
society and in the
nature of the indi
vidual. The school is
an agency of society
established
solely for its perp
etuation and re-creat
icn. The child must Pe
able to meet
the needs of soci
al life; so that, the ne
eds of education will
v=7 with the
need of participat
ion in social life
.

L.

,-1:th and developmen
t are continuous proces
ses. The individual
learns through his ex
reriences. As indivi
duals do differ in ph
ysical,
emotional, and ment
al characteristics, th
e curriculum must take
theFc facts
into consideration.
An individual will se
ek experiences that ha
ve not given
him satisfaction.
The curriculum cannot al
uzyn guarantee satisfac
tions, some

17
unsatisfactory experiences are necessary to learning.
The school must recognize and provide for the shiftinP. civilization.

•

Society must insist upon the amount and type of education which will best protect it.

%hen any part cf the curriculum becomes useless to the good of civi-

lization, that part of the curriculum must be discarded.

It is also true that

some materials must be added when they are needed.

6. A curriculum should be flexible enough to provide for individual
differences in children, whatever these differences nay be.

Every child

differs from the other in his thinkine, acting, feeling, etc.

The teacher

must be able to recognize these differences in constructing her part of the
curriculum.

It is truly said what the school is able to do for a particular

child is dependent unon the ',,eacherls knowledge of that child.

7. As far as it is Practicable, the curriculum program should embody
the most advanced educational thought and method.

The curriculum should meet

the irnediate needs and abilities of child life and the demands of adult
society.

It is the responsibility of the school to carry on activities for

children which normalsocial life outside the school does not provide, and
the school should teach those essential thineo that are not taught effectively
by other institutions.

8.

fl subject matte,- should contribute to the objectives of education..

The degree to which a subject makes its contribution to the objectives of education should determine its selection.

In general that subject matter is most

important which affords the greatest opportunities for associative learning
q.•
and applications of life.
9.

The units of instruction must be defined.

The units of instruction

ommaI

rtrt be defined if all the werker-; in the curriculum program are goine to
understand their jobs.

;‘,71Pr"--71•

..
t •••
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10.

Ourriculum ma3in2 must be translated into better teaching.

Curri-

beculum making rust recognize the similarities as well as the differences
on the availability of

tween commznities; curriculum making is also base:i
scientific investigations, studies, and reports.
will help prepare the teacher.

This wealth of information

This will in turn have its effect on the

teaching; it will make it better.
11.

Every teacher should participate in a curriculum construction 2E27

lam. Every teacher should participate in a curriculum construction program
according to his interests, needs, en-i abilities.

The sucoess of the program

hly
will be determined to a great extent by the deTr _ to which it is thoroug
understood and used by the teacher.

at better way is known for a teacher

in its conto understand and use a curriculum than to have her participate
struction.
12. Public oninion
undertakinzs.

our education creed and controls a11 ol our

Public qpinion has always been a ruling factor in a democratic

form of government.

The public opinion should be ruided into the channels

that will be so nuch better fcr society as a whole.
1
13. Curriculum making. nnst be a function of

school.

The school

that does not make curriculum making a function of the school is failing
societ7.

ic not
SooZet:7 should not be forced to su7pert an institution thz_t

giving its best for the betterment of that society.
14.

A curriculum is continuous.

The curriculum 7ro:ran must rake

changes in order to keep un with the needs of an ever-changing environment.
with the expectam
It would be impossible to construct a curriculum in advance

tion of using it on a later date because we live in an ever-changing rnr146.
4

A curricultra must have a continuous revistton prosram4

19
Introduction to Termino1ogy4
Concepts of terrs vary L-reatly in the study of the curriculum today.
The word unit di:fers in meaning to the rinds of different men.

On•-. man will

believe that committing a fact to memory is a knowledge of that fact; another
man :dal believe that he has not learned until he has the ability to use and
understand a fact.
One person vial speak of interest as though all interests are spontaneous,
while another has always conceived interest as being biologically inherited
and more or less expressed regardless of environlent.
This terminology has been salectc*d from different sources and should help
clear the ual_ierstAnding of curriculur..
General Terms with Their Definitions
ABILITY.

ACTIVITY.

Ability implies the power to do, based

on capacity and

Activity is a .rorn of nhynical or mental behavior in which

the individual or groan engages to achieve a purpose.
ADAPTATIO

Adaptation is the'Process of selectin7 and organizing

materials and procedures of the Icurriculum to neet the specific needs of
People.

4
Arkansas Cooperative Program to improve Instruction, Bulletin No. 1, "Study
Program," (State Department of Education, Little Rock, Arkansas, 1933).
Arkansas Cooperative Program to Irprt,,.e instruction, Bulletin NO. 5, "A
Tentative Course of Study for Arkansas Schools," (State Department of Education, Little Rock, Arkansas, 1976).
Carronwealth of Kentucky, Educational Bulletin, nEanual of Organization and
administration for High Sohnols," Vel. VI. No. 6, (DeprIrtment of Zducatiort,
FranL:fort, Kentucky, August, 1533).
Hirschl, same' n4, Bu.7:1.ness Law, (La. -11 e aftension
191.12).

Chico,

20
Adjustments are a process of bringing into proper relation-

ADJIT317T.IITS.

ship the various Phases of the curriculum.
Annoyance is a feeling of displeasure or vexatfen.

ANN0YANC2..

It is

not s7nonymous with pain, but rather denotes a lack of ease, of satisfaction,
or of pleasure.
ARTICULATION
VERTICAL ARTICULATION.

In educational usage, vertical articulation

implies the continuous development of a curriculum that builds smoothly and
econonicaly through the units of school organization.
ELRIZONTAL ARTICULATION.

Horizontal articulation implies the

correlation of related forns of activity within the units of the school organization.
ATTITUDE.

1

An attitude is a relatively fixed way of thinking and feeling.

APPRECIATION.. An anpreciation is a sense of value, feeling of worth
satist.ing emotional res)onse.
CE!7TER C7 I1rT2aE3T.

A center of interest is a phase of the group

culture around which activities are evolving from variety of related interests.
CONCEPT.

A concept is the idea one has of anything that can be per-

ceived by the senses, thought of, or imagined.
C0=7.

Content is any instructional material or expen;ence

help the pupil in the development of understandinr,
CORRELATION.

will

and appreciation.

Correlation is the organization of various separate sub-

jects so that there may be a continuous relationship among them; for example,
the study of a given period of history, such as colonial, uith the similar
.lish subjects for oral
.
study of the music and art 4%-om the same period; Ent!
and wrltten vorl: wmIld also be learned from it, as well as mathematics, and
A

other studies.
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WORSE OF STUDY.

A course of study is that past of the curriculum pre-

pared by the classroom teacher for classroom use.
A criteria is a standard of measurement or evaluation.

CRITER:.A.
CURRICULUM.

The curriculum is the totality of subject matter, experien-

ces, and activities which constitutes the pupil's school life.

The six types

of curriculum are:
BROADFIELD CUR:UCULD11.

The broadfield curriculum consists of the

combination of two or mom subjects or closely related fields.
CORE

cuaammum.

The core curriculum is composed of those areas of

human experiences which are considered basic and essential to all pupils.
CORRELATIVE CURRICULUr.

The correlative curriculum is the organi-

zation of subject matter into various separate sub -sects so that there may be
a continuous relationship among them.
EXT7RIT:TCE CURRICULUM.

The experience curriculum is an or:7ani-

zation as far as possible in view of current normal life experiences of

he

learner as the fundamental criteria for the selection and organization of the
learning materials and activities.
FUSED CURRICULUM.
subjects as one, or it

na7

The fused curriculum is the organization of two

be extended to the whole group of subjects.

SUBJECT CURRICULU!%

The subject curriculum is the homo7eneous area

of learning.
AL

DEVICE.

A device is a plan or scheme to stimulate thinking and action;

It might also be called a combination of ideas to help in the formation of
new i1eas.
EDUC:,T10.

Education is a process of growth through experience; it

reans a liberaticn of cal:acIty.
EVAL7AT:0::.

Evaluation is the arpraisal of the degree to which

top

is •

..s-AA.AY11•••••••Am:

all the
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important objectives of the curriculum are
being realized.
the process of giving and scoring written
examinations.

It is more than

It requires a con,

tinuous study of each 7tril and a cumulative
record of his development
throughout the years of formal developmen
t.
EXPERIENCE.

Experience is the actual living through a situation
and re-

lating to its various aspects. Experience inclu
des what every persen does or
undergoes that results in changes in meanings
and his conduct.
FIELD.

A field is a broad, relatively homogeneous area of
learning, e.g.,

mathematics, history, etc.
GENE.:ZALIZATTON.

Generalization is a conclusion of extensive appli
ca-

bility derived from observation of a nuMbe
r of individual cases.
GROUP CULTURE.
GROWTH.

Gvoup culture is the accm-iliated experiences
of a race.

Growth means training of such a sort or nature
to facilitate

understanding and appreciation of all human
interest.
RA:EIT.

A habit is a relatively fixed way of reacting to
similar siaua-

aaions.
INTEGRATION. Integration is the process of organ
izing experience into
a unified and comprehensive whole or gener
alization in order to enable an
individual to understand relationships.
=EREST. Interest is the drive to action;

t is an attitude toward

experiences.
KNOWLEDGE.

Knowledge is an adaptive control of conduct that
functions

in such a way as to ra'ae the results of one
axnerience freely avad.laIle in
other experiences—an aid in solving new
problems.
LEANING. Learnirce is the actual experiencing
of an individual in
situations where he develops understandings, attit
udes, appreciaaiDac,
'Urn's, and habits.
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those activiLEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES. Leisure-time activities are all
individuals can
ties of a physical, intellectual, or aesthetic nature which
choose during the time that is entirely at their disposal.
ies--that which
Y.EZZING. lianir.g is that which a specific thing signif
d fr.on former experienit is designed or intended to express. }leanings learne
up a situation, or
ces are the elements that we put together when we "size"
dealing with a new problem.
recognize a thing, or make an appropriate plan for
education a desirable
thod is the manner of doing a thing. In
}STI-1.0D.
learning situations.
method makes effective use of all the elements in
of an individual
Motivation is the act of arousing interest

NOTIVATION.
in

understanding, and of creating in him a desire to act.
OBJECTIVE.

direction to the
An objective is an end in view to give

educative process.
OUTC311E.

in terns of
An ouLcome is what the child actually learns

i1 I s$ appreciati ens, and attitudes.
habits, understandings, s1,
PEi-13::::.- ELITY.

ess of
Personality is that which constitutes distinctiven

and physical traits.
person--the sum total of mental, emotional, character,
is the body
Philosor,hy is literally the love of wisdom; it
principles underlying a
of philosophical principles; especially the body of
iven b-rar"...h of learning.
g-

and
It is a science ri-dch investigr.tes the facts

t.
principles of reality and of h-a•lan nature and conduc
PRINcipiz.

erehensive law or
A principle is a fundamental truth; a

which is a guide to action.
doctrine; a statenent of general application
of a catalog of all
P?..01,11 OF ST:21-ES. A program of studies consists
courses of study offered.
PROJECT.

activity of a probler.atic
A project is a significant unit of

pupils and teacher in a
nature, planned and carried to completien by the

..er,.•••Apin
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natural manner,
and involving the
use of physical
materials to conl
ete the
unit of experien
ce.
PUPIL PARTICIP
AT=.

Pupil participat
ion is the child'
s response to a
problem or situat
ion which is be
fore the group.
This response may
be physical,
mental, or ezot
ion,
,
l.
SATISFACTION.

Satisfaction is th
e feeling or cond
ition that result
s
from the successf
ul con7,1etian of
an undertaking.
Satisfaction may be
either
immediate or de
ferred.
SCOPE.

Scope is the rang
e or extent of vi
ew. It inplies th
at limits or
are set un for an
y one particular
undertaidng.
SEQUENCE. Sequ
ence is the approp
riate arrengerent
of related experi
ences.
SYTT.L. Skill
is the ability to
Perform in such a
way as to be able
to
secure dcpcnble
results in recurr
ing situations.
SOCIETY. Societ
y is the whole by
bten into which
group life is unit
ed by
human relation
ships.
SUBJECT HATTER.

Subject natter is
that part of the
group culture en_ loyed by the
n
school to enable
the child to give
neaninr to "n.l.s
experience.
TEACHING PROCED
URE. Teaching pr
occdure is a stan
dard procedure in
the
presentation of
instruction.-.1 natc
rial and the cond
uct of activiti
es.
TEST. A test is
an instrument fo
r measuring and ev
aluating the outcomes of experi
ences in kee7; r
with the objectiv
es of education,
.
UNDERSTANDI:X.4 An
understanding is a
general concept wi
th results from
organizing and in
terpreting the me
anings of the vari
ous aspects of a
given
situation.
UNI7ICATION.

Unification is an
orderly arrangemen
t of related elem
cf the curricul
ents
um to the end that
integration may be
effected.
MIT. A unit is
a series of wort
hwhile experiences,
purposeful
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activities, and functional sub
ject natter bound together around
a central
there of child interest or
enriched subject matter.
WORK SHEET. A work sheet
is a large assignment.
Specific Terms with Their Defini
tions
ACCEPTANCE:.

An acceptance is an assent to the
terms of the offer given
by the narty to whom the pro
posal is made, in other words,
the offeree.
ACCEPTOR. An acceptor is one
who signifies his assent to the
order of
the drawer.
ACCOEZDATION PARTY.

An acco-Imodation part;' is one who len
ds his credit

by signing a negotiable ins
trument in some capacity when asl:
ed, witheut
reeeivin7 value for so
doing.
AG=7.

Agency is a relation based upon
an express or innlied agreement
whereby one person is authorize
d to act for another in business
transactions
with third parties.
LLIENr.

An alien is one Yho owes allegi
ance to a country other than that
of his residence.
AM. Arson is the nalicious
and willful burnine of the house
of
ancther by day or nig
ht.
ASSAULT.

An assault is an offer or attemp
t to do violence to the person

of another.
ILSSLIZ:2724,

An ansicrrent mists when one party
stepb into another's

place in a contract.
ASSURE2.
BAILEE.
BA1112:11'.

See INSURED.
A bailee is tho party who holds the
goods in a bailment.

A bailment is a relation under
the terns of which one party
has possession of perron
al property of another for a specif
ic purposs, eith
the oblirraticn to dispos
e of it afterwards as directed by the
latter.
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A bailor is the party who turns over the property in a bail-

BAILOR.
rent.
BATTERY.

A battery is an assault carried into execution.
A bearer is any person in possession of a draft cr a promissory

BEARER.

note that is payphle to bearer.
BENZFICIARY.

A beneficiary is a person who receives the payment of

money by the insurer upon the death of the insured.
A blank indorsement is one in which the nane of the

BLA:a INDORSEKENT.
indorsee does not appear.
BURMAZ17.

Burglary is the breaking in and entering of a dwel1in7 house

of another during the night with an intent to commit a felornr.
CERTIFICATE OF STOCK.

A certificate of stock is an instrument evidenc-

ing a stockholder's proprietorship in a corporation.
A certified check is a check) the payment of which

CMTIFIED CHECK.

has been guarranteed by a bank.
CE2CK.

A check is a draft drawn on a bank payable on demand.

CIVIL CORFORATION.

A civil corporation is one orgnnized for purposes

other than charitable or benevo?.errt purposes.
CO3:CEAL=.

Concealnont is a willful failure to disclose facts or

information.
CO!1,014 CARRIE:R.

A conmon carrier is one who undertakes for hire to

carry- from place to place the goods of all persons indifferently.
COrDITIONAL IMOH=ErT.
expresses sone contin-,ency

A conditional indorsement

one which

on which the indorser 's liability is to begin

or to cease.
C1.......1ATION.

Cons' derat3on is something of valln- received by or

party or parted with by, th-2 other by reason of the contract.

r
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CONTRACT.

A contract is an exchange of assents by two or more persons,

resulting in an obligation to do or to refrain from doing a particular thing,
which is enforceable at lar.
CORPORATION.

A corporation is an organization of persons endowed by law

to act, within certain limits, as a natural person.
NONSTOCK CORPORATION.

A nonstock corporation is one in wh:i.ch the

membership with attending rights and liabilities is acquired by agreement.
PRIVATE CORPORATION.

A private corporate corporation is one

established for private interests.
PUBLIC CORPORATION.

A, tublic corporation is one established for

governmental rurnoses and the administration of public affairs.
QUASI-PUBLIC OOKPORATION.

A quasi-public corporation, sometimes

called a public service corporation, is a private corporation engaged in sere
vices upon which the public is particularly dependent.
STOCK CORPORATION.

A stock: corporation is one having its stock

divided into shares, the riohts and liabilities or the rambers beieg determined by ownership of such shares.
CORFORATIO7T AGGREGATE.

A corporation aggregate :;_s one etich has more

than one member.
CORPORATION SOLE.

A corporation sole is one which is composed of a

single merber only an,1 his successors.
DEBTOR.

A debtor is one for whose debt or obligation a surety has

promised to answer.
DORT= P;e1Tial.

A dormant partner is one who takes no active part in

transacting the business and who remains unkncnna to the pUb14s.
DRAFT.

A draft is an unconditional order in writing addrersed by or

person to another, signed by the person giving it, req'iiririg the person to

Mit
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whom it is addr
essed to pay on de
mand or at a fixed
or det,-r-inable futu
re
time a sum certai
n in money to orde
r or to bearer.
DRA. A drawer
is ono who execut
es a draft.
DRAWEE. A drawee
is one to whom a
draft or check it:
addressed.
DURESS. Daress is
coercion by actual
or threatened injury
or rraint
which is sufficie
nt to prevent one fr
om exercising hi
s free will.
MMDSYNARY CORF
ORAr Or. An eleemo
synary corporation is
one which is
organized for a ch
aritable or benevo
lent purpose.
EKBEZZIMENT. an
bezzlenent is the
fraudulent rrlsappr
opriation by a
person of person
al property which
has been intrusted
to 11::_n for care or di
sposition.
21,0=.

An employee is one wh
o is employed to re
nder Personal servic
es
to his employer,
otherwise than in
the pursuit of an ind
e-,en,-2ent calling,
and
who in such serv
ice remains entirely
under the control
an-2 direction of th
e
latter.
El,:FLOTER.

An er7loyer is one wh
o not only prescr
ibes the wo,
-:7, but
directs, or at an
y time may direct,
the means and meth
ods of doing the
work.
ESTOPPEL. Estoppel
is an involuntary re
linquishment
a riht.
EXTORTION. Extort
i on is the unlawful
taldng of money cm
property by an
officer of the la
w by
rtue of his office
.
FACTOR. A factor
is a bailee who se
lls goods which are
consigned to

rcriaan.
right.
FORG=..'d.

Fbrcbearance is an
act or the waiving
or g- ving -ap of
a

Forgery

be that which it
is not.
FRAUD.

thc false ra!:ing of
an instruncht whic
h purports to

Fraud is a 'also st
atement of fact,
larr-In to Le false,
made with
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the intent to influence,

ne actuAlly influencing conduct.

A holder is the -payee or the indorsee of a promissory note or

HOLDER.

of a draft, who is in possessien of it, or the bearer thsreof.
HOLDER IN DUE COURSE.

A holder in due course is one who has taken a

negotiable instrument complete and regular upon its face before it is due, in
good faith, for value, and without notice of any infirmities or defects.
Homicide is the taking of the life of one person by another.

HOXICIDE.

INVOLMITARY 1:ANSLAUGHTE3.

Involuntary manslaurhter occurs when a

person, while engaged in an illegal act which is not felonious, or, while
neglieently performin7 lal7fu2. acts, kills another.
MURDER.

EUrder is the killinr of a human beinr by another with

nAlice aforethought.
VOLUNTARY KANSLAUCM7R.:::

Voluntary r-n.slaughter exists when one

person, acting under provocation, kills another in sudcien heat of passion.
An indorsee is one to whom an instrument is transferred

INDORSES.
indorsement.

- is one who transfers an instrument by indorsement.
An indorse,

INDORSER.
INF:2IT.
•Ne

At common law an infant is any person, male or female, who is

under twenty-one years of age.
IKi=z2, An inkPeper is one who conducts an inn, hotel, or tavern,
and holds out that he will receive all travelers and sojourners who are
waling to pay a price adequate to the sort of accommodation provided, and
who come in a situation in which they are fit to be received.
INSUI.1ANCE.

Insurance is a contract, the provisions of which bind one

party to.indemnify another for loss or damage, suffered on a specified continonc7.

INsuaED.

An incured. is a person wnose death, injury, or less of nroperty
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gives rise to liability on the part of the invarer.
INSURER.

A*..n insurer is an individual or association who assumes the

risk of another for coripensation.
KIDNAPPING.

Kidnappin!: is thc; unlawful detention and removal of a per-

son to another place.
Larceny is the wrong,ful cailyIng away of personal property

LARCENY.

belonging to another with the intent to convert it to the use of the taker.
A lottery is arzr scheme in which a person purchases an oppor-

LOffistr.

turdty to win a prize which io to be awarded by drawing from a box, by wheel,
"

or by other methods of chance.
A. maker is one who executes a Promissory note.

MAI

MALICIOUS

lasciaEF.

l'alicicus mischief is thc wanton, nalie ous, or

reckless destruction of, or injury to, property belonging to anot.her person.
TIANDA,TORY LAW.

A mand'a.tory law calls for an affirmatdve act.

11A=
.
5 1-"yhem is the unlawful and violent causing of serious injury to
the body of another so as t.o e+icfi.gure hin or to ren.--icrr hin lame or defective
in bodily vigor.
IST.:0TIABLE INSTRUlatr2.

A ntgotiable instrament may be defined as a

contractual obligation, in writing and signed by the party executing it, containing
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uncon,44tionzo proe.se or order to pay a run certzin in noney on

demand, or at a fixed ciete.nable !Arturo tine, payable to bearer or to the
order of a specified person.
Vais.INAL Pka. A norrinal partner is one who holds b4rtnelf out as a
pLrtner or permits others to hold him cut as such.
OBLIGE?.

An obligee is the party to whom a debt or obligation is due.

OMNSIELE

An ostensible partn.cr is, ono who publicly c-^4

actively engages in the traaction of

biciness.
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raP.
PARTN:R.S.

A partnership is a legal relation created by a voluntary

agreement between two or more persons for a combination of their capital,
labor, or sidll in a business or enterorise for joint profit.
PAYEE.

A payee is the party to whom any negotiable instrument is made

payable.
FE_PZISSIVE LAI./.

ft permissive law is one which neither requires nor for-

bids conduct.
FERPLTUAL SUCCESSION.

Pe*.petua...1 succession is the power of a corpora-

tion to ccIrtinue as a unit regardless of a change in mer.bership.
PERSONAL FROITZCIT.

Pen•onal property is any interest of deterrnate or

.-..:t=ed duration in things real and any interest in all other things blown as
,s personal.
FLEDGE.

whereby
,
A pledge is a special form of mutual-benefit ba-111-...ont

cne person transfers Possession of personal property to another to secure
---,he payment of a debt or thc obligation performance.
FI. A pledgee is the party who gives up goods in a pledge.
PLF,DG011.

A pledgor is the party who gives up goods in a pledge.

Paaan:.

A p.rerriun is thc amount of money which an insurod pays or

rrorises to pay as consideration for the insurer's promise to inderz•d-fy

on

the harperri_ng of a contir7eney.
PRIVATE CARRIER..

A privalie carrier is one who undertakes to transport

goods in a particular instance only, not Ma1:111:7; it their vocation, nor holdout to the .p.-.11.c ready to act for dl who desire their

ing
se rvicev..

FROETPITIVE LA1.
FP-CM:SOU NOTE.

prohibitive law requires negative conduct.
A promissezy

is an unconditior--cd nrorzi.se in writ-

r.ade by one person to another, sinned by the mal:er, engaging to pay on

14
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demand, or at a fixed or determinable future tine, a sun certain in money to
order or to bearer.
PROPERTY. Property is the rights and interests which one has in anything subject to ownership, whether such thing be real or personal, tangible
or intangible, visible or invisible.
QUALIFIED INDORSaalIT.

A clop,ified indorsement is one wloLch lirdts the

liabiiity of the indorser from that of the ordinary indorser.
RE.A' L PROPERTY.

Real property is an interest of indeterminate or unfixed

duration which one has in lands and things closely pertaining thereto.
RECIVIGSTOLL:N G'30DS.

Receiving stolen goods consists in knowledge of

buying or concealing goods previously stolen, or in aiding in their concealment with intent to deprive the owner of nossession.
IMPP-EF,E2-:TATION.

A retresentation is a statement of fact which

sented to an insurer as a basis for a contract of insurance.
RESTRICTIVE IN3JR=2-711T.

A restrictive indorsement is one which restrains

the general negotiability of the instrument.
ROBBMY.

Robbery is the forcible takthg of money or goods from the per-

son of another, or goods which are in his possession.
SALE OF PERSONAL PRDFERTY.

A sale of personal property is a transaction

whereby one party trEis:Ters the general ownershi-o in specific chattels to
another for a consideration in money termed the price.
SECRET PARTNER.

A secret -Partner is one who tn_il:cr, an active part in the

managemInt. of the firm, but who is not known to the public.

sn.r.rr

PAR'17.

A silent partner is one who may be Imam to the public

as r rrrtner, but who taLos no active part in the conduct of the bl.?sines-1.
SPECIAL IN7)0E-IST:•7:;T.

A special indorsement is :no which specifies the

person to whom, or to whose order, the instruzlent is to be paid.
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STOGEHOLDER.

A stocLholder is a meMber of a stock corporation.

SUBROGATION.

Subrotation is a right by which one making payment for

another takes the place of the creditor in respect to the obligation of the
principal.
SURETY.

A surety is the party resoonsible for the debt or obligation

of another in suretyship.
SURETYSHIP.

Suretyshio is a relation based upon a valid contract, where-

by one person is answerable for the performance of another 3s obligation to a
third person.
TESTIKOKY.

Testimony is the evidence given by a competent witness.

usarty. usury is

the taking of a greater rate of interest than is allowed

by law.
..,TAIVE.a.

A waiver is a voluntary relinquishment of a right.

WAREHOUSAN.

A warehouseman is a person engaged in the business of

storing goods of another for a cornensation or profit.
A warranty is any assertion or pronise stipulated in a policy
or incorporated therein by reference, which if not literally and strictly
true renders the contract of insurance voidable.
Objectives of Secondary Education5
All school activities should be deternined in the lioht of the accepted
objectives of educatZon.

When tlanninr7 instructional activities, teachers

and administrators should not only have a clear understanding and apprcciaticn of the ultimate objectives of education, but shculd be fully aware of

5
3obbitt, John Franklin, Hnm to rake a Curriculum, (Boston, Houghton
Corp
. any, l9211).

fflin

Kentucky, Corraon-oealth of, E'eucaicnal Iulietin, Vol. VII, No. 6, "Nanual of
Organization and Administration for
choois, (Frankfort, Kentucky,
Lepartment of Tducation, August, 15':;.0).
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subjects are expected to make to
the innediate cmtribution which the school
these ultimate objectives.
functions to prepare the indiMere is general agreenent that the school
the welfare of the demovidual fcr sane and successful living and promotes
cratic society of which he is a part.

It is also generally agreed that the

nt of society through the
high school csn best contribute to the betterne
development of socially desirable individuals.
six objectives that should be
These objectives have been classified into
followed to realize this goal.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
I.

These objectives are as follows:

Health, Mental and Physical
Citizenship and Ethical Character
Vocational and Avocational
Gormand of the Fundamental ?recesses
Worthy Home Membership
World-Mindedness

Health, Mental and Physical
A.

Knowledge and understanding of:
1. Prevention of disease of betv and mind.
2.

Comrranity sanitation

3.

Selection of Proper foods

L. Adrdnisterine of first aid
5. Effect of attitudes cn the body and rind
6. Benefits of recreation
7.

Influence of the emotions on body and mind

8. Aspect of se,:--influence on rind and body
9.
10.

Heredity and reproduction
mf3:(1
Effect of the nervous system on the body and

U. Functions of tlic body

-

12.

Effective health habits

13.

alsease producing organist=

14.

Life processes

15.

Personal cleanliness

16.

Correction of common defects

17.

Wearing proper clothes

18.

Safety rules

19. Safety measures to prevent injury
B.

Attitudes tavard:
1.

Wearing of

2.

Health of the co:rrr.4.-nit:-

Draper

clothes

3. Select-i on of food

24.

Participation in good snorts

5.

Interest in discoveries in medicine

6. Public interest in the e.nfcrcerent of health 1a3:s
C.

Habits of:
Eating proper foods
2.

"dor:ring in the Interest of health

3.

Getting the Proper rest
Participating in good games and sports

5. Cneedng up on the condition of personal health
6. Gorrecting physical and mental defects
7. Obeying public health laws
3*
D.

1.71101

or'

rental responses

Appreciation for:
1.

The work of the medical profession
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2.

The power and functions of the mind and both'

3. The proper health habits

4.

The mind and body of the individual

5.

The value of scientific discoveries concerning health

6. Comnunity and school health programs
II.

Citizenship and Ethical Character:
A.

Imawledge and understanding of:
1. Zemocraor as a method of living and thinking
2.

Fundamental laws

3. Rights, duties, and privileges of citizens

L.

Necessity of cooperation

5.

Persons, events, movements, and customs determined for human
uplift and progress

6. .Ability to be helpful to others
7. Relation of character to group pros2erity
S.
B.

The able ana'

he Christian religion

Attitudes toward:
1.

The honesty of our officials and ourselves

2.

The proper attitude toward governmental authority

3. Greater ::_Li,ere7t in civic problems

C.

4.

Proper sem3f: of social obligations

5.

Realization of the value of universal lcnguag

rrld education

Habits of:
1.

Marin^. open-mindedness and tolerance in regard to the rights
of other.

2.

Associating easily with individuals in various stations Olt
lire, esnecially with hi4:3-1-1Tpc.pertNall

3. Having consiste
nt interest in
civic affairs
4. Being lmyal to
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your community,
state, and na
tion
5. Practicing the co
mmon courtesi
es of society
6. Being faithf
ul in performi
ng one's obliga
tions to societ
y
Appreciation fo
r:
1.

Wise leadersh
ip and intellig
ent fellowship
2. Accepted pr
inciples fcr fa
ir dec:lin=,
3. Personal obli
gations to cont
ribute to pres
ent and future
society

4.
S.

III.

Laws we live by
Honesty, justic
e, reverence, pu
rity, and the lo
ve for the
beautiful

Vocational and
Avocatianal
A.

Knowledge and
understar-ling
of:
1. Vocational
an avocationa
l information
2. EnJwIedge
of onets aptitu
des, likes, an
d dinlikes ga
ined
throurth self—a
nalyfis and ex
nloitation
3. InvestAaaL
s and economic
independence
h. Labor conditions
in different pl
acrss
5. Relations between
social movement
s and economic
and industrial
stability

6. Foundation of
technical and pr
ofessicnnl etlA
y
7.

8.
9.
10.

Ability of se
c=ing sa:isfac
tion in
performance an
d
renderin7 serv
ice through one'
s vocation
Information co
ncerning travel
ing
Psycholor7ical
and physiologica
l lairs of rela
xation
Realization of
imnortance of
developing and
maintaininz on
e
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or more avocational activities
11.

Facts from social studies—math, science, manual arts-useful in leisure time situations

B.

Attitudes toward:
1.

Work and respect for occaaa,„%ons of othurs

2.

Fairness and honesty in efforts and products

3. Pride in workmanship
4.

Cooperation with others

5. Interest in diversified reading and play
6. Good sportsmanship
7. Better types of literature, drana, art, and music
C.

Habits of:
1.

Having a specific vocational S-:±11

2.

Being fair and honest in effort and product

3. Being orderly, accurate, carefree, thorough, and independent
4.

Participating in good sports

5. Enjo7ing good literature, drama, art, and music
6. Participating in the social affairs of the cammrn4 ty
7.

Having a diversified system of using leisure time

c.

Ctavating lasting and ybolescmc friendships

B.Annreciation for:
1.

Specific vocational skills

2.

All vocatians that are honorable

3. Our economical system
/4.

Careful war!.7.a.anshlp
Satisfaction of a job well dcne

)1
1

6. L11 activities that seen to be play
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7. 1.ia5terTfeces of literature, drama, art, and music
E.

Hobbies, club activities, and travel

9. Importance of developing and maintaining one or more avocational
activities
IV.

Command of FUndamental Processes
A.

Knowledge and understanding of:
1.

Ability to perforr with accuracy and reasonable facility the
ftndamental mathematical operations

2.

Ability to pronounce and sell correctly

3. Ability to read intellirently

4.

Ability to write with proper legibility, ease, and speed

S.

Ability to carry on conversation and use the langua7e in all
ways reouired for proper and effective participation in
community life

6. Ability to use dictionary, encyclopedia, naps, atla7rses, card
catalogs, readers' guide, indexes, and other means of finding
facts and materials wanted

7. Ability to address an audience or to conduct a public meeting
with di,7nit7 and formality but without stiffness or etbarrassrent

8. Ability to think clearly and effectively organize and exnress
one's t'7our:hts
9.

Eastery of essentials of written corpesition and Frammar with
special reference to letter writing

D.

10.

Flattery of fundamentals of business practices

U.

Coxmand of adequate reading, speaking, and writing vocabulary

Attitudes toward:
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1.

Application of principles in better solution of problems

2.

Neatness and accuracT,' in good worlzmanshio

3. nisnosltion to accept responsibility
4. Er-ending necessary enerKv an problems
Intelligent preservation -*J1 solution of problems

6. Thoroughness in thought and action
C.

Habjts of:
1.

Reading with a definite purpose

2.

Asking pertinent questions

3. Recslling related experiences that clarify meanings

h.

Speaking on one's feet without. confusion

5.

Speaking in co7p1ete sentences

6. Yo,-,ulating the voice
7.

Thinking Clearly anr3 effectively organizing thoughts

8. Expressing yourself
9.

D.

Evaluating meanings

10.

Viting with properllegibility and speed

11.

Flaking correct associations in problem solving

A;)preciatl.cn for:
1.

Factors which have contributed to one

2.

The accepted norm

ervironment

for beauty and literature

3
. Good speech's, sernonz, etc.

V.

L.

Good handling of bue_nrns

5.

Aids that are arailalae in dictionaries, encyClopediass eta.

Worthy Home Yhrlernhip
Yno-Jledre and understanding of;
Ability to tr.^ -Ee the hourehdli

2.
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Ability to cooperate with mem
bers of fanily, including wil
lingness to assume responsibili
ty within the home

3. Ability
4.
S.

to practice common household
acts

Ability to make a household
budget
Ability to keep house, pre
mises, and equipment clean,
orderly,
and homely

6. Use of inventions in improv
ement of hone conditions
7. Physical, mental, moral, and soc

iety qualities necessary for

parenthood of desirable typ
e

8. Essentials of name nursing and
care of sick
9. Proper sanitary con6itions slc

Ald prevail in the hone

10. Make mi=r repairs aro
und the home
11.

Good princirles of hone dec
oration and landscaping
Attitudes toward:

B.

1. Respect for na-ental
anth-,rity
2.

Respect for members of -Lt.:
: home

3. Ml l.43
U.
•

play the

of a To,-- neigh.L.or

Accepting responsibility in
the home
Inc!

2. ._r the homr ectiv-ItIcs

6. Marriage and rearing childr
en
C.

gabits of:
1.

Making minor repairs around
the 'house

2.

Taking care of personal cac
thing

3.

Practicin7 comnar household
arts

L.

Resnecting the richts of oth
ers

5.

Practicing common courtesy
and patience pt all times
Being reasonable lrith the oth
er fellow

6.
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7. Avoiding offensive behavior
D.

kopreciption for:
Farents
2.

The hone as a fundamental social institution

3. Fair dealin r accepted at all times

4.

Attainments and accomplishments of others

5.

Foint of view of others

6. The home as the foundation for all other social institutions
VI.

World-mindedness
A.

1nowled7e and understanding of:
1.

What other nations contributed to modern civilization

2.

Ideals and aspirations of other nations

3. Fconony and Fovernment of other nations

B.

L.

Population and population t-renr's or other nations

5.

The United Nations Charter—how it works

6.

The United Nations Organization—its po-.7ers and limitations

Attitudes toward:
1.

Broader vielrs toward world problems

2.

Ideals of other nations
Tolerance

h.

Self-sacrffico in order to feed less fortunate nations

-es

C.

Habits of:
1. Promotinr the snirit of world-mindedness
2. Promoting universal respect for others

3. Promoting; a more tolerant spirit anon: nations

It.

Lessening the ooss_bilities of war

5.

Supportin7 all world peace organizatic:-..1
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D.

Appreciation for:
1. Ideals an6 aspirations of other nations
2. Leaders who are trulywor16.-rinded

3. Contributions to modern civilization by various foreign
cotmtries
L.

Differences of people of other nations

S.

Habits and custons indulged in by other nations
Objectives of Business Law6

If it

is necessary for secondary education to be deternined in the

light of the accepted Objectives of education, it is doubl
y #portant that
each course of study that makes up that secondary education be
determined in
the application of these objectives.

Business law will not teach all the

objectives of secondary education; but when it is combined with
all the other
crses of study in the curriculum, it fills an important
'Place.
Business law has won its place in the school because it has been able
to
fill some very desirable objectives of secondary education.

The objectives

cf business law are listed as they fit into these Objec
tives.
The code of listinr. is as follows: I A 1 means point 1 under divis
ion
A in the group 1; thus:

Hirschl, Sarruel D., Business Law, (La -11c Extension University
, Chcago,
19L2).
1:entucky, Corner:wealth of, --7cticnal Pullet-Thy Vol. XVII, Yo. 8, "Puni
ness
Education for Kentucky Hi7h
(Prankfcrt, Kentu67, Department of
E±uoat4 en, October, 1.9!29).
Pomeroy, Dwight A., Business Law, (South-Western Publishing
Company, Chicago,
1939).
!
-oreroy, D6-ight A., and ?isk, McKee, it-Plied Business Law, (Sout
h-Western
Publishing Corany, Cincinnati, 1924).
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I means Objective I--health, Ment
al and Physical
A means 2ivision A—Knowledge and unde
rstanding of:
1 means Division 1 under Division
A—Prevention of disease of body
and
mind.
I.

Knowledge and understanding of:
A. (II A 2,

5)

Contractual Relation

B. (II B 3, !) Relations of Prin
cipal and Anent and Employer and
Emnloyee
C.

(II A 2, 3, 11, 6) Relation of Bail
or and Bailee

D. (Iv A 3, 8, 10) Negotiable inst
ruments and Insurance
E. (II A 1, 2, 3,
TI.

4)

Pronerty and Wrongs

Attitudes toward:
A.

(II A 3) Justice in business dealings

B. (II A

5)

Eigh ethical standard of business cond
uct

C. (II C

5)

Situations involvims legal obligations
and those which
in7olve moral obligations

D. (II D 4) Irportance of cont
racts
E. (II D h)

III.

Democratic r-,,sten of government

F.

(II C 1) Rights or others

C.

-17I D 3) Good citi.,,enship

Hals of:
A.

(III A 2) Recognizing business prob
lems which require the services
of a lavver and those which the individu
al can solve
vdthout such assistance

B. WI A 10)
C.

kzercising caution in signing business rane
rs

(IV D 1) Contributing to good citizens
hip by understanding current
arfairs which have legal irplicatiens
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D.

(V C

4)

Acting in such a manner as to protect every individual's
interests

E.

(IV A 10) Lxcrcising care in situations which involve the law of
bpilment

T.
IV.

(IV A 10) Ehorcising cart in handling negotiable instruments

Appreciation for:
A
ga•

(II A 1) Law as an instrument of protection of the weak against
the strong

D.

(II B 2) The necessity for law enforcenent

C.

(IV A 10) Forms of business organizations

D. (II A 2) Tribunals for administering justice
1. (II D 2) The ability t

ac

in accordance with sound ethical

princi-les
F. (II C

4)

Good c.-,izensl:ip
The Structural Pattern

TT.

introduction

. Table of Contents
77.
V.
VI.
VII.

Criteria
Grade 71acement--ime alotnent
Central Theme
Objectives
Knowledrte and understanding of:
B.

Attitudes tm7rrd:

C.

Habits of:
A7n-ntciation for:

7.
Smith, Dr. Bert Rd, Ch.rs D',scussion.

or a Unit7
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VIII.

L;proaches

IX.

Deveao7ment or Procedure
Stud7 guides vith 117,ea'fic references and hou to study

A.
B,

ect matter--knowled7es--=nderstandin^s

C.

Activities, Pro,iectr, Pronens

EL

Correlations
Wort.: Sheets

I.

Oulninating ActivitIrs

XI.

Outcomes
Knowledre and unrirstandnr, of:

XII.

B.

Attitudes toward:

C.

Hits of:

D.

Appreciation for:

Leaes to Other Units

::1I. Evaluation--Measnr Resc_lts
k.

Teacher tr Eraluation

2.

.A1/1 1 's 2ccts
Enovledor arl undrs-sandthr of:
2.

Attitu,:es try.-arfl:

3.

Habi:.s
- of:

h.

Appreciation

Bib1io:7arhy
A.

Teachnr
Ft/7-U

4b

1:7

CHKeTER TIT
.DEVTLOPFLINT OF
THE COURSE OF
STUDY INTO UN
ITS

The nai-erial
that is to be
used In this co
urse of study
is to be divi
in business la
ded into five
w
units:
Unit I Contractual_ Re
lation
Unit II Relations of Pr
incipal and Ag
ent and Employ
er and Employ
Unit III ee
Relation of Ba
ilor and Bail
ee
Unit IV Negotiable Inst
ruments and In
surance
Unit V Property and wr
ongs
Each unit is
developed accord
ing to the st
ructural patter
on page 45 fo
n that is give
r the unit pl
n
an.
Unit No. 1
Contractual Re
lat:on
Ln understand
ing

of sinple busi
ness transact
ions and an ap
the contract
preciation for
ing laws will
greatly increa
se business effi
ciency in near
every activity
ly
in which yo
u engage. The
importance of
a comprehensive
standing of th
undere essentials
of contractin
g cannot be emph
asized too
heavily.
Table of Cont
ents for Unit
Lo. I
Contractual Re
lation
I.

Title

II. Introduction
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
I.

Page

47

Tabl.e of Co
ntents

47

Criteria

47

Grade Placemen
t - Tine Lllotrf.
r.%
Central Theme

50

Objectives

50
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50

48
A.

50

Knowledge and Understanding of

B. Attitude toward
C.

Habits of

D.

Appreciation for
51

Approaches

VIII.

Development or Procedure

II.

A.

Nature of Contracts
52

1. study aide No. I
2.

54

Bow to St.J47 Business Law

3. Subject Matter ro.
4

•

B.

4.

Activities No. I

57

5.

Correlations No,

57

6. Work Sheet No.

r!8

7. Key to Work Sheet No. I

60

Competent Parties, Legal Bargain, Consideration
1.

C.

61

Study Guide No. II

2. Saject Y-- ttPr Nsi II

62

3. Activities No. II

65

h.

CoeJtionz No. IT

65

S.

Work Sheet No. II

66

6.

Kcy- to Work Sheet No. IT

68

Forms of Agreements
1. Study Chide No. III

68

2. Subject Matte- No. III

70

3. Activities Fo. III

72

h. Correlations No. III

73

5.

74

'Abrk Sheet No. III

•

49
6. Key to Work Sheet No. III
X.

Culminatinr Activities

XI.

Trrio

77

Desirable Outcomes
A.

78

Knowledge and Understandinf of

B.

Attitude toward

C.

Habits of

D.

Arrreciation for

80
80
Ea

7TTT, Evaluation

81

Teacher Evaluation
Pupil Test
1.

Knoli1edf7e and Understanding of

2.

Attitude

V.

67

Appreciation

87

Biblio7raphy
A.

Teacher

B.

Pupil

el
82
32
56

3. Habit

4,

78

ao

Leads to Other Units

B.

77

88
88
69

Criteria for the Evaluation of a Unit
l
Contmactual Relation
1. It should involve a variet
r of direct sensory experiences.
2. It should prov4:4e for som
e free, informal association of the tun
i-c.
3. It should provide an opportunity for
manipulation or
acti/ity.

1
Earan, "Criteria," Bu11et-1 n !:o.
17, Curriculum Laboratory, Western
Reserve
University, November 30, 193
1, p.

6.

50

4.

The parts of the unit should make a coherent whole.

S. It should

provide a considerable amount of pupil activity.

6. It should be satisfying or the anticipation of the outcome should
be satisfying.

7. It should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative materials.
8. The unit of work should have a useful purpose in the present or
future life of the pupil.
9. It should reproduce actual life situations, as far as possible.
10. it should utilize materials as they occur in life, and in textbooks
being studied.
U. It should contain accurate information.
12. It, should provide an opportunity to judge, choose, and evaluate.
12. It should provide an opportunity for the pupil to orif7inate, plan,
and direct the activity, as far an possible.
71/..

It should be within the available time limit.

15.

The exposition should be clear enough to make it possible for a new

teacher to put the unit into practice if he so desires.
16. It should state clearly where materials may be obtained.

17. then references are given, they should be complete and exact.
Grade Placement - One Semester, Twelfth Grade
17-

Tire Allotment - Four Weeks
Central Thene - Becem7thg acquainted with contractual relations
Objectives
Contractual Relation
T. Knowledre and understanding of:
A.

Nature of contracts

B.

Co'-Ptent parties, ler-al bargain, and considerat'1ou

51
C.
II.
01*

III.

TV.

Forms of agreem_nts

Attitude toward:
A.

Importance of contracts in cur everyday life

B.

Importance of reading contracts before signing

C.

Liabilities of a minor for necessaries

D.

Effect of illegalit7

E.

The need for consideration

F.

Limitations an assignments

Eabits of:
A.

Analyzing business transactions

B.

Exercising care in business negotiations

C.

Seekinr: le -al advice when the situation warrants it

AnPreciation for:.
A.

&a11-loan laws

B.

Social desirability of refusing to enforce certain agreements

C.

Implications of the oral evidence rule

D.

Limitations on s2ecific performance

E.

Effect of the Statute of Limitations
Approaches
Contractual Relation

In ber.7innin7 this unit of work it is best to anticipate student

4

culties and move in a direction to prevent their arising.

dfffi_.

Some con-on

follows:
difficulties that have arisen in classes of the past are as
1.

in order to
A contract rust include all cf the essential elements

be enforceable in the courts.
2.

invitation to
There is a definite difference betl7een an offer and an

•Ip

ma31.e an offer.
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3. There is a difference between void and voidable agreements.

4.

There are certain circumstances under which urehle influence is

held to exist.

S. Tender does not discharge under all circumstances.
6. There are certain circumstances under which specific performance
will be allowed.
This unit of work should be approached in the follo17ine manner:
1.
4

Explain each day's work in advance, calling attention to points

l41
/
4e those mentioned above.
2.

Cite hypothetical situaticns which will clearly illustrate principles

which the student is expected to master.
3.
el

Present chellenging questions in each study guide in order to arouse

an interest and curiosity on the part of the student.
Study Guide 1:o. I
I:aturc of Contracts
1.

Give several illustrations, of contracts that you, as a ceeent,

enter into.
2. If you ae.ree to trade a sweater for a tennis racket, have you made
a contract?

3. If you tell a friend that you 14-;11 give him your textbcok when you
have finished a course, can he require you to do so?
L.

A father wished to give his daughter a typewriter.

Ee obtained a

nachine fro: a merchent ureicr an agreement whereby he became bound to pay the
7Teeleeee Price at the end of the month..

Was this transaction a contract?

S. A man as about to enter the army. Be rented his house; he rirovieed
for the storare of his Purniture in a warehouse; he gave his dog to a fr!.end;
he obtained a railroad ticket; and he told a friend that he would visit the

ape.-
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friend's relatives near his camp.

Which of there transactions involved

contracts?

6. A student said that most persons rarely enter into contracts. Do
you believe that he was e7ht?

7. A contractor undertook to construct a large dam for the United
States Government.

Could he have undertaken this task without some assurance

as to the future conduct of others?

8. "Not every agreement is a contract even though the parties mzry be
attempting to form a contract."

Do you agree with this staterent?

9. Are all contracts recuired to be in a special form?
10. If yclr arree to meet a friend at the theater, has a contract been
made?
11. If you oromiec, to give a friend a oreEea

e-n he require you to

carry out the promise?
72. If you inquire of the lailder Radio Comnar7 the cost of a recordlaying radio and the ceinpany sends the radio, must you pay for it?
13.

If you win a bet on a game, can you forte the loser to p -v?

14. If a boy le_.D raises vegetables offers to sell a neighbcr all the
a-n-rtah/es he needs, u-').1 a contract be form..d if the neighbor says "I accept
your offer'?
15. If there is a sellout at a football game, does the fact that the
game has been advertised mean that all who apply for admirrion rust be sold
tickets?
16. Is a person who advertises to pay a revard for the return cf

a

lost

dog bour.: to do ro?
17.

A girl overheard a store owner offer a job to a fr:orld.

accented the position, could a contract be forned?

If the first
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1E.

If you were assured by the salesnan that a ueed car had been driven

only 1E2000 miles, although you knew it had actually- been driver 30,000 miles,
could you, after buying the car, claim fraud because of this statement of the
salesman?
19.

Is a solicitor for your school newspaper guilty of fraud if he says

to a prospective advertiser, "If you purchase this space, all of the students
in school will buy fror you"?
20.

After paying for a portable radio that you purchased, you discover

that it is not as represmted. ;:hat legal rights do you have?
References
Clark,
Handbook of the Law of Contracts, (West Publishing Company,
St. Iaul, 1916).
Hirschl, Samuel D., ::_usiness Law, (LaSalle actension University, Chicago,
19142), pp. 1-10.
Pomeroy, a:ight A., Business Law, (South-Western Publishing Company,
1939), PP.
".•
3

•
Ponera.--, arizht AAA
2 and risk, "IcKee, Alied Business Law, (South-71estern
Publishing Corroany, Cincinnati, I5:7),-Pp.

Haw To Stud." Business Law
1.

Read your stuy guide closely*.

Co

1,:=Lke a rrelimin7=ry survey be'e-e reading a chanter in detail.

3. Prepare a lesson as soon as possible after the recitation.
L.

Before beginning the advanced work, review rapidly the last lesson.

5. Give the most time and attention to the weak points In your know-

6. Pie: out the innortant items and learn than well.
7.

on drill or repetiticn is necessary, distriFute the drtll 07er

mre than one learning period.

Don't try to learn it ;
,t, one sitting.

8. Arrange your study environment so that it I:ill facilitate stucty.
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9.

Take time to thin

over what you have studied.

10. Lben interrupted, stop at a natural break and leavr! a cue for
starting.
11.
12.
13.

Don't hesitate to mark inportant thins in your book.
ntally review each naragraph as soon as you have read it.
Do not skip graphs, drawings, nor illustrations.

Study then

Closely; they are learning aids.
114.

Review often the naterial studied.

15.

Meal: yourself on the lyork sheet.
Subject Fatter

ro. I

Nature of Contracts
I.

Definition of a contract
An agreenent between tIro or nom parties that creates an obligation
which, if not nerforned by one party, may be ehforced

4

n a court by

the other party is krimn as a contract.
II.

Transac'cions involving contracts
A.

Rentinr a houre or an apartment

E.

Sending clothes to the cleaners

C.

Taking an insurance policy

D. Lccepting a position
III. Innortance of contracts
A.

Foundation of business activity
verli_ng
All business lau consists of principles and riles r,
situr-tions bared on contracts

IV. Necessary elcnronts of a contract
AA

PUtual atsent

B.

Competent parties

56
C.

Lecal bargain

D.

Consideration

E.Required form
V.

Offer and aocentance
A.

Essential elements of an offer
1.
2.

The proposal must be definite
he proposal must be nade with the apparent intertion of the
offercr to be bound by it

3. The -prorosal must be communicated either by words or by actions
to the offeree
B.

Essential elements of an acceptance
1.

The acce7tance must be unconditional as well as identical with
the c. .e

4.

As a zeneral rule the acceptance must be nore than a rentc1
deternination and must be indicated by some word or act

3. The accentance maybe nade only by the party to whom the offer
vas r=de
h.

The acceptance must be communicated w!ten the offeror requests
an acce7tanee in the form of a promise

VI.

721.

Terrimation of an offer
A.

17tated tire

B.

Lt the end of a reasonable length of time

C.

Lief:L.:Lite reftwal

D.

By a c=nt,ereffer

r

By rieath Cs7 insty of offerer

F.

Ferecetf_)nof offer ly offeror before offeree accepts

Unfair a..4.rantage

57

VIII.

A.

Fraud

D.

Duress

C.

Undue influence

Mistakes
A.

Void contracts

B.

Voidable contracts
Activities No. I
Nature of Contracts

1.

Have the pupils prepare a list of acts that reslat in contracts and of
acts that do not result in contracts.

2.

Brin7 in newspaper clippings telling about contracts.

These can be analyzed

and used on the bulletin board or in scrapbooks.

3. Bccourage putils to note all their activities invol7Tng contracts for one
da:r.

L. Show the Coron

S.

file :."IiAT IS A CONTRACT?

Ask pupils to bring advertisements, letters, or handbills which appear to
be offers.

6. Obtain a series of letters which, construed together, make a -ntract.
7. Have

purils analytie several actuni contracts made b

then, e'zplai

r7 the

naking of the offer (Tld its acceptance in each case.

8. Have the rupils prepare a list of descriptive terms and ask the clans to
determine whether they' are fact or opinion.
Correlation No. I
Nature of Contracts
' Economics
a. Discuss the value of contractual relations to goverTzlental agencies
b.

Discuss the value of contractual relations to private indllstry.
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C.
2.

Discuss the value of contractual relations to individuals

LanguaFe
a. Relate personal contractual relations
b. Individual contributions to class diccussions

3.

Reading
a. Read your subject matter
b.

Read through newspapers and magazines for articles concerning contracts

Spell-in: and vocabulary
a.

Nemorize the definition of a contract

b.

Lea= the meanings and spellinrs of the follo-;:ing words
(1) contract

(8) revocation

(2) enforceable

(9) terminate

(3) obligation

(10) concealment

(Li)

a-mare:It

(11) defective

comunicate

(12) duress
(13) fraud

(5) essential
(7) fnducement
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(114) representation

;;ork Sheet ho. I
Latc-e of Contracts
Underscore the correct answer to th,- following questions in the column at
the right.
1. :oes a binding contract result from every agreement between two
persons?
2.

Yes

No

Yes

Uo

Yes

No

Mast the proposal be conmunicated either bywords or by actions
to the offerec?

3. If Johnson nakcs an offer obviously in jest, can Holmes turn
the offer into an agreement by acceptance?
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4.

Does a definite refusal to accept the offer on the part of an
offeree brine an end to an offer?

5.

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Does the insanity or the death of the offeror terminate the
offer?

6. Is

an offer made to the general public effectively witheerawn

when it is reca1le:1 in the same manner in which it lees made?

7.

Yes

May an offeror witle'ree an offer without liability when he i:as
been paid to keep it open?

8. KIT the offeror so fraee his offer that silence will constitute
acceptance despite the intent of the offeree to the contrary?
1
'4

;

9. Nay a person other than the offeree accept an offer?
10. Ven an offer requires an acceetance in the for

of an act,

is the doing of the act connonly sufficient to comelete the
agreement?
U. ten an offer requires an acceptance in the form of a proriee,
met the acceptance of the offer be connunicated to the
offeror?
12.

When the offeror reauires a receipt of the acceetance, is the
?To

acceptance valid as socn as it has been properly sent?
13. Is there fraud vihen a person makes a false representation with—
out realizing that it is false?

"res

No

Yes

I:0

14. Is there unfair advantare when a false reeresentation induces
action

y the'other party?

In the parentheses at the right of each item in Coluen II, write the
nuril-er that reeresents the ward or phrase that matches the item.
Colu-sm II

Column I
(1) Valid =Tract

1.

In aereement that maybe disaffimed

)
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(2) 'Paid contract

An agreement that has all the essentials

2.

(7) VOidc.ble centract

3. An agreement that has no legal force

Acceptance

(5)

Consideration

(6)

Contract

or a contract

or effect

L.

An agreement that creates an obligation
enforceable in a court

(7) Counteroffer

(8)

5.

Law

The inducement given to the promisor
in return for his pronise

(9) EateriAl fact

6.

(10, Offer

A proposal made by one person to a

(11) Option

second person wit:. the intention of
ferming a contract

7. The assent of one Person to the term*
of a proposal made by another perscn

e.A new proposal offered by the °froze*
as a substitute for the origLud pro.
posal of the ofrercr
A corkraet in which the offeror is riven
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somethlIng at an'inducenert to'keep

'

onen
or:,
in item of information thz,t can be the

10.

<

'oasis of fraud if micrep..esented

Kcy tc 4ork Sheet )14%
rat-_-.-e of Centraelat

Yes

9.

Yes

10.

Yes

No

U.

yes

Fo

12. -No

13. ro

1.

1L.

2. (i)

6. (a r.)

3. (2)

7. 04

h. (6)

8. (V)

Yes

(--')

5.

(5)

9.

(t)

(9)
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Stae7 Guide 1:o. II
Competent Parties, Legal Bargain, Censideration
1. Does a minor who contracts with an ,a .ult have any rights that are
different from those of the adult?
2.

Does the fact tnpt a ninor states he is t•yenty-one years of age bar

him from his rights as a ninor?
•••

•

r:Ihy ma7 a minor avoid some of his contracts but not all of then?

a. 1,.lay a minor who enlists in the United States Marine Corps repudiate
his agreement?

S.

Are a minorts parents liable for what he buys?

6. If you paid :a0 upon losing a wager on the outcome of a game of
football, could you recover the money after learning of the illegality of
such an agreement?

7. W1-17 are Personal finance an

sinilar concanies pernitted to charge

a higher rate or interest than are banks?

8. 'Why cannot a public official ccllect money which he has been
promised in return for favoring a particular ccnnany?

5. If a maiden aunt conveyed a certain house to you in consideration
of your promise never to marry, could she recover the house if you failed to
lvc tD

O your prctr:Ie?

10. If a friend promises to take you as a guest an a two-week fishing
trip and fails to do so, can you require him to live 117 to his prcrise?
U. You agree to pav :10 for a ring that usually sells for

:25.

would

th- seller be Iethin his rights in refusing to carry out the agreement?
12.

An uncle agrees to 7ive his niece $50.0 if she names her daughter

af;cr his rather. If the niece does so, can she collect the :50C?
13. in gratitude for your retorning his lost hunting dog, a ncighbcr
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pronises you

:35.

If he fails to do so, is there any way you can require him

to pay you?
References
Pirschl, Business LZW, PO, 10-15.
Pomeroy, Business Lau,

7r.

80-93.

Pomeroy and Fisk, Applied Business Law, pp. 37-74.
Subject Eatter Ko. II
Ca7pet,ent Parties, Legal
1.

rgain, Consideration

Contracting. parties
A.

Pinors may avoid most agreenents
Adults nay not avoid contracts because second party is a minor

II. rinors
A

E.

In most states all persons under the al7e of twenty-one are ninors
In some states wren become (32 legal age for contractual purposes
when they become eighteen years of age

III. Ianors must pair for necessaries actually supplied
21.411

It must be reasonably required at the tine it is furnished

B. It must be suitable to the age and social and ecano7.ic conditions
o: ths re
C.

-

It must rot be ot*---is-r :A=ished

IV: If a minor has a family, his linbility for necessaries extends to those
that are rtrplied to his ::ife or his children
7. anority is a shield, not a sword
I. Others 14':0 are ;ncorpe.ent to contract
A.

prsous

C.

Convicts

D.

Av_cme
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VII.

Agreements must be ler-al
A.

Its form?tion must not have been declared unlawful

B.

It must not have been Interpreted to be contrary- to the public
good

VIII.

Effect of illegality in an agreement
A.

Illegal agreements are not really contracts at all

B.

If some 1er,a1 provisions may be found within an illegal contract,

•.•

those may be enforced
IX.

Wagering and ge,bling agreements
A.

Lotteries

B.

Slot IT:act:lines

C.

Parinutuel betting

I. Ury
Contract rate
3.
XI.

Legal rate

Small loans

X1I. fzreements obstructing justice or injuring public service
A.

Awarding contracts
Sir—_L-Ig pardons

C.

Yak:ing appointments to -office

II.Dealing with unlicensed businessmen
11.

Physicians

B.

Attorneys

C. PluMbers
D.

Electricians

E.

Druegists

F.

Real estate brel:ers
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G.

ITY.

Restauranteurs

Agreements antaponistic to rarriage
Agreements that restrain trade unreasonably
A. ittnopoly
B. Protection of the benefiting person
C.

Sale of goodwill

D.

Limit in the use or transfer of property

E.

Undue hardship

XVI. Prreements that do not restrain trade unreasonably
A.

;Then the transferor of a business or of prolpert7 agrees not to
connete with the bu:Ter in a manner that will reduce the value of
the thing sold

B.

hen one person agrees to deal exclusively with another person

C. !!hen a person agrees to enter into Partnership with his competitor
D.Y7-ien an enployeo agrees not to compete with his employer for a
reasonable tine after the end of the term of ervloraent
E.;TrIen a bryer or lessee of a business or of property agrees not to
use the thing purchased in a manner that will be injurious to the
seller or lessor
F.

When a partner arrees not to compete with the partnership for a
reasonable time after he leaves the firm

XVII.

Consideration
A.

Definition

B.

Its nt,ed

C.

Aderluacy of consideratIcn

D.

Forms of consideration
1. Prorise

ft

,
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2. Ebney

3. Forbearance

Z.

Promise to forbear

E. Part perfornance
F.

Volantary subscriptions
Activities No, II
Competent Parties, Legal Bargain, Ccnsideration

1. Examine the laws of your state to determine the law governing minors,
including the time of reaching one's majority.
2.

Find out the law of your state regarding the competency of other clarses
of persons to contract. Individual pupils can be assigned to ma::e retorts.

3. Obtain copies of the small-loan la-s.

4.

Investigage the licensing of businessmen in your stato.

List those -ho

are licensed for the protection of the community rather than for revenue
puroses.

S. Sh'7n: legal forms that recite the consideration.
6.

:amine the subscription forms or lists of local institutions to determine
wilether the wording includes a recitation of consideration.
Correlation No. II
Competent Parties, Legal Bargain, Consideration

1.

Sociology
a.

Discuss the minor's role in society

b. Discuss the care of the insane and habitual drunkards
2.

Lant:ua7e
a.

Relate important personal contracts

b.

Gcnoral class diccursion

3. Reading
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a.

Read your sUbz!ect matter

b.

Read various str.te laws as assir-7ned

L. Spellinr and vocabulary
a.

Learn the meanints of the followinf-, words

b.

Learn the soellinr-s of the following words
(1) competency

(11) litigation

(2) disaffirmance

(12) monopoly

(3) necerscry

(13) Lmscrupulaus

(h) .ratification

(IL) usury

(5) repudiate

(15) bankruptcy

(6) susceptibility

(16) compensation

(7) bond

(17) compromise

(6) tr-lbery

(le) debtor

(9) int.ecril-,7-

(19) forbearance

(10) license

(20) inducement
Work Sheet No. II

Carapetent Parties, Legal Bargain, Ccnsiderion
In the parentheses at the right of each item in Column II irrite the
number that re2resents the word or phrare that matches the item.
Col-arn I
(1) Bribery

Column II
1.

An act of an adult that indicates

(2) Consideration

approval of a contract nade during

(3)

Cortract rate

minority

(!!)

Forbearance
rate

(6) .4-cense
(7) Loan shark

2.

()

A, nersan under leEal are, rhich is
usuall7 twenty-one years

()

3. Perm:faze of interest pa7ab1e then
interest is payable but not stated

()
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(8) Luxury

h.

(9) /nor

An article which is required by a
minor, suitable to his age and condi-

(10) Necc'ssary

tion, and not otherwise furnished

()

Services already performed

()

(11) Past consideraton

5.

(12) Ratification

6. A lender who charges an exorbitant

(13) Usur--

Clh)

rate c' interest

Wagering agreement

()

7. A bet on any event, the happening of
which is uncertain and dependent on
chance

()

8. Eaxinum percentage of interest which
a lender of rnney may charge
9.

Charging a higher rate of interest
than is permitted by law

10.

()

()

A rerrit to en:age in a certain
occupation

()

Underscore the correct answer in the colurn at
the right.
1.
2.

Kay a miner enforce his contracts with an adult
?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Eal a persents ratification of an agreement which
was made
wl.i10 he war a minor be shown by his act or
conduct?

3. If a person, after attainin- his majority, ratifies
an agreerent rade while he was a minor, may he later disaf
firm the
azreennnt?
a.

lbst a minor pay tha reasonable value of necessarie
s actually
s=r7lied to him under an agreement?

5.

IS a rinor liable on an agreement for necessaries not yet
de147,,red?

6.

Are racering agreements ordinarily valid?

•
Yes

No

Yes

No
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7. Is the legal rate of interest usually greater th.ln the contract
rate?

Yes

No

Yes

No

to an office enforceable?

Yes

No

IC.

Must consideration consist of money or property?

Yes

No

11.

Muet the consideration legally equal in value the promise for
Yes

No

Yes

No

valid consideration?

Yes

No

May the ri-winff up of a le7a1 ri7ht constitute a consideration?

7",.s

No

8. Is an agreement to nay a witness nore than the regular fee,
provided the verdict is favorable, illegal?
9. Is an agreenent to pay an official for making an apnointment

which it is given?

'

12. Is gross inadequacy of consideration regarded as evidence of
fraud?
13. Is a promise to dc what one is already bound by law to do a

1%

Key to WOrk Sheet No. II
Competent Parties, Legal 2argain, Consideration
1. (12)
2. (9)

5. (11)

3. (5)
(1
- 0)

7. (IL)

6. (7)L. (3)
1.

Yes

8.

Yes

9
•

No

J. (13)
10.

(6)

10. 1:o
11. 1:o

E.

No

12.

Yes

6. 1:0

17;.

No

Stud:7 Guide No.
F0711.5

III

of Lgreenents

1. Ur...derv:hat circumstances rust contracts
be in wring to be
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enforceable?
2.

What should be included in a -r.Titten contract?

3. Is a signature en a contract valid if it is printed or sta7peJ?
L. If a movie star agrees to act in a certain picture, nay she sent
her stand-in to perform for her?

5. Is a school, in paying for the printing of the school annual, permitted by law to tell the printer to collect the amount dlle him from those
v.ho advertised in the anrual?

6. If you offer to ray a debt an the creditor refuses to accept the
noney, is your debt discharged?

7. If you contract to trim your neighbor's trees on a certain da71 but
on that day he refuses to permit you to do the work, is your obligation discha.:-7ed?

S. A dressmaker agrees to rial:e a dress by a cortain tine, but she repudiates her agreement the next day.

Is the customer discharged from any

obligation to pay her?
9.
71

If a certain boat that your father hn,s contracted to buy is destroyed

by fire before the contract is fulfilled, can your father recuire performance
of the contract?
10.

A man med a grocery bill for ten years.

as tho bill collectible

by the grocer?
11.

A sporting goods dealer agrees to sell you a rifle, but he is unable

to suprly it by the date promised.

Are you under obligation to take the rifle

if he offers it to you at a later date?
References
Pariness
Perlen,y,

pp. 16-Us.

Business La-, pr. 107-15.
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Pomeroy and Fisk) Annlied Business Lau, pp.

75-1o5.

Se.ject I:atter 1:o. III
Forms of Agreements
I.

Contract form

II. Eethod of fornation

III.

A.

rpress cont/,acts

B.

Inpliecl contracts

Terms of form
A.

B.

'*-

Formal contracts
1.

Negotiable

2.

Sealed

Simple or parol contracts
1.

Oral

2.

l!ritten

17. Ten7rof rerfo,
-rance

.•

VI.

AA

&.eauted

B.

Et:ecutory

Terms of vraidity
A.

Valid

B.

Vbid

C.

Voidable

Types of contracts that must be in writing
AA

Pronise to make good for a third party

B.

Special promise made upon consideration of narriage

C.

An agTverent that is not to be performed !rithin a y-ar

D.

An agreerent to sell real rroperty

E.

An agreement fcr the sale of goods for the price of

O ursw.7.rd
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F.

An agreement to charge an executor or adninistrator out of his
own estate

VII.

VIII.

Oral evidence permitted
A.

Mistake

B.

Fraud

C.

Megality

D.

Duress

Contents of a note or memorandum
A.

Date and place of contract

B.

Nanes of parties

C.

Obligations of each party

D.

Special requirements or conditions

E.

Simature c2 party who assumes the obligation

Farts r.,f a -:7-rittan contract

X.

A.

Preliminaries

B.

Cik-,j0ct

C.

Conclusion

D.

Cignatures

Relation of third parties to contracts
A.

Third Pa..-ty-mgy enforce an agreement naci:.; for his benefit

E.

Rights under a contract mgy be assigned

C.

Obligations under a contract nay not be assigned

D.

Contractual rights may be assigned by the operation of law
1. Executor
2.

XI

Administrator

Discharge of contractual duties
A.

Performance
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B.

Agreement

C.

Imoossibility
1.

Destruction of subject matter

2.

Change in the law

3.

Death or disability

LL. Act of the other party
D.

Breach of contract

E.

Alteration
1.

Material

2. Intentionpl
to the contract

3. Made by

4. Made without the consent of the other narty
XII.

Remedies for breach of contract

• ,

Right of recission
B.

Right to collect damages
1.

Measure of damages

2. Liquidated damages
3.

Remote damages

C.

Specific performance

D.

Statute of limitations

E.

Bankruptcy
1.

Voluntary

2. Invcluntary
'Activ-Aies ro. III
Forms of Acreements
1. Determine what contracts in ynur state mnrt be in vritin
able.

to be enforce-
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2.

Dramatize the way assignment takes place by having pupils actually go
through the motions of assigning a contract.

3. Dcten:-....ne in your state the rights of the assienee if one contract is
assigned more than one tine and whether statutes require recording of
asrienments to protect riehte,
J.
k
,*4-,
e
sikr

Find newspaper clippings showing methods of discharging contracts.

5. Diccuss sone problemz recuiring the figuring of damages.
6. Secure a copy of the Federal Eankruntcy Lew and the exeentions anerative

11

in your state.

4

Correlation No. III
Forms of Agreements
1. Language
a. Discuss subject natter
b. Dramatize contractual assignments
c.
2.

Special reeoets on Statute of Limitations are: Federal Bankruptcy Lew

Reeding
a.

Read your subject natter

b.

Read through newrpaners for articles concernine discharee of contractual
duties

C.

Read Federal Eankraptcy Law

e. Econoeics
a.

Discuss the value of the Statute of Idnitations

b.

Discuss reasons for beeRruptcy

Ii. Spelling and vocabulary
a.

Learn the definitLons of the following words

b. Learn to spell the i'elloeine: 14-anis
(1) dcfcult

(2) executed

(3) executory

(le) ceerces
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(9) assignee

(5) implied

(13) breach
collateral

(17) terninated
(16) insolvent

(6) negotiable

(10) assirnor

(114)

(7) seal

(11) executor

(1) material

(19) liquidated

(8) administrator

(12) alteration

(16) tender

(20) recission

Work Sheet No. III
norms of Agreements
In the parentheses at the right of each item in Column II, write the
number that represents the word or phrase that matches the item.
Column II

Colunn I
1. EXecuted contract

1.

special form

2. Executory contract

3. Express contract

A contract that muat be in same

2.

A contract in which the agreement

it. Fornal contract

is reached by words, written or

5. Implied contract

spoken

6. Paa-ol contract

• 3.

Void contract

S. Voidable contract

A written contract on which a seal
is attached

7. Quasi contract

e.

()

4.

()

A contract upon which something
remain,to be done

10.

Assignee

.
5. A contract in which the agree- :,nt

11.

Assignor

is reached by the acts or ccndact

12. Involuntary bankrupt
13.

Unpaid creditor

IL.

Voluntary bankrupt

15.

Statute of Frauds

16.

S'atute of 'I,mitations

la
at.

Act of bankruptcy
Dtmagea

of the par,ies

()

6. An obligation impoacd by 1au,
regardless of consent

()

7. A contract that has been naly
pc7.formed or com71eted

8. A contract that Lead not be in

()

anat special form

"."!

19. Insolvency

9.

contract are transferred

20. Legal tender
21. Liquidated dalges

a
The party to whom rights under

10.

The party who freely places his

')%

Performance

property under the control of the

23.

Remote damages

law for the satisfaction of his

2L.

Tender

debts
11.

()

e
The party whose creditors hav
succeeded in having him declared
a bankr-art

12.

hts
The partF who transfers his rig
under a contract

13.

ch
The statute that determines whi
agreements must be in writing

114.

The statute that denies creditors
a
a right of action for damages for
specified time

25.

An offc.-.,. to pay or perferm an
oblIgation

16.

in
The am7ant of money, r!atermined
tract
-Ivance by the parties to a con
to be paid by the person causing a
breach

17.

()

In
An action that rlaces a narty
c pocition that his creditors
to tL may apply to a Federal court
posscssiun of his 7ro3rt,.7

()
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18. ?Toney that is recovered for an
injury
19.

)

Coins or currency of the United
States which may be used in payment
of a debt

)

In the parentheses at the right of each statement in Colurm III write the
nunber of the

hrase in Col'urt I that classifies that statement.

1.

By agreement

2.

By alteration

3.

Ey- breach

L.

P7

1.

A contract was terminated when one party
repudiated his obligation

2.

imnossibility

()

A contract was terminated 1r:en the
happening of an event stip:dated in the

By perfornance

original agreement

3.

A contract was terminated upon the perfornance of a prescribed act

4.

A contract was terminated because performance was made illeEal by a change in
the law

5.

A contract was terminated by mutual
assent to cancel it

C.

A contract was terminated by an irnortant
change made against the will of one of the
parties

7.

()

A contract was terminated upon the
expiration of a certain period of time
specified in its terms

8.

()

A contract was terminated by the failure
of one party to perform a mptericl part

()
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9.

A contract was terrinated because of the

()

destruction of the subject matter
10.

A contract was terminated by the acNr!7tance of a check in payment of a debt

()

Key to Work Sheet No. III
tit

Forms of Agreements
1. (L)

6. (7)

U. (12)

16. (21)

2. (3)

7. (1)

12. (11)

17. (17)

3. (4)

C. (6)

13. (15)

18. (18)

h. (2)

F. (lo)

14. (16)

19. (20

5. (5)

lo. (14)

15. (24)

1. (3)

6. (2)

2. (1)

7. (1)

3. (5)

8. (3)

h. (11)

9. (4)

5. (1)

To. (5)
Culminating Activities
Contractual Ilelations

1. Illustrate the importance of reading contracts before sigr;nr.
, them.

Go

over in class sone contracts contF.Aning fine print and interpret the
provisions in terrs of everyday living.
2.

Ask a nupil to rake a renort an "The Ownership of Real Prooerty by

nors

in the State of Kentucky."

3. FInd out from the Eerchants

Association: the Retail Credit Office, or

individual merchants how =oh locs they have had in dealinE, with minors
and what special policies, if any, they fellow in contracting with minors.
'a

a.

Work problems to figure interest under the small-loan laNs and then under
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the legal and contract rates.

Co-

re the amounts charred under the

different rates.

S.

amine the subscrirtion fox ns or liFts of local institutions to deter.
mine whether the wording includes a recitation of consideration.

6. Secure copies of written contracts, letters, order blanks, and other
forms.

Have the purils analrze them to determine whether they meet the

requirements of a memorandum and whether one or both parties can enforce
then.

7. Make an assignment reouiring the menbers of the class to prerare written
memoranda which will comply with the requirements.

8.. Make a collection of contracts showing different wr-7s of affixing a seal.
9.

Display forms showing releases and other legal declarations of discharging
contracts.

10.

Assign problems requiring the figuring of damageE.
Desirable Outcomes
Contractual Relations

I.

Knowledge and understanding of '
A.

Nature of contracts
1.

Definition

2.

Foundation of business activity

3. Essential elements
I.

Offer

S.

AccepLance

6.

Termination

7. Unfair advantage
8. lastahes
P.

Connetent parties, legal bargain, considerat::_on
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1.

nnors and contracts

2.

Adults and ccntracts made as rdnors

3. Incomptents
a. Insane persons

L.

b.

Drunkards

c.

Convicts

d.

Aliens

Illegality of bargain

5. u ,- 117,r
6. alai). loans
7. Unlicensed businessmen
8. Restraint of trade
9.
10.

Agreements antagonistic to marriage
Ferns of consideration

U. Past performance
12.
C.

Vaunt1r subscriptions

Dorms of agreements
1.
2.

thods of fomaticr
Terns of form

3. Terms of performance

4.

Terms of validity

5.

Types of cr7tracts that must be in writing

6. Oral evi2ence
7. Contents of a note or remorandum
8. Parts of a written contract
9. Relation or thirdinart4e.s to contracts
10.

Discharee of contractual duties
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U. Remedies for breach of contract
II.

Attitudes toward
A.

Respect for
1. Laws governing contracts

TTT.

2.

Statute of Linitations

3.

Statute or Frauds

4.

Rights of minors

5.

Obligations

B.

Applying the knowledge to everyday life

C.

Relation of third parties to contracts

Eabits of
A.

Understandinr, what you are doing or going to do

B.

Seeking needed information on your own interest and initiative

C.

Being neat in all your work

D. Ring accurate in all your work
E.

Using references freely

F.

Reading the study gaides

Aporeciation for
A.

Good study habits

B.

Good study aids

C. Laws prohibiting specific performance in certain agreenEnts
D.

Limitations on arsignnents

E.

Special laws governing minors and contracts

F.Ri!:ht of reci:sion
G.

Right to collect damagc.s
1.

Veacure of danages

2. Liquidated danages

Leads to Other Units
Contractual Relations
The student should have gained much information in the study of this
unit that should help him in the study of the following units:
Unit II - Relations of Principal and Agent and EMployer and Employee
Unit III - Relation or Bailor and Bailee
Unit IV - Negotiable Instruments and Insurance
Unit V

- Property and 'rTrongs
Teacher Evaluation
Contractual Relations

To what extent:
l.

Does it involve a variety of direct
• sensory errer-7_ences?

2.

Does it provide for sore free, informal
association of the pupils?

I/

HI
i !1
i

/

I

3. Does it provide an opportunity for

H

manipulation or bodily activity?
h.

Do the parts of the unit make a
coherent vbole?

5. Does it provide for considerable amount
of pupil activity?

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?
7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete and
illustrative materials?

8. Does the unit of rork have a useful purpone in the present or ftture life of pupil?

i

V/
/
/
/

1

i
!

.
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E

9. Does it reproduce actual life situations
as accurately as possible?
10.

Does it utilize materials as they occur in

/

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

/

12.

Does it provide an opportunity fer the

activity, as far as Possible?
13.

P

N

r

life and in textbociks you are studying?

pupil to originate, plan, and direct the

GF

VG

/

Does it provide asrortunity to judge,
choose, and evaluate?

111.

- _in the available time for the
Is it witn

1

Unit

15. Is the exposition clear enough to rake
it possible for another teacher to put'
the unit in-'6o Practice if he so desires?
16. Is it c1ear17 stated yilere materials

ray

be obtained?
17.
'4

1

Are the references complete and correct?
Pupil Test

1
Knowledge and Understanding Test
Gentractlal helations
After each question given below, indicate yor anser by drcnrIzig a line
under "Yes" or "No" at the right.
1. Is an offer rade to the cencral pullic effectively withdraln
vhen it is rec:lled in the sane manner in which it was rade?
2. Fay an offeror 17ithdraw an offer without liability rhen he has

Yes

Yo
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Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

is .1alse?

Yes

No

Nay a n-Lnor enforce his contracts with an adult?

Yes

No

-Zee

No

Ies

No

Yes

No

:es

No

Yes

No

114. Fist consideration censiet of nonce- or property?

Yes

No

15. ftst the consideration ecual the promise for which it is given?

Yes

No

been paid to keep it open?

3. Fay the offeror so frane his offer that silence will always
constitute acceptance?
L.

-

en an offer requires an acceptance in the form of an act, is

-;

the doin7 of the act commonly sufficient to c=plete the
azreement?

5. When an offer recuires an acceptance in the fern of a prondse,
must the acceptance of the offer be conmunicpted to the
offeror?

6. When the offeror recTuires a receipt of the acceptance, is
the accertance valid as soon as it has been prererly sent?
7. Is there fraud when a person in good faith nakes a false
representan of a material fact without realizing that it

E.

9. If an adult ratifies an agreement nade while he was a minor,
;az? he later disaffirm the agreement?
2.014

MUst a minor Pay the reasonable value of necessaries actually
supplied to him under an agreement?

4

11. Is a minor liaLile on an aereement for necessaries not yet
delivered?
12. Is the leral rate of interest usuall: greater than
contract rate?

13. Is an agreenent to pa7 an official for making an appointment
7.0 an office enforceaTe?

1
,

16. Is a promise to do ehat one is already bound by law to do a
valid consideration?
17. Nay the giving up of a leeal right constitute a consideration?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

18. Is a contract terminated by breach when one party repudiates
his agreement?
19. Yay a written contract be altered by oral evidence if there
is a dispute about the terns?
20. Is a contract terminated at the end of the tire specified in
its terms?
21.

-

Does a contract continue in force after the performance of
its terns by the parties?

22. 7;:hen a contract is assigned, may the other party to the
contract ma::e any defense against the assienee that he had
against the assimor?
23. Ordinarily is a contract discharged by Performance?
21,. In a contract involving personal services, upon the death
of the person intendire: to render such services is the
contract assigned to the assigned to the aesignor?
25.

Yay any business anply to the Federal court to be declared
a voluntary bankrupt?

260

After a person has been declared a bankrunt, is all of that
person'spronerty subject to distribution anon:: t e creditors?

27. If the assets of a bankrupt are insufficient to pay the
creditors in fell, is the debtor discharged from any further
obligation?
28. If a change in the lam ma2eee Performance of a contract illeLe1,
are the partieL to the contract relieved of their obligations?
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29.

Does a creditor lose the right to collect a debt if he does not
make collection within the time specified in the statute of
linitat4 ons?

Yes

No

Yes

No

30. If the specific subject matter of a contract is destroyed,
is the contract terminated?

In the blank ssace in each of the following statements, write one word
that will make the statement complete.

1. An a•zreenent that has no legal force or effect is said to be
2.

The assent of one perssn to the terns of a proposal made by another
person is called an

3. An a7reement that ma7- be disaffirmed by one of the parties is known as
a

4.

contract.

A contract that must be in sa-le special form is known as a
contract.

5.

A contract in 1;hich the agreement is reached by words, written or s7oken,
contract.

is known as an

6. A contract on which something emains to be done is c:71 1ed an
contract.

7. A contract that has been fully performed or completed is known as an
contract.

8

A contract in which the a7reemont is reached b
the parties is known as an

the :cts or conduct of
contract.

9. An ar-rreement thLt has all the essentials of a contract is said to be

10.

The inducement riven to the promisor in return for his promise is !mown
as
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Key to Knowledge and Understanding Test

Contractual Relaons
1. Yes

7, L

13. No

19. No

2. No

8.

lh. No

20.

3. No

9. No

15. No

21.

Yes

25.

No

Yes

26.

No

No

27.

Yes

h. Yes

10.

YPs

16. No

2,
. Yes

28.

Yes

5. Yes

11.

Ko

17. Yes

23.

Yes

29.

Yes

6. No

12.

T:o

18. 'leo

2/4.

No

30.

Yes

1
-•

void or invalid

6. executory

2.

acce7tance

7. executed

•

3. voidable

8. irmlied

I

9. valid or enforceable

/
r
_ormaex:press or simple

10.

consideration

?aril Test
Attitude Test
Contractual Relations
There are no correct answers for this test.

aeek "Yes" or. "1:o" in th.e

folloi7ing columns.
yes
1.

Do I honest17 do my most efficient work in oreprIrin7
each day's assignment?

2.

Do I take a sincere interest in findiric_! solutions to
the questions presented in the study guide/

3.

D)I

believe that business 1a:7v-ill help re to uer-

stand better the o-oble-ls of the business world?

L. Do

I consider the inportance of learninm all of jr

vocesbua_7- assigiments?

7:o
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5. Do I

Yes

No

Yes

No

consider the assiFned activities to Le

interesting and worthwhile?
Pupil Test
Habit Test
Contractual Relations
Check "Yes" or "No" in the following columns.
Do I have the habit of:
1. Following the study guide?
2. Using "How to Study"?

3. Listening accurately as the assignment is being
made?

4.

Reading the assiznnent carefully each cial

5.

Presentin- auestions in cleTs which night be
treublinF ne?

6. Attemnting to apply ny knowledge of contractual
- :.lations to my everyday activities?

7. Participatirt,in class discussions?
8. Yerking the important things in ny book?
9. Re7iewinr: the material studied?
10.

Studying carefully all charts and diagrams?

21. Cheecinr• myself an the .or: she -A?
Key to Habit Test
Contractual Tlele,ioLs
Ali ans,-7ers should be "Yes."
Test
Arrreci-tian Teut
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Contractual Relptions
Checl: "Yes" or 'Ton

the -"ollowing co1umn:3.

of the
1. The fact that I have added to my knowledqe
a$ a
functions of business law is of value to me
good citizen.
2.

Iv other
Correlating ITT study of business law with
courses is beneficial to me.

3.

,I
T:hen I start to wcr:7 on each day's assignnent
the
try to set the right idea about the purpose of
day's

4.

classroom
The cocperative spirit that I find in the
is of value to me.

S. .1-;y-

me in
study of contractual relations has helped

17 reading of neT-7s events in newspapers and
nazazines.
Key to .appreciition Test
Contractual Relations
are "Yes" for all statements.
Desiral,le answers for the Appreciation Test
Bib1iograp4
Contractual Relations
Teacher
aghan and Company,
Cases and Eaterials on Business Law, (Call
Bays, A.
Cnicagc, 1527).
Laboratory, Western Reserve
Harap, "Criteria," Bulletin No. 17, Ourricullr:a
thivercity, November 30, 1931, p. 6.
, Doran, and Ccrnany, Inc.,
Harbert, A. P., The -Uncommon Law, (Doubleday
Garden. Cityc7471737777.0757).
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Pomeroy, D. Aw, Business Law, (South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
1939).
Pomeroy, D. AA, Cases on Business Lar, (South-Western Publishinq, Comnany,
Cincinnati, 1939).
Pomeroy, D. A., and Fisk, McKee, A7T1ied Business Law, (South--.1estern Publishing Connany, Cincinnati,
Spencer,
H., A Textbook of Law and Business, (Y-Graw-Hill Book Comnany,
New York, 1938).
Pupil
Clark, LT. L., Handbook of the Law of Contracts, (West Publishing Company,
St. Paul, 1916).
Hirsch!, Samel D16, Business Law, (LaSalle a:tension University, Chicaro, 1942).
Poneroy, D. A., Business Law, (South-Western Publishinr, Comrany, Cincinnati,
1939).
Pomeroy, D. A., and Fisk, YoKee, frlied Business Law, (South--::estern Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 194).
-Spencer, :allian H., A Textbook on Lau and Business, (YcGrai7-Ki21 nook Company,
Ne7,7 Iork, 1938).
Zane, J. Y., The Story of Law, (Garden City Pdblishing Corpany, Garden City,
New York, 1935).
Unit 1:o. II
Relations of Principal and kent and Employer and Emplcyee
One of the most irnortant and useful devices in rndern industrial society
is agency.

The econoric structures of today have develo7cd and now rest unon

the doctrine that one nerson ray act for and in the place of another.

The

affairs of the business world are conducted upon such a broad, elaborate, and
corplicated scale that feu transactions can be accaished entirely by means
of individual efforts.

The modern business man, either because of the ma2;ni-

tude of his enterpese or because he is en7aged in many distinct adventures,
nay be reauired to act in several widely separated places at the sane tine.
It woulc be irnossible to perform these duties except for the device terred

••••
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agency, -4-hich pernits one to act through representatives.2
;Lenever one person or a business hires the labor of another person, the
relation known as enploynent Is created.

Employment is a form of contract

it include all of the essential elenents of a contract.

and, as such,

The

parties in an employment contract are known as erployer and employee.3
Table of Contents for Unit No. II
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Criteria for the Evaluation of a Unit4

Relations of Principal and Agent and Employer and Employee
1. It should involve- a variety of direct sensory experiences.
2. It should provide for some free, informal association of the pupils.

3.

It should provide an opportunity for manipulative or bodily activity.

4.

The parts of the unit should make a coherent whole.

5. It

should provide for a considerable amount of pupil activity.

6. It

should be satisfying or the anticipnting of the autcones should

be satisfying.

7. It should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative material.
C. The unit of work should have useful pur7ose in the present or future
life of the pupil.

9. It should rerroduce actual life situations.
10.

Tt'should utilize naterials as they occur in life.

11. It should contain accurate information.
12. It should provide for opportunity for the pupil to originate, plan,
and direct the activity as far as possible.
13. It should provide opportunity to jud7v, choose, and evaluate.
IL. It should be uithin the available tine for the unit.
25.

The exposition should Ise clear enough to make .it possible for a

teach7r to put the unit into practice if he desires.
16. It should state clearly where natcrials ma.7 be obtained:.
17.

Wncn references are given, they should be complete and exact.

hiarapp 14este-n RefIcrve Bulletin, rO. 17,

p. 6.
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Grade Placement - One Semester, Twelfth Grade
T4ne Allotment - Four Weeks
Central There - Fundamentals of two relations base
d on contracts
Objectivns
Relations of Principal and Agent and &player and Emplo
yee
I.

Ynowledge and understpning of:
....

Agency

B.

Contracts of employment

II. Attitude toward:
A.

Correct stud7 habits

B.Distinction between agency and employme
nt
C.

Difference between express, implied, and apparent auth
ority

D.

The relation of the principal and agent to third persons

III. Eats of:
A.

Using the knewledle of the first unit while studying
this un:;.t

B. Summarizing important facts
C.

Usinr study guides carefully

D.

Seeking legal ad7ice when needed

Is.

Accurate work

17. t,prec
iation for:
L.

Accurate vox*

B. Good study habits
C. Lency as a function
2.Yeanine of employment
Tipbilit7 or ermloy,r for the acLs of the
erlploys
Wor:men t$ ex:per.
..sat-ion lairs
G.Ci-rz 1

-l±0,la-us

911
E.

Federal labor laws

I.

Coon-law rules governing emp
loynent

•

Approaches
Relations of Principal and
Agent and &player and Employ
ee
This unit may be effectively
introduced by:
1.

Distingaishiny between agency
and employment

2. Illustrating exoress, innlie
d, and apparent authority

3. ILlustratin the conferring of author
ity an an agent
L.

Defining employment

S. Relating ennloynent and agency to contra
cts
6. Lxplaining the differences among the

three types of enploymont

Study Guide re. I
Agency
1.

May a minor act as an agent or
a principal?

2.

Under what circumstances may one
person act for another withou
t
his permission?

3. In order for one person to act as
the agent of another person, mus
t
he be paid for his vork?

i. If you were em:loyed to sell gas
oline in a filling station,
mild
you hire someone else to
worl.: in your place?

S. If a high school bay purchases a sax
ophone and charges it to his
father, is his father liable
?

6. 1.:hen does an agent have poer to
grant credit?
7. If you ask e 'end to buy a book for

you, does he have parer to

pay for it and to collec
t the money fron you?

8. How should an agent sign his nane
to a contract made ro,
- the
benefit of his principal
?

9. How does agency differ from employ
ment?
10.
11.
12.

What is the difference among
express, implied, and apparent aut
hority?
"v!:-Iat is the relation of thc pri
ncipal anci agent to third partie
s?
at is the extent cf an ar7entts aut
hority?

13. ;Net is meant by agency cou
pled with interest?
References
Hirschl, Business Law, pp. L5105.
Pomeroy, Business Law, pp. 156198.
Pomeroy and Fisk, ArPlied Bue
_ness

La,

pp. 1145-16E.

aihject Hatter Yo. I
Agency
I.

Creating the relation
A.

Definition of agent

B.

Defini;fen of princinal

C.

Imnortanoe of knowi:47 agency

D.

Gratuitous agency

E. Se11inv agcnts
F. Persons ciwilirying for
agency
G.

Considerat!_on

B.

atathority

I. Yethods of formlng agency
1.

Appointment

2.

Implicntion or estonnal

3. Ratification
L. Necessity
J.

Lo:s that rwr not be delega
ted
1. Perm:mei acts
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2. Illegal acts
K.

Kinds of agents
1.

General agents

2. Special agents

3. Professional agents
L. Factor
Broker

6. Auctioneer
II. Duties and 1:Labilities arising from agency
A. ands of authority
1. Epress authority
2. Implied authority
3.

Apparent authority

B. Liability of rrincipal for acts of agent
C.

Liability of principal to third parties

D.

Duties of agent to principal
1. Loyalty
2.

Obedience

3. ',1:111, care, and eiligence
4o

AccountIng

5. Informtiam
4

7r:rformance

E.L'Lzies of principal to agent
1.

Compensation
Rairtbursement

3. In4ennity
Performtrce

97
Terrination of agency
1.

Agreement and performance

2.

DisO.v.rge
a.

General

b.

Agency coupled with an interest

3. Zbandonment
•

Operation of law
Activities No. I

,

Agency
1. Assign a report an the particular requiremnts, duties, and legal
obligations of auctioneers in the local state.
2. Secure a printed power of attorney and an affidavit.

3. Eahe an assignment to determine what contracts of agency are reouired
to be in writing in the local state.

h.

Have a committee prepare a report on the snecific duties, powers, and

limitations of a oartio;lar agent, folloyina: an interview with him.

S.

Determine what the reconmendations of the Better Business Bureau, the

Chanber of Commerce, and the Retail Kerchants Arsociatian are to persons dealing with agents, especially door to door canvassers.

6. Fncoura!7e pupils to note all their activities involving agency for
one day.

7. Bring in newspaoer clippings telling about contracts. These can be
ar.aly,
ed and used on the bulletin board or in scrapbooks.
Correlation No. I
Agency
1. Read-121g
a. Read your subject rzItter

98
b.
2.

Read through newspapers and magazines for articles concerning agency

Language
a. Relate personal ex-perieneez involving agency
b. Individual contributions to Class discussion
c.

Reports on interviews

d.

Re2orts on duties of auctioneer

3. Econonics
a.

Facility of doing business through agents

b. Structural pattern of agency in government

4. so al..61.40r7
a.

Discuss good faith on the part of both parties

b.

Discuss the third party and the agent

5. Spelling and vocabulary
a.

Learn thc meanings of the following words

b. Learn the spellings of the folloing wcrds
(1) affidavit

(s;)

(2) esto7,pel

(6) conpensation

(3)

(7) inderaity

gratuitous

(4) inplication

aoparent

(6) reinbursen2nt

Work Sheet ro. I
Agency
Underscore the correct answer to the followinr ouestions in the column at
the right.
1.

May a nrinor serve as an agent?

2.

Do-.:7, a wonmn becone the agent for her husband in all tynes of
transactions as a result of their marriage?

3. MaY an agent represent his principal and a third party in the

Ybs

NO

v'c's

No

h.

$an..e transactio
ns without the
knowledge of both
?
Does apparent
authority arise fr
om the instructio
ns of the
principal?

S. Does

the authorized
signature "Walla
ce 0. Burns, by
C. C. Cable, Ag
ent" bind "Ialla
ce 0. Burns?
6. When a pers
on without auth
ority purports to
a ct as the agent
of gnother, is
he himself liab
le to the person
with whom he is
dealing?
7. If an agent ha
s in his pcFses
:Lion money paid by
rtstake to
him for his pr
incipal, is the ag
ent liable for th
e money to
the person who Pa
id it?

8. Do the Profits
made by an agent
in the course of hi
s

Yes

Lo

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

principal Is busine
ss belorg to the
agent?
Yes No
9. Ts an agent liable
to his principa
l for damages resu
lting
from the agent Is
am negligence?
Yes No
10. In the evnn
t of loss, is
an agent personal
ly liable to his
principal if ho
exceeds his ,autho
rity?
Yes No
In the rarentheFe
s at the right
of each statement,
write the num:Jer
that
renresents the gr
oup of 7:nrds that
correct17 complete
s the statement.
1. .- !hen the rr
incipal accepts th
e benefits of an
unauthorized act
of an agent, th
e principal (1)
is Derriarlently boun
d by the agreemen
t,
(2) ray later
renounce his li
ability, (3) may
hold the'agent li
able
for any lost.
2. The principa
l is bound only
by the acts of hi
s agent which
are (1) for the
principci te. bene
fit, (2) within th
e real or apparent
scope of the ag
ent's authority,(
) contracted with
competent third

)
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3. If the agent conceals the existence or the name of his
principal in the case of a sf,nple contract, (1) the agent alone is
res,: oncible, (2) the principal alone is responsible,() either the
agent or the principal is liable at the election of this third party.

Li.

4i01.en an agent commits fraud in the regular course of business,

the third party may hold (1) only the agent, (2) only the principal,
(3) both the agent an

the principal*

5. The authority of an agent cannot be revoked (1) if the agency
is coupled with an interest, (2) without the consent of the agent,
(3) if the agent is actine gratuitously.
In the parentheses at the rieh'e of each item in Column 11, write the
nuilLer that represents the Phrase that matches the iten.
Golurm II
(1) Auctioneer

1.

(2)

A. person who is represented by another
Person in a business transaction

(3) arployee

2.

A person who sells Property that has

(11) Factor

beer delivered to him by the principal

(5) General agent

for that purpose

i6) Gratuitous agent

(9) Agen.7 coupled with
an interest
(10) Pppointment
(11) Ca.7*ansatioa

()

3. A person who is appointed to do some

(7) Principal
Oil Special agent

()

specific act for another

4.

person who acts as the agent of
another without receiving

any

consideratl on

5. A nerscr., who is authorised to transact
his principal 's business of a

(12) :Illegal acts

particUlar kind or all of his trinc4nal ts

(13) implication

businens at a given place

)
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(14) Indemnity

6. A. person who negotiates contracts

(15) Necessity

without having possession of the

(16) Personal acts

goods

(17) Power of attorney

7. A persal who sells property to the

8. The method by which agency is usually
)

created

(20) Siec11, care, and
diligence

)

highest bidder

(18) Ratification
(19) Reiribursement

)

9. Approval of the unauthorized acts of
C )

another
10.

A formal written docament in which an
)

agent is appointed
U. Acts which must be performed by an
individual himself and therefore can-

)

not be delegated to another
12.

Acts or conduct of a nerson that lead
others reasonably to believe that a

dertain person is his agent
13.

)

Acts which an individual may not do
either as an agent or a principal

it.

)

Relation of principal and agent in
which the agent has a financial interest
other than conDensation in the agency

15.

ear-on for .P7ich a rife

()

ae., as her

huSbandls agent, even againet his will

()

16. Payment by the principal to the agent
for all legitimate e:Tenscs incurred by
the agent in the discharge of his duties ( )

act
s 44r77-31,.
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Key To 'eibrk Sheet No.
I
Agency
1.

Yes

2.

No

6.

7. Yes

3. No
L.

Yes

No

5. Yes

8.

NO

9.

Yes

10. Yes
1. (1)
2. (2)
3.(3)
44, (3)

5. (1)
1. (7)

5. (5)

5. (16)

2. (4)

6. (2)

10. (17)

1/4. (9)

7. (1)

U. (16)

15. (15)

R. (10)

12. (13)

16. (15)

3. (8)
L. (6)

13. (12)

Study Guide No. II
Contracts of Etrnloynent
1. If a neighber asked
you to draw the plans, to
order the naterials,
and to construct an
outdoor grill in his ba
ck yard, aad agreed to
pa; you a
certain sum for the ent
ire job, would you be an
employee?
2.
If you were employed at
the rate of C16 a week,
could your erplc.yer
lay you off at any ti
me without

3. If you wish to obtain a
jol- in a company that has
a closed-shop

wIreenent with a unio
n, is it necessary for yo
u to join the union before
being hired?

4. If you douses! a passer
-by while you were washin
g the display. windows
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of your employer's store, would your enplorcr be liable?

5. Is it compulson- that enployers in your state carry worknen's
compensation insurance?

6. Under the workmen's compensation laws of your state, what is the
amount paid for a claim for death? for total disability?
Are minors, even though illegally employed, covered by workmem's

7.

compensation laws?

8. Would a work pertrY. .

..-equired of you if you quit school to take

a job? .

9. Fay a worker be discharged for taking part in union activities?
What is the meaning of employment?

10.

at is the difference among the three types of employment?

11.

Iihat is the liability of the ernloyer for the acts of t're e.77.;Icryee?

12.

References
Hirsch', Eusiness Law, pp. 57-69.
Pomeroy, Business Lavr, pp. 199-21'9.
Pomeroy and Fisk, .Apol5_ed Ra—ness Law, pp. 115-1U.
Subject ratter No. 11
Contracts of EmPlo:ment
2. Lakin

the acreement

A. Derirition of emp1ay7rlant
1. Ftrloyor
2.

Employete

B.

Contracts at will

C.

Group contracts of ennlorfr_nt

D.

Contracts of employment for a st-t.:--;. term

E.

azstifiable discharce
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1.

allfbi disobedience
a. :.hen act io

2.

b.

Act not within scope of erployment

c.

Act exposes him to unusual dangers

Disloyalty

3. Incompetency
L. Nonperformance
F. Justifiable abandonment
1.

Nonpayment of wages

2.

Wrongful assaUlt

3. Services not conterplated
h. Injurious conditions
C.

Termination of contracts of employment

H. Liability of employers for acts of ernloyment
Protection of erplo7ees
A.

Resnonsibilitr o-P an ennloyrr under the common law
1.

Safe place in which to work

2.

Reasonably safe tools, rachinery, and equipment

3. S.zfficient nnrber of carnetent f. low workers

4.

-instructions and dIrections concernino risks of the job when
dangers are krorn or should be known to the employees

B. Ricks ass-med b7 an emnloyee under the common law
1. Injuries due to his on neaigence
2. Injuries duc to the ordinary risks of the indu-tr7
3.
C.

Injuries duo to the carelessness or negligence of ft.11ow -r-or!sri:n

Worhmants coopenszltion

D. Lars reculatinc. -oring conditions
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E.

Ch-Ild-lahor laws

F.

Laws affecting wages for women

G.

to organize and bargain collectively

L.

The fair labor standards
Activities No. II
Contracts of Employnent

1.

Obtain a union contract to analyze.

2.

Determine whether the local state has any special lams or regula
tions

governing contracts of employment.

iqi-ite to the State Commissioner of Labor.

3. Obtain from the Secretary of State copies of labor laws, i- ncluding
the workmen's compensation laws.

Regulations governing enploynent conditions

can be obtained from the Children's Bureau of the U. S. Depart
ment of Labor.
L.

Conies of the Wagner Act (1:ational Labor Relations Act) and
of the

::ages and Hours La-..7 (Fair Labor Standards Act) may be obtain
ed from your
Cangresman.
Sam;)
- le conies of wor!rmen's cornensation insurance policies nay
uslirlly be obtained from some local insurance agent.

6. Rncourage nuoils to examine their own relations as employees.
7. Bring to class any nevspaper articles concerning disputes over

any

phase of employment.
Correlation Yo. II
Contracts of Employrrnt
1.

Reading
a.

Read your subject natter

b.

Read throu771 newspapers and marazines for articles eancernin7
erployi.
rent

c.

Read conies of lays secured in 2, 3, E, and 5, Activities No. II

•
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2. Language
a. Relate personal experiences involving eniployment

3.

b.

Individual contributions to class discussions

c.

Class discussion of subject natter

d.

Special report

on union contracts

Sociology
a.

Discuss the social aspects and social values of lams governing
enployment

b.

Discuss the values of the Workmen's Compensation Lams

History
a4

Trace early interpretations of enploynent

b.

Develop nodern conceptions of ennloynent as contrasted to the old

5. Selling and vocabulary
a. Learn the meanings of the folloming mores
b. Learn the snellings of the following vords

.r;

;

(6) wage

(2) assault

(7) indennification

(3) collective bargaining

(3) negligence

(h) insubordination

(9) reinburse

(5) salary

. •

heilaa

(I) abandonnent

(IO) risk
lit‘rk Sheet No. II
Contracts of Dloyment

Underscore the correct answer in the colunn at the right.
1.

Are the terns of er4cynent contracts at mill usually clearly
stated?

Yes

ro

Yes

rs

2. Hhen the employment is at mill, nay the ernloytJr or the ennloyee
terninate the relationship at ony tire?
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3. If a business has a collective-bargaining agreement with its
verl:ers, does that agreenent generally cover all of the workers? Yes

No

L. If a collective-bargaining agreement meets the requirenents of a
contract, is it binding upon the parties?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

'51 ..7

No

les

go

Yes

No

S. Ka- a contract of ennloyment be made for the performance of
a certain act instead of for a stated period of tine?

6. Nay an employee reveal confidential information about the
emtloyer's business without Erbjecting himself to disnisEal
linen justifiable grounes?

7. Fay a contract of employment be discharged in the same way as
any other contract?
5.

Is an employer 1-.:.able for the -,:rongfal acts of his employee
correitted in thf2 course of his erplo7r,rnt eve_:. though the
eleyer did nci. authorize them?
Ceei an emrloyee h

he7H4 personZily re:A.;:,Leil-,1 for his wrong-

fal acts?
10. PUst the employer farnish 1 employee with the best of tocis
and machinery available?
11.

Timier the common law must an employee assume liability for
injuries dLc to his otn neg i pence?

12. Is it no:;sile for a workman's farily to benefit under the
provisions of the roeiclem's conpensation laws?
13. If a state specifies a total maxinum benefit to be paid for
total disability, does evtry worker vho is totally disabled
receive that maminnm?
14. PP an injury to the vnrkman does not arise ott of and within
the scone of his erployment, is he entitled to benefits under

7bs
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Yes

No

of workers?

Yes

No

16.

Are children protected by labor legislation?

Yes

No

17.

Do the Federal lays apply to workers who are engaged in
intrastate connoroe?

Yes

No

Do all the states have mdnimmni-wage laws for women?

Yes

No

to dismissal under the Wagner Act?

Yes

No

Does the Wagner Act forbid workers to strike?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

the workmen's compensation acts?
15.

18.

Has every state leg.islation governing the health and safety

19. }Say a worker help to organize a union withouL. being subject

20.

21. IS it possible to appeal a decision to the National Labor
Relations Board?
:iaes and Hours Law?
22. Is E:undn.y work pernitted under the ,
Key To Work Sheet No. IT
Contracts of Enploynent
1. No

12.

Yes

.1,2s

13. Fo

3. Yes

lh. No

4.

Yes

15.

Ys

Yes

16.

Yes

2.

6. r o

17. Po

Yes

e. No

Yes

19.

Yes

nrs

r7o

^,
.1.

:res

:es
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Culminating Activities
Relations of Principal and A7ert and Employnr and EMployee
1. Prepare and dramatize a class progr-).-1 involving the following:

2.

a.

Creatin.! the relation of principal and agent

b.

Ekecution of a contract of embloyment

Invite a local attorney to discuss with the class labor laws.

3. Analyze cases on pages 17 and 1(.3 of Pomeroy and Fisk, AsDlied Buciness
Law.
Desirable Outcomes
Relations of Principal and Ap7ent and Emplorer and Employee
I.

Knowledge and understanding of
AA

Agency
1.

Principal

2.

AFent

3. GTatuitous agency
4.

Selling agents

5.

Gansideration

6. Authority
7. Appointment
8. Implication or estopt,e1
9.

Ratification

10.

Necessity

11.

Personpl acts

12.

illet7a1 acts

13.

I:inds of ar;cnts

14.

Duties and liabilities

15. "Ternination of agency
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B.

Contracts of employment
1.

YakinR the a7reement

2.

Einds of contracts
a.

Contracts at will

b.

Group contracts of employment

c.

Contracts of employment for a stated tine

3. Justifiable discharge

L.

Termination of contracts of employment

5.

ljabLlit7 of enployers for acts of employees

6. Protection of employees
7. Risks assumed by an employee under the common law
8. WorIalen Is compensation
9.
10.

Laws regulating working conditions
Child-labor laws

U. Laws affecting wages for women
ItiT:ht to organize and bargain collectively
13.
IT.

III.

The fair labor standPrdS

Attitudes toward.
A.

Increasing our knc,-;:ledre through study

E.

Increasing our progress through stutr

C.

Bettering our study habits

D.

Good relations in emnloyment

B.

Good relations in agency

Eabits of
A

Using the knoLledge gained in studying this unit

B.

Studyin7 each study guide

C.

FoLlc-.-Int7 ,t7,00d practices in creating agency
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D.

Following good practices in creating employment

Ippreciation for
A.

Protection for children provided for by ix:.

B.

Good working conditions prescribed bylaw

C.

Workmen's Compensation Law

D.

Fair Labor Standards Act

E.

Good study habits

F.

Rulings given in specific cy_Irt cases

G.

Vocational guidance
Leads to Other Units

Relations of Principal and Arent and EMployer and Employee
The student should have gained much information in studying this unit
that will help him to understand the follo7:-Ing units:
Unit III - Relation of Bailor and Bailee
Unit IV - NegotiaLle instruments and insurance

alit

- Property and
Teacher EValuation

Relations of Principal and Lent and EMployer and Eftoloyee
To what extent:

E

1. Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory e=neriences?
2.

Does it provide for somc free, informal
association of the punils?

3.

Does it provide an opportunity for
maclioulation or bodily activity?

4.

Do the Darts of t:n
coherent whole?

VG

GF

P

/
/1
H

unit mr.,le a

Li

N

U2
EVGGFPN

5.

Does it provide for considerable anount
of pupil activity?

6.

Does it contain an anticipated outcorie
that is satisractor-,r?

7.

Does it provide sufficient concrete and
illustrative naterials?

8. Does the unit of -or}: have a useful purpose in the present or future life of pupil?
9.

Does it reprod,
:ce actual life situations
as accurately as Possible?

10.

Does it utilize materials as they occur in
life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

1 2.

Dot's it provide an ocrortunity for the
Pupil to aripinate, ran,

direct the

activity, as far as possible?
13.

Does It provide pmertunity to judge,

•4
choose, and evaluate?
121. Is it within the availa:n'e time for the
unit?

/1
/
i
/
I/
/
/
/
/,
/

15. Is the exporition clear enough to make
it possible for another teacher to put
the unit into practice if he so desires?
16. Is it clearly stated 'ehcre materials nay
be ohl:;,jned?
17.

Are the references connlote and correct?

/

HI
II
HI

i
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Pupil Test
KnoWledm and Understanding Test
Relations of Princiaal and Agent and
Eniployer and DIployee
After each question given below, indi
cate your answor by drawing a line
under "Yes" or "No" at the righ
t.
1.1-len the enmloyment is at will
, may the ennloyer or the
employee terminate the relationship
at any tine?
2. %1st the employer furnish the empl
oyee with the beet tools
and machinery available?

3.

If a collective-bargaining agreement neet
s the requirenents
of a cmtract, is it binding upon
the parties?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

ro

Yes

no

4. Eay a contract of emplpyment be nade
for the performance of
a certain act instead of a stated period
of tine?

S.

Is an enployer liable for the wron
gful acts of his emplayee
committed in the course of his employme
nt even though the
enployer did not authorize them?,

6.

7.

If a state specifies a total *al-aman bene
fit to be paid for
total disability, _Aloes every worker rho
is totally -1-;s-3-led
receive that man1=11
Can an erTloyee be held personally resp
onsible for his
wTcceal acts?

S.

Yes No

If an injtry to a r.arkman does not aris
e out of
the score of his c7p1o7mont, is he enti
tled to berefits unrfier
the
compensa-Acn ac.s?

Yes

10

9. Under the comnon lar mast an employee
assure liability for
injuries due to his own negligence?
10. Do the Federal laws apply zo workers
who are engaged in

Ifo

iih
intrastate commerce?

Yes

No

provisions of the worlaren Is compensation laws?

Yes

No

12.

Are children protected by labor legislation?

Yes

No

13.

Do zl, states have relmi=ln-wage laws for women?

Yes

No

to dismissal unt3er the Wagner Act?

les

No

15.

Does the -4arner !_ct fcrbid workers to strike?

Yes

No

16.

May a mTher servo as an agent?

Yes

No

17.

Does a woman become the agent for her husband in all types
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

'Yes

Ho

yes

ro

11

Is it possible for a workmants family to benefit under the

May a worker help to organize a union without being subject

of transaction: as a rosUlt of their marriage?
7 0.

Does the authorized signature "Harold L. Sa-.7er, by
R. F. Deeds, Agent" bind arid L. Sayer?

site

19. ;:hen a person without authority purports to act a: the agent
of another, is he himself liable to the person with whom he
is dealing?
20.

Is an agent liable to his r.1-incinal for damages resulting
from the agent's aim negligence?

21. In the event of loss, is an agent personally liable to his
principal if he fails to obey instructions?

In the parentheses at the right of each item in ColumnII, trite the
number that represents the word or threse that matches the item.
Column I

Column TI

C1)

Agent

1. A caller of goods

(2)

Auot:oneer

2.

A person who is r.e77-esented by =loner
person in a business transaction

C.)

3

A Person who negotial,es contracts witbou%

71.77;t1.1rTtleison-nl..

)

(5) Factor

having possession of the goods

(6) Principal
(7)

L.

Vendee

A person who sells property to the
highest bidder

(8) Vendor

5.

(9) Ca77.ensation

6. A person who acts as a business

(10) Illegal acts

A buyer of goof's

representati7e of another

(11) Personal acts

7. A. person who sells property that has

(12) Pa7er of attorney

been delivere-2 to him for that purpose

(13) Ratification

8. A formal Irritten docunent in which an

ReLmburserient

agent is acpointed

9. The remuneration received by an agent
for his services
10.

()

Acts which mast be performed 107 an
individual hirself and therefore cannot
be delegated to another

()

ihe right of an agent to collect from
the principal moncy sufficient -to
cover the legitimate emenses incurred
b7,* the agent in discharging nis duties
1 2.

Acts which an individual may not 00 as
either a- principal or an agent

Key to Knowledge and Understpnding Test
Relations of Princinal and Agent •,:c1 t:"---lo-cr and Z-loyeo

es

1,

l!'e';.

14.

Yes

7.

2.

No

5.

Yes

8. No

.r.

3. Yes

6. No

9.

Yes

10.

No

U. Yes
12.

16. Yes

13.

ro

71.

Yes 17.

Yes 15.

No

18.

19.

Yes

ro

20.

Yes

Yes

21.

les
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1. (8)
2.

5. (7)

(6)

6.

9. (9) •

)

10. (11)

3. (3)

7. (5)

U. (14)

L. (2)

8. (12)

12. (10)

Fupi/ Test
Attitude Test
Relations of Principal and Agent
and Ehployer and ZTployee
There are no correct answers for this
test.

Check "Yes" or "No" in the

following colunns.
Yes
1. Do I honestly do my most efficien
t

or: in .
. oreparing

each day's assignment?
2.

Do I take a sincere interest in find
ing solutions
to the questions presented in the
study. gaido?

3. Do I believe that an understanding of the
principles
Of agency and employm-nt will help rc
to understand
better the rrblers of thl bu;:ir4ss worl
e?

2.rkiI consider the '..73ortance of learning all
of the
vocabulary assignments?

5. Do I

consider the assigned activities to be

interesting and Irorthw:lile?

6. Is it easier .Por re to un:!erstand the valu
es of
labor la77s?
Pu7.:11 Test
Habit Test
:Relations of Principal and .1.gcnt and Empl
oyer and EtTplo:ee
Oleek rfer 3 or

in the following co1=n3.

Db
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Do I have the habit of:
1.

Following the s tutr

2.

Using "Hou to Study"?

?

3. Listening accurately as the assignment is being
made?
4.

Reading the assignment carefUlly each day?

5. Presenting questions in class which might be
troubling me?

6. Attempting to apply 177 kno:fledge of agency and enployment to r7 everyday activities?
7. Participating in class discussions?

8. Harking the important iters in my tezt?
9. Reviewin7 often the material studied?
10.

Studying carefully all charts anddiagrams?

11.

Checking myself on the work sheet?
Key to Habit Test
Relations of Principal and Agent and Employer and Employee
4',11 answers should be "Yes."
Pupil Test
Anpreciation Test
Relations cf Principal and Agent and.Employer and Ehployee
Check "Yes" or ffl:o" in the foilow7Ing columns.
s :7o
10111

1.

The cooperative s 4,-it that I finr' in the classroom
is of value to ne.

c.

The fact that I have added to my inlowledre of
and enployment adds to ny good citizenship.

gcncy

13.8
"Yes

3.

No

business law with 7-7 cther
CorrelatIng rcy study of
courses is beneficial to me.
enploynent has helped me in
study of agency and
magazines.
events in nowspaperr and
my reading of ne1.7s
attorney and his c=slanaI enjoyed the visit of the

h. Yy

E.

tion of labor laws.

6. I

gather data from
appreciate the onportunity to

governmental offices.
Test
Key to Appreciation
%'•

Employee
Agent and Etployer and
and
Principal
of
Relations
all statements.
Aopreciation Test are "Yes" for
the
for
answers
Desirable
Bibliography
Rhployee
Agent and Employer and
Eelaticns of Principal and
Teacher
and Corpanys
Business Law, (Callaghan
an
Fiaterials
4, Cases and
1,
Bays, A. :
Chicago1-1717).
Laboratory, I-estern Resr!rve
I:0. 171 Curriculum
Bulletin
"Criteria,"
Baran,
University, Feverher 30, 1931.
Inc.,
(Doubleday, Doran. and Dorpanr,
Law,
Uncommon
The
Herbert, A. P.,
).
Garden Cit.,17. i;e7T677-1.5.77
Company, Cincinnati,
(Soutb-iiestern Publishing
Lau',
Pomeroy, D. A4, Business
1939).
(South-estern Publishing ColTvny,
Law,
airiness
Pomeroy, D. A.1 Cases on
Cincinnati, 199),
(South--e]tstern
Applied 721:siness
CKee,
Fisk,
and
Aos
Pomeroy, D.
19!1777---ing Company, Cincinnati,
(EcOrc77-11111 Book Con7an7,
an
La
of
Textbook
A
Spencer, Willian E.$
Nen.: York, 1535).•••••••

-

g
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Pupil
L., Handbook of the Law of Contracts, (West Publishing Company,
Clark,
St. Paul, 1910).
Hirschl, Samuel D., Business Lau, (LaSalle 3Xtension University, Chicago, 19142).
Pomeroy, D. A., Business Law, (South-stern Publishing Comann Cincinnati,
1939).
plied Business Law, (South-cstcrn PublishPoneroy, D, A., and Fisk, FcKee,
ing Company, Cincinnati, 191Z7
..-encer, Milian H., A Textbook on Law an
New York, 1938).

Business, (1KcGraw-Hill Book Gorgoany,

Zane, J. Y., The Stor7 of La-.-1 (Garden City Publishing Company, Garden City,
rev Ibrk77977).Unit Uo, III
Relation of Bailor and Bailee
A very common relation is the bailment relation.

There are none so

poor nor so rich that the- do not dtIi greater or less frecluency utilize t.iis
relation, and many utilize it n=ny tines daa7t.

Though general in its utii-

zation, the relation is most significant in the field of myrketing.

One

engaged in selling and distribution of products should especi13'y be fariliar
with the principles governing the rights and liabilities irr7o1ved in a bailnnnt.5
As this relationship has been utilized since the early days of civilization, the principles governing it, as would be empccted, are of ancient
on -in.

The tern bailment cones from baillcr, a Nerman word meanirg "to

delver." The orictin of tho. law of bailm-nts as it stands todtsg, dates from
out the berinning or tho e4.7hteenth centu7.6

5Pcmero7-, axoiness Law, p. 1!10.

6
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Criteria for the Evaluation of a Unit7
Relation of Bailor and Bailee
1.

It shoUld involve a variety of direct sensory experiences.

2.

It should provide for some free, informal association of the pupils.
It should Provide an opportunity for manipulative or bodily activity.
The parts of the unit should make a coherent

•

ole.

It should provide for a considerable amouni, of pupil activity.

6. It should be satisfyin,7; or the anticipatin7 of the outcones should
be satisfying.

7.

It shoulc: provide sufficient concrete and illustrative naterial.

8. The

it of --eork should have a useful purpose in the present or

nature life of the pupil.

9. It should reproduce actual life situations.
10. It should utilize materials as they occur in life.
11. It should contain accurate information.
12. It should 'provide for opportunity for the Pupil to originate, plan,
and direct the activity as far as possible.
13. It should Provide op7ortur±ty to judge, choose, and evaluate.

7
&rap, 'estern eserve EuJiin, Lo. 17.

•
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14. It should be within the available time for the unit.
15.

The exposition should be clear eno,agh to m.;*e it possible for a new

teacher to put the unit into practice if

e desires.

16. It should state clearly where materials may be obtained.
17.

1,7nen references are given they should be complete and exact.

Grade Placement - Cne Semester, Twelfth Grade
Time Allotment - Three 'Weeks
Central Theme -

ndamentals of bailment
Objectives
Relation of Bailer and Bailee

I. Knowledge and understanding of:
A.

Creating the relation

B. BailTaents for the benefit of one party

II.

C.

Bsilr-nts for the benefit of both parties

D.

Hotels as Bailees

Attitude tovard:
A.

Correct stud:- habits

P.

Obli7atiens created by bailment

C. Participation in class activities
EL

III.

'id...711ts or ballce and bailor

Habits of:
1.

Using the knowledge of nrevious units while studying this unit
Sumnarizing inpertant facts

C.

Using study gaides careful2y

D. Seel±ng legal advice when needed
1or1r,g accurately
F. ?Ulf 11 n7 obligations

4,

1214
IV.

Appreciation for:
A.

Common law Eoverning bailment

L.

Ace-arate vork

C.

Good study habits

D.

The operation of consignments
Approaches
Relation of Bailor and Bailee

This unit may be effectively introduced by:
1.

Explaining the difference between bailments
and sales*

2.

Listinguishing between bailee anci bailor.

3. Pointing out the differences between bp_ilments for the benef
it of
the bailee and these for the benefit of the
bailor.

h. Ekoleining bailments created by law.
S.

Citin.7 relations in which mutual bailment exist
s.

6. Explainin7 the characteristics of a hotel keePe
r.
Distin7uishing between a guest and a boarder.
•

Study Guide No. I
Creatin7 the Relation
1.

Do you have any lezal responsibility for the
books you oorr,

from

the school libr,,ry?
2. If you rent your bicycle for a week for
1, can you recain possession
of it before the end of the veek without the
consent of the renter?

3. ;:hat is the frecuency vith which the bailment relnt
ion arises?
4. Whet are the characteristics of bailments and no.
:; do bailrerts di7fer
from sales?

5.

at are the three classes of hailnPnt?

6. What are the methods of terminating the bailment relat
icz-.1147
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7.

e.

at kind of prorerty ray not be the subject of a bailment?
lAho may create the relation of bailment.?
References

Hi-schl, Business Law, pp. 159-181.
Ioneroy, Business Law, pr. hio-449.
Poreroy ane

Applied Business Law, pp. 239-272.
Subject Natter No. I
Creating the Relation

I. Definition of bailment
A.

Etpress

B. Implied
C.

Characteristics of bailnent
1. Property rust be personal
2.

Anyone possessing pronerty nay create the relation

3. SUbjEct usually rust be delivered and accepted
h. Usually goods are redelivered in the sere or a different
form, or other disrosition ir to be made of then
II. Bailment transfers nossession, but not ownersh.tp
A.

Sarter

B.

aft

C. .Sale
D.
III.

Symbolic possession

Classificatisne of bailments
A. Bailment-, for the sole benefit of the bailor
B. Bailments for tiK1 sele benefi', of t.:Le bailee
C.

Bailments for the benefit of both rarties

IV.Fiethods of terrrinatims bailments

126
AA

By agreement

B.

By the act of the bailee

C.

By the incompetency of the parties

D.

By the destruction of the subject natter
Activities 17o. I
Creating the Relation

1.

Obtain cones of uritten agreenents of bafrinents, such as public

library cards, storage contracts, typewritten rental agreements, etc.
2. Encourage pupils to note all their activities involving bailment.

3. Bring in newspaper cliprings and magazine articles which involve
reports of activities in bailment.

L.

Enact scenes creating bailment and terminating bailment.

5. conpile

list of haiInents for the benefit of one party and a list

of bailments for the benefit of both parties.
Correlation No. I
Creating the Relation
1. Reading

a. Read your subject natter
b4

aead through newspapers and magazines for articles involving bailment

2. Lancuage
a. Relate personal experiences involving bailment
b. Individual contributions to clacc discussion

3. Sociology

It.

a.

Discuss good faith on the part of both parties to ballmnt

b.

Stress the place in societ,,, of bailees

Selling and vocabulary

a. Learn the meanings of the follo7:ing words

Oft
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h. Learn the spellings o: the following words

(1)

(3)

(2) tailor

identical

(5) sale

jeopardize

(6) stipulate

Sheet No. I
Creating the Relation
Underscore the correct answer to the following ouestions in the col=
at the right.
1. Eay anyone who has possession of personal property create the
relation of bailment?

Yes

No

2. Is the bailment relation necessarily based on contract?

Yes

No

3.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

7. Does the bailee possess any right of property?

Yes

No

8. Eay the bailee d.L.epute the title of the bailor?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yc

No

yes

No

real property be the subject of a bailment?

i. Must belled goods always be redelivered to the bailor?

S.

In a bailment is the title terporarily transferred with the
possession of the eoods?

6. In a bailment ma.-7 property other than that received by the
bailee be returned to the bailor?

9. tby the bailee hold the property- against the bailor during
the agreed period of the bailment?

10. Is actual Possession always necessary to create a bailment?
11. Is the bailment terminated when the bailee returns the goods
to the bailor?
All In the blan1:s with the appronriate words.

1. Uhenever one person has posserrien of geoes thnt belolle to another
person, the relation hnown as
2.

erists.

p—onerty may not be the subject e!: a bailnent.
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3. The person who transfers property is known as the
1!.

The onl ”ho receives possession of the property is known as the

2.

Any form of

pronerty - may be the subject of a bail-

rent.
Key to Work Sheet No. I
Creatinr, the Relation
(I) Yes

(7) Yes

(1) bailment

(2) Ko

(') No

(2) Real

(3) No

(9) Yes

(3) bailor

-o
(5) No

(10) No

(4)

(11)

(5) personal

Yes

bailee

(6) No
study nule4e No. II
Bailments for the Benefit of One Party
_.

If someone fins your class ring, does he acsure any legal responsi-

bility?
2.

Your neighbor as7:r you to te37.e care of his dor, and silarewhile

f'17 is on vacation.

16u keep them on the back porch, and they are otolen.

hat is your liability?

3. What are the distinctions between bailments for the benefit of the
bailee ar.,

4.

those for the benefit of the bailor?

Under that circumstances are bailments for the benefit of one narty

created by law?

5.

',.2hat deterrrInes the amount of care that a bailee mut exercise?

6. :-:hat are the rirhts and obliraticns of the finder of a lest or misplace:i article?
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7. %tat is neant by reasonable care?
References
Hirse2, Business Lau, pp. 159-1 C1.
Pomeroy, Business Lau, pp. ),1 0-4119.
Pomeroy and Ks'-, !_nplied Business Lau, un. 2)46-253.
Subject natter MD. T1
Eailments for the Benefit of One Party
I.

Bailments with the consent of the parties
A.

A request by the bailee to borrow goods

13.

A recuest by the bailor that another person keen goods as

favor

II. Bailments created by law
ABy the vduntar7 act of the bailee
B.

:hen personal prcnc-r.ty belonging to aroncr
possessfon without his consent

TTI. ;:ailn-nts at thc ,
-equest or the bailee
q,4

A.

Borro-er

2.

Lenfer

C.

Rearona'sle care

T Ior. —___men,,s
1
at the recuest of the bailor
AA

Gratuitous bailmnt

B.

Reasonable care
1. Slit attention
2.

Sli:-ht dili7ence

V. Bailments by finding
VI.

Bailments by necessity
Acti7-ities 2:o. II
Bailments for the Benefit of One

--

cones

into a rerse.-m.
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1.

Aesign as a reeort to a committee the deternination of the state law

in regard to the steps prescribed for returnine to the ounce- an article which
has been found. (Usually the chief of police or one of his assistants can
supply this infornetion.)
2.

Have the pupils discuss their own experiences in which they have

voluntarily or involuntarily acted as bailor or bailee, and their resnensibilities and rights in such circumstances.
3. Introduce such situations as tearing of a custume borrowed for the
senior play, the finding of a purse with the money it originnlly contained
eissine, and an overpayment by a cafeteria cashier in making change.

4.

Read newspapers and magazines for articles concerning lost and found

articles.

• 5.

Dramatize the creation of bailment for the sole benefit of one party--

both from the standpoint of the bailor and the bailee.
Correlation No. II
Bailments for the Benefit of One Party

•

a.

Read your subject matter

b.

Read through neeepaners for articles called for in

2. Language
a. Relate personal exreriences involving bailment
b. Individual contributions to class discussions
C. Seecial report called for in 1, Activities No. II.
d.

Drapatizatiens called for in 5, Activities No. II.

3. Seelli::r. and vocs:bulary
a. Learn the neanines or the fo7.1creene renis
b. learn the spellines of the folloelne words

11,

ixtivities II.
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(1)

custodian

(3) pre:-ises

(2)

dilirc,nce

(14) trespassing

•

'::Ork Sheet No. II
Bailments for the Benefit of One Party
In the parentheses at the right of each item write the number (1) if the
bailment is for the benefit of both the bailor and the bailee, (2) if the bailment is for the sole benefit of the bailee, (3) if the bailment is for the sole
benefit of the bailor.
1.

A miller gratuitously stores for a farm7.r ten sacks of corn meal.

()

2.

A traveler hires the use of an automobile belonging to another.

()

3. A 4i borre,;:s another is lawn mouer for use during an afternoon.

()

L. A boy pays another to keen his dog for a week.

()

54 A gl.r1 finds and takes possesrion of an umbrella belonr4 ng to
another party.

6. A woman lends another wonaa an apron to use as a pattern.
7.

A businessman pays a mover for transportinr his household goods to
a different city.

)

C. A. farnr takes care of his neighbor's cattle, which strayed on his
vrerliscs.
9.
10.

Al

)

man allows hir neighbor to use his tools in chan7in7 a tire.

A woman keens her neighbor Is canary uhile its courier goes on a
week's vacation.

)
Loy to Work Sheet No. T1

4

Bailnerts for the Benefit of ale Party
1.

)

(3)

3. (2)

S. (3)

7. (1)

9. (2)

(1)

h. (1)

6. (2)

S. (')

10. (3)
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Study Guide No. III
Bailnents for 4,-,!1

Benefit of Both Parties

1. If you send your suit to be cleaned and leave money in it, is the
cleaner evm-nyliable for the suit and the money?
2.

If you put up your watch as security for a loan, what are your

rights when you rengy the loan?

3.

would your legal responsibility he any different if you borrowed a

typeuTdter or rented one?

L. 1.:17 are banks not bailees in the ordinary sense?
5.
6.

that are the lien rights of the bailee in a mutual bailment?
;lain the operation of consignments.

7. What are the corn forms of mutual bailment?
8. what is the distinction between a bailment for mutual benefit and a
ballmert for the benefit of one party?

9. Ekslain the right of the bailee to exclusive possession of the goods
during the period of the bailnent.
10.

EtTmlain the degree of care reouired of bailees for mutual berefit

and their lien rights.
References
Business Law, pp. 159-1E1.
Pomeroy, Business 12,w, pp. h10-hh9.
Foneroy and. Fisk, A7olied Business law, pp. 254-263.
Sdbject Eatter No. iI
Beilme.fits for the Benefit of Both F,,.ties
I.Creation of rutual benefit bailnonts
The hired use of goods
The hired custody of Foods
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II.

C.

The hired transuortation of goods

D.

The hired repair of goods

Bailment for safekeeping
A.

Private warehouseman

B.

Public warehouseman

C.

Warehouse receipts
1.

Descrintion of the roocIs

2.

Location of the ,-arehouse

3.

Rate of storage charges

L.

Date of issue

5.

The name of the nerson to whorl the goods are to be delivered

6. Signature of the warehouseman
D.
III.

IV.

Ban:rs as baile-c

Bailment for hire
A.

Rights

B.

Obligations

Bailment for ;or

and services

I.Relation of bailor and bailee
B.
V.

ContrartyP, relat4 en rith respect to repairs

Bailment for sale purposes
A.

Principal and agent

B.

Consignment

VI. Bailment for secritr
A.

rled7e

E.

Pa;:n

711. Pailment incidental to other contractual relations
A.

Article rurchased and left with vendor
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B.

Wraps checked with a check girl
Activities No. III
Bailments for the Benefit of Both Parties

1.

Have the pupils investigate the laws in the local state relating to

pawn brokers, warehouses, and storage businesses.
2.

Obtain a claim check for property left for repair, a warehouse

receipt, a ticket at a checkstand or a parting lot, a pawn ticket, a personal
property lease or rental agreement.

Analyze the previsions printed on these

forms.

3.

In the local state are such notices as "Not responsible for loss or

damage" legally effective?

4.

Discuss the relation of a minor in a bailnent for mutual benefit.

5.

Rave the pueils find out what local business policy is concerning

payment for or replacement of articles that are lost or damaged while in the
hands of a bailee for matual benefit; for example, laundry, jewelry in the
bands of a jeweler for repairs, a tire to be recapped, an automobile placed
in a. parking lot.
Correlation No. III
Bailnents for the Benefit of Both earties
1. Readine
a.

Read your subject natter

b.

Read articles collected in 2, Actieities No. III

2. Laneuaee
a.

Relate personal exreriencer involrine bailments for the benefit of
both eart4 es

b. Individue2 contribetions to class discusrfen
c. Special reports on local policies regarding lost or damaged articles

13
in bailment
d.
3.

4.

Discusson of the minor and bailre
nt for mutual benefit

Sociology
a.

Discuss the social value of bailme
nts created by law

b.

Analyze the value to society or bal
mr.nts for hire

Spelling and vocabulary
a. Learn the neanings of the fol
lowing words
b.

Learn the spellings of the follow
ing words
(1) cansignnent

(3) pledgor

(2) pledgee

(0

receipt

Work Sheet No. III
Bailments for the Benefit of Bot
h Parties
Indicate whether each of the fol
lowing Persons is a bailor or a bai
lee
by p/acin7 a check mark in the pro
per column. Then indicate the deg
ree of
care and diligence the bailee
in each relation must exercise by
placing a
check in the proper colunn.

Bailor

OrdiBailee Slight nary Great
care i care ,care

1. Awarehauseman is a
2.

One who pledges personal
property as security for the
pa,

3.

nt of a debt is a

One who lends a pair of fie
ld
glasses to another is a

!4.

One who pawns his watch is
a

5. One

who finds a purse lost bya

wea=r. is a

i
I

Bailor

Bailee

OrdiClight nary
care
care

I

•

6. A salesman who leaves a
vacuum cleaner with a housewife so that she can try it
out is a

7. One who delivers to anct!_er a
particular coin in order that
tl-e latter may perforn a
sleight-of-hpnd trie: Is a

8. One who finds a bicycle on
h:s lawn and keeps it until he
fin-'ls the ovner is a

9. One vho borrous a lawn mo7:er
is a
10.

One who hires the use of an
automobile from another is b.

11. Om who accepts a watch in
order to
12.

it _IL a

One vho awns a 1-owbo. that
is washed upon the land of
another person is a
One who keeps a cactus plant
for a neighbor is a
A dr: cleaner who delvers
a c3at to the wrong addrers
is

1

a

-VIrletrlsrdr4V-

1
upi•-_iir.Zillbilablirihatialkos&
-

Great
care

OrdiSlight nary 'Great I
care I care
care .

Bailor Bailee
15. A farmer who delivers a
certain quantity of what he
harvests to a miller and
requests that it be ground
is a
16. One who withdraws a book
from a free public library
is a
17.

A boarder who keeps part of biz.
baggage in a storage room is a I

18.

A merchant who carries in
his store goods to sell on
consignment is a
Key to Work Sheet No. III
Bailments for the Benefit of Both Parties
I
;
t

1 Bailor . Bailee i Slight Care

Ordinary Care) Great Care

1i
1
V

.

3.

1

11.

i

/1 /
,
.i ,I ,, 1
1
I

S. 1
•

1

1
I/ 1
1

1

/

1

,

V

Sailor! BkRee 1- SliTht Care 'Ordinary Gam fGreat Care
9.1

I

/I

10.

1 / i

1
1

11.

1 / 1

I

12. 1

/1

1

/

I

13.

1

/
Y
1

/

1

15.

p/ !

1

• Study Guide

/
i.
V/

1

IV

Hotels aL P.ailees
1. If a tourist's baggage is st,olen from his room at a tourist ca74p,
does the owner of the carp have any renonsibility?
2.

A bellboy places your traveling bags by a pillar while you register

at a hotel.

3.

If they are stoleniat rights do :Fru have?

':lhat is the extraordinary nature of the hotelkeener's bailment

relation?

4.

-v2^t are the characteristics of a hotelkeeper?

7. What is the limitation of tlle
84

of a boardinghourc keeper?

How does a hotelkeeper differ frela a boardinghouse keeper?

9. Uhat is the distinction between a guest and a boarder?
Refererxes
HirscL11 Business :Ja-.7, pp. 159-181.
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Pomeroy, This

Law, pp. L10-449.

Pancray and Fisk, Avolied Business Law, pp. 26h-272.
Subject hatter No. IV
Hotels as Bailees
I. Innkeepers

II.

III.

A.

Hotelkeeper

B.

Landlord

C.

Host

D.

Proprietor

Guest
A.

Transient

B.

Traveler

C.

Beginning of relation of innkeeper and guest

D.

TerTinat;on of relation of innkeener

and

guest

Duties and liabilities of an innkeeper
A.

Receive all who seek accommodations

B.

Insurer of property of guests

IV. Innkeeper's Lien
V.

Boardinghouse keeper
AA

Boarders

B.

Liabilities

C.

No lien under common law
Activities No. IV
Hotels as Bailees

1. Obtain a copy of tl.n hotel 1-,117 in the load state (fron a hotcl)
and have it discussed in clans.
2.

Determine the ri7hts and duties of boardinghouse keepers in the

1140
local state and city.

3. Obtain a notice_ such as is generally posted in hotel roons quoting a
portion of the innkeeper's law.

4.

Place it on the bulletin board.

Find out how sleeping car companies and steamship companies are

regarded in relation to the innkeeper and guest situa
tion.

5.

Bring to class stories involving cunning collusion betweLm thiev
es

and landlords.

6. Study court cases involving hotel resPonsibility for losses to
guests.
Correlation No. IV
Hotels as Bpilees
1. Reading

2.

a.

Read your subject matter

b.

Read hotel laws

Language
a.

Relate personal experiences invel^-i117 travel

b. Individual contributions to class discu
ssion
c.

Snecial renorts on hotel laws

3. Sociology
a.

Discuss th,-2 necessity for protect

b.

Tlircurs the merits of the law's requiring innkeepers to
receive

of travelers

all qualified guests
History
a.

Trace the history of innkeepers

b. Present stories of ceill..ricn between
innkeepers an. thieves

S.

Spelling and vocabulary
a.

Learn the neanincs o' the fcLlo.1'words

b. Learn the spellings of the follo
uing words
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(I) accommodations
(2) collusion
(3) depository
(h) extraordinary
(5) transient
Work Sheet No. IV
Hotel

as BaYices

Underscore the correct answer in the colunn at the right.
1.

Does the length of stay affect the status of a guest?

2.

May a proprietor be both an innkeeper and a boardinghouse
keeper/

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

..es

No

Yes

No

3. Has an innkeeper the obliFat.-: to grant accommodations to
persons who wish to be permanent guests?
4.

May a hotel be liable for loss of a guest's property caused
by fire?
Has a landlord the privilege of collecting in advance for
'cosmodat4 ons?

6. Does the innkeeper's lien cover goods brought by a guest
but belonging to someone else if the landlord believes they
belong to the ruest?

7. Is the liability of an innkeeper to a boarder the same as
his liability to a guest?

Yes -No

8. May a boardinghouse keeper refuse to accept fit persons who
Yes

enply for accommodations?

ITO

9. Under the con law has a boardis.,7house keeper a lien on tha
goods of a boarder?
10.

Are sleeping car- ucwIllyconsidered as hotels?

AN.

7es 710
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Key to Work Sheet No. IV
Hotels as Bailees
1. No
2.

Yes

3. No
14.

Yes

S.

Yes

6. Yes
7. No
8.

Yes

9. NO
10. No
Culminating Activities
Relation of Bailor and F,ailee
1. Prepare and dramatize a class program illustrazing the following:
a.

Bailnent for the sole b-i'cfit of the bailor

b. Bailment for the sole benefit of the bailee
c. Bailment for m::turl benefit
2. Invite a local hotel manarer to discuss with the class the laws governing
his business.

3. Analy-ze cases on paces 271 and 272 of Pomeroy and Tisk, Anplied Business

Desirable Outcores
Relrtion of Bailor an
I.

Knolaedge and understandin:
r; of
A.

Creating the relation
1.

EXpress ba311w.27t

Ealee

113
2. Implied bailment

41t.
4

3.

Characteristics of

4.

Barter

5. aft
6. Sale
7. Symbolic possession
8. Classifications of bailments
a. Bailments for the sole benefit of the bailor
b. Bpilments for the sole benefit of the bailee
c. Bailments for the benefit of both parties

9. Nethods of terminating bailments

B.

a.

By agreement

b.

By the act of the bailee

c.

By the incorpetencyof the parties

d.

1-1,y the destruction of the subject matter

Bailm=ts for the benefit of cne party
1. BaLlments with the consent of the parties
2.

Bailm,
ents created by law

3. Bailinents at the Tequst of the bailee

4.

Bailments at the request o: the bailor

5.

Bail ents by finding

6. Bailments by necessity
C.

Bailments for the benefit of both parties
1.

Creation of mutual benefit bo.;lrrints

2.

Bailment for safekeeping

3. Beilmnt for hire

L.

Belrent for vcrk and services

1.1414
5.

Paj3ment for sale purposes

6. Eaillient for
D.

security

Hotels as bailees
1. Innkeepers

II.

2.

Guests

3.

Duties and liabilities of an innkeeper

L.

Innkeeper's lien

5.

Boardinghouse keeper

Attitude toward
A. Increasing our knowledge through study
B.

Increasing our progress through study

C. Inproving our study halal_

III.

D.

Good relations in bailment

E.

Appreciation for lays governing bailment

Habit of
A.

Using the knowledge gained in this unit

B.

Studying each study guide

Appreciation for
A. Laws protecting travelers
3. Laws protecting innkeepers and boardinghouse
1eepe-6
Leads to Other Units
Relation of Bailor and Bailee
The student should have gained nuch informatio
n in studying this unit
that 1411 help him to understand the follolrin:
unitr:
Unit IV - Negetiable Instruments and Insurance
Unit V - Property and 7frongs

Teacher EValuation
Relation of Bailor and Bailee
at;

To .that artent:
1.

Does it involve a variety of
sensory experiences?

2.

Does it provide for some free, informal
association of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
m‘nipulation or bodily activity?
4.

Do the parts of the unit make a
coherent whole?

S.

Does it provide for considerable amount
of pupil activity?

EVGGFPN

/1 1

/ I
/
/
/

6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?
Does it provide sufficient concrete and
'llus rative materials?
8.

Does the unit of work have a useful punpose In the present or future life of pupil?

VI'

9. Ibes it reproduce actual life situations
as accurately as possible?
10
,

Does it utilize materia:s as they occur in
life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

12.

Does it provide an op-portunity for the
pupil to oririnate, plan, and direct the
activity as far az possible?

VI

4.

_

145
EVGGFPN
13.

Does it provide opportunity to judge,
choose, and evaluate?

/1

14. Is it wi.hin the available time for the
unit?
15.

Is the exposition clear enough to make
it possible for another teacher to put
the unit into practice if he so desires?

16.

Is it clearly stated where materials may
be Obtained?

17.

Are the references connle.e and correct?
Pupil Test
Knowledge and Understanding Test
?elation of Ba;lo- and Bailee
After each question given belou, indicate your answer by drawinr,- a line

under "Yesn or "No" at the right.
1.

May anyone who has possession of personal property create the
relation of bailment?

Yes

No

2. Is the bailment relation necessarily based on contract?

Yes

No

3.

Doe,: the bailee possess any right of property?

Yes

No

4.

in a ballstent may property other than that received by the
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

bailee be returned to the bailor?
:3.

In a bailment is the title temporarily transferred with the
possession of the goods?

6. Ts the rerronsibility of the bailee for exercising care great.:r
when he has rented an article tha

-en he liar borrowed a

s75.milar one?

•

•

,

my

Yes

No

Yes

No

to the bailor?

Yes

No

10.

If the bailor becomes bankrupt, is the bailment terrinated?

Yes

No

11.

Does a deposit of money in a bank create a bailment?

Yee

No

12.

Does a bank have a lien on the contents of a safe-deposit
box for the rental charge?

Yes

No

13.

May a Person become a bailee without his consent?

Yes

No

1.4.

In a ball-nt for repairs, does the bailee have 1 lien on
Yes

No

for the agreed period?

Yes

No

16.

Does the length of stay affect the status of a guest?

Yes

No

17.

May a proprietor be both an innkeeper and a boardinghouse
Ms

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

7.

the bailee dispute the title of the bailor?

8. ?lay the bailee hgid the pronerty against the bailor during
the period of the bailment?
9. Is the bailment terminated when the bailee returns the goods

the goods for the work performed?
15. If the bailor becomes insane, does the tejiment continue

keeper at one and the sane time?
18. F
,
c an innkeeper the obligation to grant accommodations to
persons who wish to be permanent guests?
19.

May a hotel be liaLle for loss of a guestts property caused
by
'
4-e?

20.

gaIR

a landlord the privileF:e of collecting in advance for

accommodations?

Indicate whether each of the following persons is a bailor or a bailee
by p1aci.n7 a check in the nr.zner calumn.

Then indicae thc dcr;ree of care

and dilirence the bailee in each relation must exercise by placing a cheek
in the proper coluna.

148

Rqilor

Bailee 'Slight
care

Ordinary i Great
care i care

1. One who pays another to keep
his canA-y for a week is a
2.

One who lends fishing tackle to
another is a

3. One who finds a watch lost by
a man is a

4. One

who hires a hny wagon and

horse for a hay ride is a

5.

One who accepts a radio in

1
I
,

order to repair it is a
6. One who owns a store sign
that is blown an the
property of another during
a windstorm is a

7.

One who lends his coin
collection tD

a

nuseun for an

exhibit is a

8. one

to whom a package 'is

delivered by mistake is a
9.

A man who, thinking then to
be his own, tnhes a pair of
glarFPs belonging to another
is a

10, One who keeps a potted plant foi
neighbor in a

1
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Key to Kncrwledr.e and Undernt -Laing Test
Reacticn of ra.'..lor and Bailee
1. Yes

6. No

U. No

16.

No

2.

7. II o

1.2.

Yes

17.

Yes

8.

Ye.I•5

13.

Yes

18.

No

9. Yes

124.

Yes

19. Yes

15.

No

•20.

No

3. Yes
No

5. No

10.

Bailor Evailee

1.

.
1

Yes

Sla.g,ht Care

/

Ordinary Care 'Great Care
I

1

I

i

V

3,

Yes

1
•/

V/

I 5. :

.I /

se-

;-//'
hc..11 Test,
iitude Test
Rel pti on o

Lo

azzri Bailee

There are no CCT1rct ans-fers for tIcis test.

Check "Yes" or

ItNolt

follot-In;
:
. columns.
1•To
1.

Do "1" honertly do ry rmor.t efficlent work in preparing
each day gr: arr.,:l.garafmt?

-the

15)
As No
2.

DO I take a sincere interest in finding solutions

4t.
to the questions presented in the study guide?

3. Do I believe that an understanding of the Principles
of bailment will help me to understand better the
problems of the business world?

L. Do I consider the importance of learning all of the
vocabulary assignments?

S. Do I consider the assIgael activities to be
interesting and worthwhile?

6. Is it easier fo.- me to understand the values of
bailment laws?
Pupil Test
Ba.oit Test
Relation of E.7.Alor and Bailee
Check "Yes" or "1:0" in the following columns.
Do I have .the habit of:

Yes

1. Foilowing the study guide:
2.

Usin7 "How to Study"?

3. Listening accurately as the assignment is being made?
L.

Reading the assignment carefully each day?

S.

Presenting ouestions in class Teich right he
troubling me?

6. Attemnting to =ply my knowledge of bailment to py
ever:7day activities?

7. Participating in class discussions?
8. Narking the imnortant items in my text?

)

Ko

Yes

No

Yes

No

9. Reviewing often the material studied?
ID.

Studying careNlly all charts and diagrams?

11.

Checking myself on the vork sheet?
Key to Habit Test
Relation of Bailor and Bailee
All answers should be "Yes."
Pupil Test
Appreciation Test
Relation of Bailor and Flee
Check "Yes" or "No" in the foilowina columns.

1. The coonerat;ve spirit that I find in the classroom
is of value to me.
2.

The fact that I have added to my knowledge of bailis of valu3 to me as a good citizen.

3. Correlating my study of business law with my- othccourses is beneficial to me.

4. Yy study of bailment has helped me in my reading of
mews events in newspapers and magazines.

1

S. I enjoyed the visit of the hotel manager and his
or-planation of hotel laws.

6. I appreciate the opportunity to gather data from
various business places.
Key to Appreciation Test
Relation of Bailor anc3
Desirable answers .Cor the Appreciation Test are "Yes" for all statements.
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Unit Yo. IV
Nerotiable Instrurents and Insurance
Negotiable instruments are the most corn credit &vices utili:cC in
business today.

They consist of written obligations, such as checks and

153
prtraissory notes, which, when
in the proper form, may. brz. transferr
ed from
hand to hand as a substitute for
money. The use of negotiable instruments
is
Of daily occurrence. The
average man pays his coa3 bill, for his
overcoat,
and innumerable other things tha
t he buys with a check. Tthen he in
in need
of extra money to pay his tax
es or to meet sone other obligation,
he borrows
money from a bank or a friend
and gives as evidence of his indebt
edness a
nromfssory note. The obtaining
of credit for goods or for money- by
means of
negotiable irrtruments is a gen
erna practice in business; indeed
, most modern
financial transactions involve
the use of these devices. The use
of negotiable
instruments is possible becaus
e negotiable instruments constitut
e a special
Class-of contracts possessin
g peculiar advantages in commercia
l use not
enzloyed by other transferable
claims that may be transferred onl
y by assign-

The businessman is, in his
activities, confronted with many per
ils of
one kind or another. lasfor
tune may cone .at any tine to the
most prudent man.
It may be becausk of malicious
, willful acts of other, such
as thieves or
embezzlers; of ac::.6 of God,
such as floods or wind sterns, or
of chprges in
tha wants of societT, suc
h as the givin7 way of horse car
riages to automoes. The most corn riskbearing device is insurance.9
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Criteria for the Evaluation of a Unitl°
Negotiable Instruments and Insurance
1. It should involve a variety of direct senso
ry experiences.
2.

It should Provide for some free, informal associatio
n of the pupils.

3. It should provide an opportunity for maninulative or
bodily activity.
4.

The parts cf the unit should nake a coherent whole
.
It should provide fol. a considerable amount of pupil
activity.

6. It should be satisfvinz or the anticipating of the
outcomcs should
be satisfying.

7. It should provide sufficient concrete and illurtrative
material.
10
Barap, Western Reserve Bulletin, No. 17.

!'"

356
8. The unit of work should have a useful purpose in the present or
future life of the pumil.
9.
10.

it should reproduce actual liie situations.
It should utilize materials as they occur in life.
It should contain accurate information.

12.

It should provide for opportunity for the pupil to originate, plan,

and direct the activity as far
as possible.
13.

It should provide opportunity to judge, choose, Pnri evaluate.

14.

It snould be within the available tiale for the unit.

15.

The exposition should be clear enough to make it possible for a new

teacher to put the unit into practice if he desires.
16.

It should state clearly where materials nay be obtained.

17.

Uhen references are miven they shou173 be corplete and exact.

Grade Placenent - One Semester, Twelfth Grade
Tine it.11otnent - Four weeks
Central There - The p,rt played in our personal and business lives by negotiable instruments and insurance.

-Jr

Objectives
Negotiable Instruments and Insurance
I. Knowledge and understanding of:
Negotiable &ogtrunents
B.
II.

III.

Insurance

Attitude .0r...ard:
A.

Correct study habits

B.

Rights and obligations of palti,±s to negotiable inrtrunents

C.

Liab5lities of an insurcr

Babits of:

157
A..

Using the knowledge of previous units while studying this unit

E.

Summarizing important factc

C

Un

D.

Seeking legal advice when needed

study guides carefully

E.Iskorp-irg accurately
F.

Preparing negotiable instruments in the correct manner

G.

Transferrincy negotiable instruments in the correct manner

t.

Understanding the nature of any insurance which the individual
is considering

IV.Anpreciation for:
S.

A.

Laws governing negotiable instruments

B.

Accurate work

C.

Good study habits

D.

Laws governing insurance
Values of insurance in business
Aoproaches
Negotiable Instri,74ents and Insurance

Ibis unit may be effectively introduced by:
1. .VngnIshing between negotiable instruments and other types of
contracts.
2.

cplainin

how negotiation differs from assignment.

3. Exple-'71ing why a holf!cr in due course ma'- obtain a better title
to a paper than the title
-411,

the perce7 fr..:m whom he received the t

L. Outlining an unconditional promise.

5.

Presentini7 the effect of failure to present a note for pant

6e

Replalning when presentment for acceptance is necessary.

7. Expleninc tEe rivt, types of Indorsements.

1111+

*IV
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8. Explaining the difference between ins
urance contracts and other
types of contracts.
Ezplaining the difference between end
owment and limited-payment

9.
insurance.
10.

Discussing the occupations covered
by social security 1zt-75.
Study Guide No. I
Negotiable Instruments

1.

Are you within your rights in refusi
ng to accept a check in payment for something that you
sell?
2. If a relative gives you a chec
k for $25 as a birthAPy gift but
changes his mind and asks the bank
not to pay the check, do you
have any
legal claim against him?

3. Is an I 0 II negotiable?

4.

Does the fact that a note has no date
on it render it nonnegotiable?
S. Are the rights of the payee of a
note affected by the fact that he
is a minor?

6. Could a drawee of a draft rightfull
y refuse to pay it if he had
previously accepted It?
7.

Are you perritted to draw checks
on any bank deposit you nay hav
e?
8. What legal responsibilities
do you undertake when you indors
e your
name an the back of a check?

9. If you hold a check payable to "Cash"
is it necessary that you
indorse it in order to nego
tiate it?
10.

Are you required to pay an ins
trument if your name has been
forged

to it?
11.

WCLild your father have a defense
against a holder if he had been
induced to sig. a nol,e by fraud?

159
12. If you pa
y a note, is it irpo
rtant that you obta
in possession of
it?
1.3. Are you discha
rged if a noL,e that
you have executed
is altered?
References
Hirschl, Busine
ss Law, pp. 342402.
Pomeroy, Busine
ss Law, pp. 250314.
Forcroy and Fi
sk, Arelied Busine
ss Law, pp. 305386.
Subject Eatter No
. I
Negotiable Instru
ments
I. Kinds of nego
tiable instrunent
s
A.

Definition of ne
gotiable instrume
nts

B.

Differences betwee
n negotiable instru
ments and other co
ntracts
C. Parties to ne
gotiable instrume
nts
1. Payee
2.

Maher

3.

Drawer

4. Drawee

5. Acceptor
6. Indorser
7. Indorsee
(a.

Bearer

9. Holder
10.
II.

Holder in due co
urse

Form and conten
t
A.

Promise or or
der

B. Uritinr and
signature
C.

Sum certain in mo
ney

D. Tiaw of paym
ent

160
E.

To bearer or order

F. Payee or drawee
G.

Immaterial iters

Promissory notes

It`
t

A.

Definition

B.

Undertakings of the maker
1.

Admits the existence of the payee

2.

Admits the payee's capacity to transfer the instrument by
indorsement

C.

Special for

of promissory notes

1.

Certificate of deposit

2.

Bonds

3.

Registered bonds

I.

Coupon bonds

S.

Mortgage note

6. Judnt note
D.

T'resentment of note for payment
1.

• 2.
3.
IV.

To when
When
Where

Drafts
AA

Definition

B.

Use of drafts

C.

Obligations cf drawee

D.

Obligations of acceptor
Vils,-.7s

of acceptances

1. General

161
2.

132-lified

D.

Presentment for acceptance

E.

Presentmnt for payment

F.

Ccoligations of drawer

G.

Special forms of drafts
1.

Trade acceptance

2.

Bank draft

3. Cashier's cheC:
Yoney orders

S. Travelers checks
6.
V.

Letters of credit

Checks
A.

Definiticn

J.

Use of checks

C.CtLigatior_s of the drawer
D.

Relation between a bank a.1•1-4

E.

P.resentrient- for parent

F.

RI.ghts of the drawer

G.

Certified checks

s depositors

2ransfur of negotiab7.e instrunerits
A.

Transfer by negotiation
delivcry
2. P7

B.

orsent and delivery

F.brrtS of indorse-7nts
1.

Mari':

2.

Special

3. 442a1ified

162

4.

Conditional

S.

Restrictive

r. Jeligatiens of a treeeferor by an unqualified indorsement
That the instrameet is genuine and is in all resnects what

1.

it purports to be
ft,

2.

That he has a good title to the instrument

3.

That all prior parties to the instrument had capacity to
contract

4.
D.

That at the time of the indorsement the instrument is valid

Obligations of a transferor by delivery or by a qualified inriorsement
1.

That the instrument is gereine and is in all respects what it
purports to be

2.

That he has a good title to the instrument

3. That all prior parties to the instrument had capacity to
contract
E.

Obligatien of an accommodation party

F.

Transfer by essignment

•
VII.

1.

Operation of the law

2.

An act of the parties

Rights of holdeee
A.

Qualifications for a holder in due course
1.

Ineteeminet must be complete and regular

on its face

2. Instrument must not be over-3ue
3.

Holder must take the inctrument in gcod faith, for value, and
without notice of dishonor

4*

At the time the instrument is necotiated, the bolder must be

without noti
163
ce of any in
forrity or de
fe
ct in the titl
D. Personal
e
defeases not
barring recove
ry by a holder
in due course
1. Lack or
failure of co
nsideration
for the promis
e
2. Force or
threats that
amount to du
ress
3. False repres
entation that
constitute fr
aud
IL. Setoff and co
unterclaim
5. Previous paym
ent of the ob
ligation
6. Nondelivery
of a complete
d instrurent
7. Unauthorized
completion o
f an incomple
te instrument
C. Valid de
fenses agains
t a holder i
n due course
1. Lack of
capacity to
contract as i
n the case of
infancy or
insanity
2. Illegali
ty that render
s a contract
void
3. Forgery.

4. Lapse of ti
me under a st
atute of limi
tations
5. Alteration
6. Nondeliver
y of an incomo
lete instrume
nt

7.

Mistake that
renders an ar
reement void
7111. Disc
harge, dishon
or, and prct
ert
As
DiscilPrge
1. Payuent

E.

2.

Renunciation

3.

Cancellation

.4.

Alteration

alshonor
1. Notice
of dishonor
2.

SlIfficiency

of notice

1614
C. Protest
1.

Ferrel declaration

2.

Satisfactory evidence
Activities No. I
Negotiable Instruments

1.

Sorn blanks of promissory notes will help to clarify the fact

that immaterial iters do not affect negotiability.
2.

Some banks publish outlines of the negotiable instruments law with

specific applications to the state and directions for the use of such instruments.

If these are available, Obtain copies for use of the class.

3. Secure several variations and adaptations of negotiable instruments,
such as collateral or mortgage notes, judgment notes, and trade acceptances,
to show that immater^al items do not affect negptiabil:Ity.

4.

Obtain samples of various types of drafts, and analyze them for

differencos and sirilarities.

Discuss the circurstances under which each

might be used.

S.

Obtain a passbook or other evidence of the contract between a bank

snd a depositor.

Have one pupil analyze the termr of the contract for the

clasE.
6. The state bankers' association gencrallypullishes a pamnhlet contening the state banking laws.

Kzve a pupil report an the important state

laws, both statutory and com.aan, affecting depositors.
7.

Find out if a canceled check in your state is accbptable as a

receipt.
3.

Have a pupil investigate the protection the FDIC affords de:psitore

..-n4 haw the corporation aperatc.
9.

Obtain a copy cf 'Is= directions published by the U.S. Secret Service,

"Know Your Checks," which gives suggestions regarding indorsements.
10.

A report on forgery is aiweye instructive and inLeresting.

Valid

or Forged? by L. L. Jones will be helpful.
U.

Most banks have a form which gives the reasons for Which they refuee

to make payment on checks.

Obtain one of these and exAmi.ne jt for reasons

Which can be classified as personal and real defenses.
12.

Obtain printed notices of dishonor and protest.

Call a 'eention to

the notaeyls signature.
13.

A field trip to a bank folloving the study of this unit should serve

to reinforce the importance of the unit.
to the group.
14.

Ask an efficial of the bank to talk

Dallol: ep the visit with a class discussion of the experience.

Obtain some canceled checks on which the bank has waived protest,

evidenced bya stamp "N.P."

Use these to illustrate the textbook discussion.

Correlation No. I
1 ecot3,rb1e Instruments

a. Read your subject Latter
b. Re...d various forms obtained in projects
Language
,scuss ar-eriences inee
L.

DiSCIA6

nezotiable instruments

4e1d trip to the bank

3. Socioloe—

-4•

a.

ascuss the -re-2re of nerotialle instruments to bueiness

b.

Discuss ethics in executing and transferring necotiable instruments

Se•ellinc an

reoebeLary

a. Learn the meenings of the following words
b. Learn the sNalings of the follo-eing worde
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(1) indebtedness

(18) foreign

(2)

(19) inland

indone

(3) negotiable

(20) canceled check

(4) prima facie

(21) certified check

(5) arbiguous

(22) commercial account

(6) antedated

(23) savings account

(7) contingent

(24) accommodation party

(8) deterninable

(25) assignnent

(9) postdated

4,26) indorsement

(10) syy.bol

(27) alteration

(11)

collateral note

(28) counterclaim

(12)

coupon bond

(29) forgery

(13) presentment

(30) setoff

(10

(31) adjudication

registered bond

(15) acceptance

(32) cancellation

(16) acceptor

(33) notary public

(17) dishonor

(34) renunciation
iibrk Sheet No. I
Negotiable Instruments

In the parentheses at the right of each item in Column fl, write the
nmrher of the word that matches the item.
Colunn I

Colunn II

()

(1) Acceptor

1. The party who promises to pay a note

(2) Bearer

2.

(3) Drawee

3. The party to whom a check is payable

()

(4) a-awer

L.

The party ordered to pay a draft

()

(5) Bolder

5.

The party who h's s4 gWfied his assent to the

The party 11110 orders the paynent of a draft

C)
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(6) Indorsee

order of the drawer of a draft

)

(r) Indorser

6. TI-x, party who executes a draft

)

(E) raker

7. The transferor of a negotiable instrument by

()

indorsement

(9) Payee

8. The transferee of a negotiable instrument by
indorsement

9. Cie who executes a promissory note
10.

The party to whom a draft is payable

11.

One who executes a check

12.

The party to whom a note is payable

13.

The bank an which a check is drawn

14.

The payee of a check, who has possession of

()

the check

Underscore the correct answer to the fcllowing questions in the colleen
at the right.
1. Is the maker of a pronissory note under a Primary liability
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

4. May a registered bond be transferred by delivery alone?

Yes

No

5. Does a coupon bond bear interest?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

to pay the amount of the note?
2. May the maker of a note later deny the existence of the payee?

3. May the maker of a note refuse to pay on the ground that the
payee lacked tIle capacity to transfer the note by indertement?

II

6. If a note is not presented for payeent at maturity, is the
maker released from liability?

•

4

r

the
7. If a note is not presented for paynent at natty, are
indorsers commonly released from liability?
is the
S. If the maker of a note dies before the note is due,

11
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debt discharged?

Yes

No

refused to pay it on Sunday?

Yes

No

Is a draft a bill of exchange?

Yes

No

11. Is the drawee, as such, liable on a draft addressed to him?

Yes

No

12. }test a drawee

acceptance of a draft usually be in writing?

Yes

No

13. May the acceotor of a draft deny the eedstence of the payee?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

ro

20. !met the payee ineorse the check before he can caeh it?

Yes

No

21. Is a savings deposit account sUhject to checking?

Yes

No

Yes

No

9. Eas the acceptor or drawee of a draft dishonored it if he

10.

14. In general, may the acceetor refuse to pay an the ground that
the signature of the drawer is forged?
15.

Ye,-,y the holder treat as dishonored a draft to which the
drawee makes a qualified acceptance?

16. Is it necessary for the holder of a draft payable on a
specified future date to present it for acceptance?
17.

May the drawer of a drift be required to pay the instrument
if the drawee fails to do so?

18. }ay a check usually be sent safely through the mall?
19. If a check payable to the order of a certain person is stolen
and cashed by the thief, does the drawer lore the amount?

22. If a bank refkeses to pay a check that is in the hands of a
•

holder in due course, can the drawer be held liable for
the arilount?

In the parentheses at the right of each statement, write the nunher that
represents the group of
I.

1.7VZ"Cis

A promissory note mue.

that correctly conpletes the rtaterent.

be presented (1) for acceptance, (2) for

payment, (3) for both aceeptence and payment

.116Aphr -

()
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2. Failure to present a promissory note for payment when it comes due
discharges (1) the maker, (2) tilt-, trlf:orsers, (3) both the maker
and the indorsers
3. Presentnent for acceptance vest be made in the case of Cl.) a time
draft payable so many days or iioiths after sight, (2) a promissory
note: (3)

)

sight draft

The destruction of a draft by the drawee is deemed to be (1) a
)

ceunteroffer, (2) a refusal, (3) an acceptance
The liability of the acceptor of a draft is (1) the same as the
liability of the maker of a note, (2) secondary to the liability
of the drawer, (3) dependent upon the nunber of indorsers

()

6. If the holder of a draft without authority takes a qualified
accertance, the liatility of the drawer and Prior indorsers
CO is unaffected, (2) is discharged, (3) is restricted to the

)

portion of the -inaft accepted.

7. AposLz1 money order may be transferred by indorsenent from one
person to another (i) once, (2) trice, (3) an unlimited nunber of
)

times

8. in express rx;n5.7:
o

May ba..

tranr:ferred by indorsement front

onoc, (?) tvice.

person to -nmther

an unairdted

C)

nIrber of tines

9.

lette:

i

(I) a time draft, (2) a statement that the

issuer cf the letter %ill ney drrfts up to a certain amount, (3)
a letter issued by a br_rl, ceclarIng

at a depositor has funds in
)

..1A-; account
his chec!-10. The drawee of e

7L)

alwe 1 bank, (2) ie alwe;:'e a

person, (3) may be either a bank or a person

)
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The right of stopping pd7,ment on a check bel,
:n7s to CO the
payee, (2) the drawer, (3) the irdc Fx_

12.

If a bank wrongfully dishonors an uncertified check, it becomes
liable to (1) the payee, (2) the les:, ix:slop:5er, (3) the drawer
Key to Work Sheet No. I
Negotiable Instrurents

1. (8)

1.

Yes

12.

2. (h)

2.

No

13. No

2. (2)

3. (9)

3. No

14. No

3. (1)

4. (3)

h. No

15.

.
t. (1)

5. Yes

16. No

5. (1)

6. (4)

6. No

17.

Yes

6. (2)

7. (7)

7. Yes

18.

Yes

7. (1)

8. (6)

S.

No

19.

No

8. (3)

9. (8)

9. No

20.

Yes

9. (2)

21.

No

10. (1)

22.

Yes

11. (2)

10. (9)

10.

U. (4)

U. No

Yes

Yes

Yes

1 2. (9)

1. (2)

4. (3)

12. (3)

13. (3)

Study &aide No. II
Insurance
L high school athletic association haped for a large attendance at

1.

a track meet, but was fear-7U1 rain would rain the attendance.

Could the

association insure itself a7ainst the possibility of rain?
2.

May a ninor avoid a contract for life insuranee. as he does other

contracts?
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3. If a friend of yours desired to do so, could he take out an insurance
policy on your life with himself as beneficiaryi
4.

Suppose that when a person secured a life insurance policy he delib-

erately- nfsrepresented his occupation.

Woad the insurance company be able

to avoid its agreement?

5. If your neiehbor's hone is damaged by a fire that was caused by his
awn carelessness in throwing a burning match into a wastebasket, could he recover on his insurance policy?

6. Could your father, under a fire insurance policy, recover for loss
to the furnishings in your hone caused by smoke and water resulting from fire
on the roof of the house?

7. Is it advisable to notify your fire insurance agent if you intend
to leave your house unoccupied while you are away on a vacation?
8.

Would the theft of a Christmas package from your car be covered by

theft insurance on your car?

9. Is an Insurance conpaay liable if a collision occurs while the car
is beine driven over the speed limit?
10.

Abigh school boy accepts pay from several other boys to transport

them to school in his car. Is the insurance aDmany liable if the beTr are
infrared while riding to school?
11. If a friend of yours pernits you to drive his car and you crash
through a store window, woUld his property damage insurance policy cover the
loss?
12.

Would you lose all the money you had paid for an ordinary life

trance policy if you pll.owed it to 17psc?
13. If a man contracts for life insurance anti says that he is younger
than he is in order to pay a lower premths;:, can the insurance company

4

terninate the contract?
14.

If a friend of yours holds E. policy with his mother as beneficiary

and the friend should marry, can he chance the beneficiary of the policy?
15.

If a man whose life is insured is killed while robbing a store, is

the conpany liable on the policy?
16.

If you do not have a Social Secarity Card, when will you get one?

17.

From what sources do the funds paid out for social insurance cone?

18.

If a person is discharged Iron his job because of dishonesty, is he

still eligible for unemployment benefits?
19.

Are the benefits for retirenent of survivors insurance reduced be-

cause of other sources of 1; cot?
References
Hirschl, Business Law, pp. 41184157.
Pomeroy, Business Law, PP. 352-404.
Pomeroy and Fist, Anrlied Business Law, pp. 387-456.
Subject }latter No. II
Insurance
I. Nature of insurance
A.

Definition

B.

Kinds of insurance
1. Property insurance
2.

C.

Personal instrance

Insurance differs from other contracts
1. Porn
2.

Considerr.tion

3.

Offer and acceptance

4.

Parties
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D.

Kinds of insurance companies
1.

Stock companies

2.

hitual co:panies
Other c7roups

Insurable interest in property
F. Insurable interest in
G.

Good faith

II. Property insurance
L.

Deft_

P.

Finds of property insurance
1.

Casualty insurance
a. Liability insurance
b.

Burglary, robbery, theft, and larceny insurance

c. I-rorkmen's corpensation insurance
d. Power-plant insurance
4*

Ev.ine- insurance

3. Fire insurance
InaeL1 marine insurance

5. Title insurance
C.

Kinds of Policies
Valued policies
2.

Open policier

3. Standard policies

D.

Notice an71 17roof of lo s

E.

Assirnment of pciicies

F.

Cancellation and termination

G.

Settlement options

1714
E.
III.

Contribution

Motor vehicle insurance
A.

Co;?rellensive coverage

B.

Theft, robbery, and pilferage insurance

C.

Collision insurance

D. Property damage insurance
E.

Bodily injury insurance

IV: Life Insurance
A.

Ends of life Insurance
1. Ordinary life insurance
a.

Whole or straight life insurance

b. Limited-payment life insurance
c. Term insurance
d.

Endowment insurance

2.

Industrial insurance

3.

Group insurance

B. Liability of an insurer
1.

Incontestable clause

2.

Suicide

3. Violation of the law
C.

Misrepresentation of age

D. Loan and cash surrender value
E.

Days of grade

F. Larse and reinstatenent
1.

Reduced pd-up insurance

2.

Ertended ter-.7 inr-or.srce

3.

Automatic premium loan
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V.

G.

Settlement options

H.

Beneficiary

I.

AssignmenL and rights of creditors

J.

Double indemnity and disability provisions

Social insurance
A.

Kinds of social insurance
1. Unempleeent compensation
2.

Old-age and survivors insurance

B.

lai.4bility for benefits

C.

Unemployment compensation
03d-age and survivors insurance

E.

Determination of old-age benefits

F.

Supplementary benefits

G.

Survivors insurance
Activities No. II
insurance
Deternin

1.
regulated.

to what extent the insurance business in your state is

write the state ielrurance commission for such information request-

ing may copies of standard policies and interpretatiens of there
2. List persons who would have an insurable interest in pronerty; im

3.

Ascertain from the telephone directory how many forns of Insurance

are sold in your community.

Hoe many insurance companies are represented in

your cam=eityl
L.

Anza7zr, nn insurance policy and identify the various parts of the

contract.
5. Prepare for the bulletin board a display of various types of
•

;L !..

1

e.•••

•
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property insurance policies, applications, .indorsements, notic
es, and proof
of loss.
6.

Have some pupil report on how a loss is apnraised.

7.

Deter:Trine whether your state reauires operators or owners of motor

vehicles to carry insurance and, if
8.

o, the provisions of the law.

tnalyze typical Notor vehicle insurance policies for an inter
preta-

tion of the provizionr.
9.

at laws must one obey in your state regarding reporting accid
ents

in which motor cars are involved?
10.
• :4,

Obtain copies of as many different life insurance policies as

possible ans" comare their provisions.
U. Most life insurance companies have literatse explainin
cipal differences in their policies.

th :rin-

These will serve to show differences in

policies.
12. Examine the American Mortality Table and find out
the life expectancy of the various members of the Class.
13.

Assign a debate on the best Trind of insurance for a perso
n to buy.

114
. Discuss the topic "Life Insurance as an Investment
."
15.

Rave pupils report on the way to file an application
for survivor's

insurance benefits.
16.

Have a committee visit the local U. S. Emn1nt Servi
ce office

and report on the procedure to follow in applying
for unenployment benefits.
17. Have the pupils classify their fathers, mothers, brothers,
and
sisters according to covera7c under social inrur
ance
Correlation L'o. 11
Insurance
1..

Reading
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a.Reae

sfzject matter

b.

governin27 insurance

C.

C....

Read 1n2=ran,:..e nol 4 cies collected in activities

2. Language
a.

Discus. daily assignments

b.

Debate on

c.

Discussion of Ii-re insurance as an investnent

rijr of insurance

d. Report on visit to EMployment Office
3.

Sociology
a.

Discus, values of employee's compensation for unemployme
nt

b.

Discuss values of old-age survivors benefits

C.

Discuss values of life insurance

L. Mathematics - cPlculate social in
S.

benefits

e1 1'F .Lad vocal7If1ar7
a. Learn 4-1-- tL--.z.ninr7s of the following words
b. Learn the ,,,p1-11 4 n.7s of the following words
(1) deceased

(3.1) pilferage

(2) eliple

(12) cauta1t;./-

(3) supplementary

(13) hostile

(4) survivor

(14) insurmctlon

(5) asphyxiation

(15) proportionate

(6) beneficiary

(16) asseesmcnt

(7) misdemeanor

(17) binder

(8) vestee. interest

(1C)) incontestable

(9) collision

(19) Prenitn

(1C) comnrehen:-

(20) repr.esentption
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Work Sheet No. II
Insurance
Underscore the correct answer in the colu
mn at the right.
1.

Dr., LIie insurance agents ordieP-ily havr
the authority to bind
the company on insurance policies?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Hps evely person an insurable interest
in his own life?

Yes

No

H3S a nusbInd an insurable interest in the
life of his wife?

Yes

No

If property is transferred to another pers
on, is the inurance
of that pre:erty transferred also?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

1,-,?s

No

Yes

No

2. ls a contract cf insurance with
a nor voidable?
3.
40

5.

6. Must the insured give the insurer notice
and proof of loss to
establish liability under property insuranc
e?

7. In property insurance must proof of loss be made imme
diately
after the loss?

8. May propert7 insurance ordinarily be assi
gned without the
consent of the insurer?

9. May the fact that a building ls vacant or unoccupied affe
ct
the liability of the insurer in case of
loss?
10.

When the insur6d cancels his fire insu
rance Policy, does he
lose the unearned pertion of the premium?

II. IL; a fire insurance policy terninated
upon ftlfillment of its
--zc when a total loss occurs?
'say an insurance lompany avPid any liab
ility for the loss ot
an autono'nile by fire !- '" the tlace where thn
automolile ie
ccrn-ily rtored when nc, in use is chan
ged without notice to
the insurance co-rnny?
13. If one person takes another person's car by mist
ake, is et*

17e0

t
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Yee

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

cash payment?

Yes

No

May the insure e ordinarily cancel a life insurance policy?

Yes

No

/es

No

The

No

Yes

No

Yes

X*

insarence nom:eau lialae on a theft policy?
lh. Does a policy for theft insurance include packages that are
left in th- car?
15. Its an ilvuranoe company liable if an accident occurs while a
vehicle insured by that company is being driven by a person
under a specified age?
16. If the insuael mikes a payment in connection with an accident
without the permission of the insurance company, may he expect
company?
.
reiMbursement from the .enereariee
- njury insurance policy
17. Is the insured protected by his ')oily !
if an accident occurs while his wife is drtving the car with
his permission?
18. Is life insurance, like fire insurance, strictly a contract
of indenity/
19. If an ore4neey life insurance contract is surrendered after
it has been carried five years, is the insured entitled to a

20.

21. Thy all the premiums on a life insurance policy be paid when
the policy is taken out?
22. in group insurance is it true that an employer often Pays part
of the cost/
23. If the death of an ineered person occurs during but not as the
result of a violation of the law, can the insurance conpang
avoid payment of the policy?
a. Is a life insurance polic7 void when the insured has rd.represented his age?

40.
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25. Is a life insurance policy still in force if the insured fails
to pay the premium within two weeLs of the date on which the
premium in due?
26.

Ye-

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Does an automatic premium loan keep a life insurance policy
in force even though the insured fails to pay a premium when
due?

27. upon the death of the insured, must proof of death be submitted to the insurer?
284

Must the beneficiary of a life insurance policy possess an
insurable interest in the life of the insured?

29. ilay the beneficiary of a life insurance policy be the insured
person himself?
30. Does the insured under a standard life insurance Policy have
the right to change the beneficiary?
31.

Are the creditors of an insured percon Ilsnplly entitled to
the proceeds of his life insurance policies as against the
beneficiaries?

32. In case of total disability, must proof of continued disability- be furnished the insurance companly from tire to time?
33. Is every worker in industry covered by social insurance?
34. Is every unemployed worker automat;mp11yeligible for unesplot insurance benefi'.?
Key to "mOrk Sheet No. II
Insur.7.nce
1.
2.

Yes

Ypr

,

E.

t7o

6.

Yes

.414.

16.

No

25.

Yes

7. No

17.

Yes

26.

Yes

No

18.

No

27.

Yes

19.

Yes

28.

ro

20.

No

29.

Yes

U. Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

21,

30.

12.

No

22.

Yes

31. No

13.

No

23.

No

32. Yes

14.

No

24.

No

33. No

15.

8.

9. Yes
10.

No

34.

No

Culrinating Activities
urance
Negotiable Instruments and 7.-e
ible and
ruments of as many kinds as poss
1. Secure blank nepptiable inst
have the Class execute then.
played by the
discuss with the Class the part
2. Invite a bank official t
bank in negotiating instruments.
class as
ts to e:cplain in detail to the
3. Invite one or more insurance agen
will permit.
many kinds of policies as tine
n.
to see the machinery in operatio
1. Arranpe a trip to the local bar..:

5.

tiable
containing the blank forms of nego
Prepare a permanent scrap book
ous activities.
cies collected for the vari
instruments and insurance poli
Tesir4b1e Outcomes
rance
Negotiable Instrumnts and Insu

I. Knowledge and understanding of
Negotiable instruments
1. Eine.s
2.

?torn and content

3. Promissory notes
t.

Drafts
:s
C.4-1Pc,

6.

Transrer of ntgotiable instruments

7. Rights of holders
3. Discharae.,
B.

and prote,Tt

Insurance
Nature of insurance
2.

Property insurance

3.

Ebtor vehicle insurance

L. Lift insuraLce

5.

Social insurance

Jatitudes toward
A.

Respect for
1. Laws coverning negotiable instruircnts
.
9

B.

La's c;overninr. Insurance

; life
kpplying the knowlee,ge to everydez
Relations between insured and insurer

71.

Wet of
A.

Understandinp what you are doin: or going to do

B.

Seeking needed information on your own initiative and requesting
aid wiran you have a need

C.

Being neat in all your vork

B.Ileing accurate in all your wo.ek

'44

S.

Using references freely

F.

'',IzAdinr the stndy guides

IV.ApT,reciation

or

•
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2ood 5tud7 hnh.;tc
I!.

flood study aid.:

uments
C. Laws govp:ning neriable instr
D. Lags governing _:_Dsurance
lalues of sc,%_-1 7Ptnsurance
F.

instrunents
Facility afforded business bvnegotiatle
Leads to Other Units
Negotiable Instrumentf:; and Insurance

mation in the study of thin
The student should have pained much infor
unit that should help bin in the study

*s following unit:

Unit V — Property and Wronrs
Teacher Fvalaat:..on
Negotiable Innerts and Insurance
To what er.tent

V G

F

G

1. Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experiences?
2.
e

Does it Provide for some free, informal
association of the pupils?

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
nanipulation or bodily activity?
4.

no the parts of the unit make a
coherent whole?

5. Does it provide for considerable amount
of rapil activity?

6. Dees it contain an anticipated outcore
that is satisfEctcry?

1

P

N

VGGI?

7. Does it provide sufficient concrete and
illustrative materials?
8.

!,/1I

Does the unit of work have a useful pur-

1

pose in the present or future life of pupil?
9.

Does it reproduce actual life situations

1/

as accurat-ly as possit1-7
10.

in
Does it utilize materials as they occur
life and in textbooks you are studying?

11.

Does it contain accurate information?

12.

Does it provide an opportunity for the

/

pupil to originate, plan, and direct the
activity as far as possible?
13.

Does it provide oaportamity to judge,
cnoose, and evaluate?

lit.

Is it within the avnilanle time for the
unit'

15. Is the exposition clear enough to make
it possible for another teacher to put
the unit into practice if he so desires?
16. Is it clearly stated where materials nay
be obtained?
17.

Are the references complete and correct?

/

Pupil Test
Enotr1edt7e anUnderstand-ing Tent
Negotiable instruments and Insuranoc
at thc right.
Underscore the correct answer in the column

PN

•
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1. Is a person bound to accept a negotiable instrument instead

of
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

he indorse the instrument?

71.,-s

No

Ordinarily- is an indorser liable to previous holders?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Ma

No

money in paynent of a debt?
2. flay a person receiving a negotiable instrument Obtain a better
title than that of the person who transferred it to him?

3. Mgy lack of consideration be shom between the original parties
to a negotiable instrument?

4. Is a note due ten days after the death of a certain person
due at a determinable future time?

S. If a note is not presented after payment at maturity, is the
maker released from liability?

6. In general, may the acceptor of a draft refuse to pay on the
ground that the signature of the drawer is forged?

7. Pay the drawer cf a draft be required to pay the instrument
if the drawee fails to do so?

8. If a check payable to the order of a certain person is stolen
and cashed by the thief, does the drawer lose the amount?

9. If a bank refuses to pay a cteck that is in the hands of a
holder in due course, can the drawer be held liable for the
amount?
10. If the name of the payee of an instrument is misspelled, mgy

-I

12. Is a person a holder in due course if he bays an overdue
instLument?
13.

Do life insurance agents ordinarily have the authority to
bind thxa- comDany on insurance policies?

14. PaLt the insured give the insurer proof of los- to establish
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liability under property insurance?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

NO

Yes

No

nr

No

Yes

No

15. Eay the fact that a building ds vacant or unoccupied affect
the liability of the insurer in case of loss?
16.

When the insured cancels his fire insurance policy, is part
of the premiun returned to him?

17.

Does a policy for automobile theft insurance include packager
that are left in the caL-1

in.

Is an insu,
-ance connazy -iable if an accident occurs while a
vehicle insured by that company ir being driven by a person
under a specified age?
If the insured makes a oayment in eannectdon with an accident
without the permission of the insurance crmipany, may the
insurance colmoary refuse to reimbursc. him?

20. Is the insured :
t..:.rtected by his bodily injury insurance policy
if an accident occurs wh-le his w.fe is d7.:7-ing the car with
his permission?
21. If an ordinary life insurance contract is sarrenderod after
it 1,?s been carried five years, is the insured entitled to a
cash payment?
22. Esy the insurer ordir.aril.y cancel. a policy of life insurance?
23. Is a life insurance policy void when the insured has misrepresented his age?
Is a life insurance policy still in fcrce if the insured fails
to pay the premium within two weehs of the date or- which the
premium is due?
25.

hist the beneficiary of a life insurance policy possess an
insurable interest in the life of the insured?
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In the blank bpace ie each of the following statements, or on the line
after each of the following questions, write one word or amount that will
comelete or answer the question.
1.

An indorsement that mentions the narle of thc p - rson to whom or upon whose
indorsement.

order the sum is to be paid is a
2.

An indorsement that merely shows the name of the payee or the holder
without designating the indorsee is an indorsement

3. In indorsement that makes the right of the indorsee contireTent upon the
indorsement.

happening of a certain event is a

4.

An indorsement that lirits the obligatio-

r' the indorser is a

indorserent.

5.

An indorsement that makes the specified person the agent of the indorser
is a

indorsement.

alevid Paton has on his automobile an insurance policy containing thr
following provisions:

bod17:1 injury liability, '5,000 for one person and

C10,000 far two or mare persanr In any one accident; property dirge
theft, robbery, and pilferage, 4300.
$5,000; fire, lightning, transportation,
-

6. If Piton, while driving an the wrong side of a street, negligently
runs into the car of another person and damages it to the extent of
U75, will the insurer be liable for the loss?

7. If, in the accident mentioned above, Paton damages his own car to the
extent of :32130, will the insurer be liable for Paton 's lot-s?
O. If a claim for :i25,000 is made by two persons who were injured When
Patanis car struck that in which they were ridine, for whet amount may
the t!erueance corner* be liable under Patonle Pclic:T?
9. If the accident; occurred while Paton 's son, who is under the leeal rze
fcr dr.:vere, was operar.Lne the

oft
••••••••••

with his fatlierls exprese perefcrion,
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would the insurer be liable?
10. If a thief steals Patonts car and, while drivin7 it recklessly, kills a
pedestrian, uill the imiurer be liable on a claim for e52000 instituted
against Paton because of his death?
U. If it is estimated that Paton 's car which cost :800 will decrease in
value two per cent a month, how rainh can Paton collect in case his car
is stolen at the end of the firs
12.

year?

If Paton recovers his car after it was sl,..olen, but finds that damage to
the exent of ;;;50 was caused, how mach can he recover from the insurer?

13. If, while Paton and his family aie away from home, a neighbor, who at a
previous time had talked with Paton about purchasing the car, takes the
car under the impression that he is entitled to possession and damages
It in an accident, ear. Paton recover under his polic7 of theft
insurance?
11.

If Paton had wurraned that his car would be 2:ept in a private garage
behind his residence, but it.is destroyed by fire while stored in a
public garage for an afternoon, can Paton recover its value from the
insurer?

15. If a claim for 4a0,000 for bodily injury to another driver and 31,000
for damages caused that person'Scar is instituted against Paton, for
holy much may the insurer be liable?
Kr7 to KnowledE7e and Urrierstandinr Test
Negoti;thle Instruments and Insuranoe
1. 1:o

7.7cs

7.

Ycs

10.

Yes

?.

ypr.

5.

No

8.

Yo

U. No

3.

Yes

6. 1:o

9.

Yes

12.

r •••••••,-‘,-„ •

No

13.

n

14.

1;:.s
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16. Yes

18,

No

20.

16c

22.

No

24.

Yes

17.

19.

Yes

21.

..es

23.

Lio

25.

No

No

1. special

6. Yes

U. 4608

2. in blank

7. No

12.

3.

conditional

h. quzlIfled

5.

.0,0,00

8.

restrictive

$50

13. No

9.

No

1L.

10.

No

15. $62000

Yes

Pupil Test
Attitude Test
Negotiable Instruments and Insurance
There are no correct answers for this test.

Check "Yes" or "No" in the

following columns.
les
1. Do I honestly do my most efficient work in preparing
each day's assignment?
2.

Do I Lake a sincere interest in finding solutions
to the cuestions presented in; the study guide?

3. Do I believe that business law will help mc to
understand better the problems of the business
world?

4. Do I consider the assirned activities to be
interesting and worthwhile?

S. Do I consider the importance of learning all of
the vocabulary assinments?

6. Is it now easier for me to understand the values
of nereltiable inrtrunrnts and insurance?
• VI

7.

Do I enjoy the field trips?

ro
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Pupil Test
Habit Tcst
Negotiable Instrumento and Insurance
Check "Yes" or "No" in the collowing columns.
Do I have the habit of:

Yes

1. F011owtna. the study guide?
2.

Using "Haw to Study"?

3.

Listening accurately as the assignment is being made?

4.

Reading the assignment carefully each day/

S.

Presenting questions in class which might be
;

troublesome?

6. Attemmting to apply ror knowledge of negotiable
instruments and insurance to my everyday activities?

7. Participating in class discussions?
3. Marking the important things in my book?
9. Reviewing the material studied?
10.

Studying carefully all cht-.rtf and diar7rar., ?

U.

Checking myself on the work sheet?
Key to Habit Test
Recotiable Instruments and Insurance
All answers to the questions in the habit test should be "Yes.
Pupil Test
Appreciation Test
Eeqctiable Instrumnts anr2 Insurance
Yes

1.

The fact that I have added to m: knaidet!e is of
value to re- as a -good citizen.

No

191
Yes
2.

No

Correlating my study of bumineee law pith my other
courses is beneficial to re.

3.

C start to work oe each day's assienment, I
try to get the eight Idea about the purpose of
the day's work.
The cooperative spirit that I find in .fle claLereoz.
is of value to me.

/4

tly study of negotiable instruments hdr, helped me in
my readiag of news events in newspapers and

1

magazines?

Key to Appreciation Test
Negotiable instruments and Insurance
Desirable answers for the Appreciation Test are "es" for all statements.
BitliograPhy
Negotiable instruments and Insurance
Teacher
Bays, A. U., Cases and raterials on 3usiness Law, (Callaghan and Company,
Chicago, 1s27)
Harap, Aenry, "Criteria," Bulletin No. 17, Curriculum Laboratory, '../estern
F.esrve University-, November 37i; MI.
Herbert, k. P., The Uncommon Law, (Doubleday, Doran, and Company, Inc.,
Garden
New York, 1 936).
Pomeroy, D. A., Beniness Law, (South-Western Publishing (orerly, Cincinnati,
1939).
Pomeroy, D. A., Cases on Business law, (South--,-.'ertern Publishing Company,
Cincinnati,-1777). •
7,1

Pomeroy, D. A., and ?Lek, 1.1ehee,.A7oplied Buriners Law, (Soutb-Nestern Publishing Company, Cincinnat1_, 191).
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Spencer, LIlliam ap, A Textbook of Lau and Business,
(.:.c3raw-Hil1 Book Company,
1,:ew York, 1938).
Pupil
Clark, ti. L., Handbook of the Law of Contracts, (:iest
Publishing Company,
St. Paul, 1510).
Hirschl, Oamnel D., Business Law, (1,:=S 1 1e Ektension
University, Chicago, 19142).
Pomeroy, D. A., Bus-Iness Law, (South-Western PUblishing
Company, Cincinnati,
1939).
Pomeroy, D. A., and Fisk, Eaee, 4pp1ied Busin
ess Law, (Sonth,7,Testern Publishing Comnany, Cincinnati, 19Z7T--Ilencer,
H., A Textbook on Law and Business, (lcC:Aza11 Book
CorPanY,
New York, 1938).
Zane, J. 17. 1 The Story of Lau, (Garden City Publing
Company, Garden City,
Lew York-$-79777
Unit No. V
Property Pnd ljrongs
The law of Pro2ert7 is of ancient origin, although
the legal principles
in respect thereto have developed and changed
to a large cmtent tiring the
passing years.

Transferabilit7 as an incident to proPerty was recognized
at

a much earlier date in the case el movable things than
in the case cf in,
movables.

At one time trade and commerce concerned itself uith
only movables.

In the course of tire transferability as an incident
to immovables became
recogna-ed; but, because of the influence of the feuda
l tenure system, the
rules and principles governina the transfer of immovables
were strict, cuMbersone, and ill-adapted to the needs of commerce and
trade.

Kithough most of

th:. -1d methods of transferring interests in immovable
things have been
abandoned, they are not only of histcrical interest,
but also form th- backaround of which an apnreciaticn is helpful in under
standing the mode-n law.11

Pomeroy, Business Law, p. 650.

Ybdern business produces controversies of more or less seriousness.
These arise out of the fact that in our economic organization great emphasis
is placed upon indttidual activities. If unlimited action were accorded
the individual, it mould be impossible to maintain smooth and orderly social
and economic processes which are essential to evan a semblance of the vast
and complicated economic machine of today.

As a consequence, society has

effected a compromise in prescribing the rules of the g.p.12
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Criteria for the Evaluction of a Ut13
Property and Wrongs
1.

It should involve a variety of direct sensory experien
ces.

P.

It should provide for some free, informal association of the
pupils.

3. It should provide an opportunity for nanipUlative or bodily activity.

4.

The parts of the unit should mal:e a coherent IchoI,

5.

It should provide for a considerable anaant of pupil activity.

6. It should be satisfying or the anticipating of the outcomes should
be satisfying.

7. It should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative material.
8. The unit shld have useft2 purpose in the present or future life
of the pupil.

9. It should reproduce actual life situations,
10. It should utilize naterials as they occur in life.
U. It should contain accurate infcrmation.
12. It should provide for opportunity for the pupil to originate, plan,

'

and direct the activity as far as possible.
12.

It should provide arrportunity to judge, choose, and evaluate.

1:1. It should be within the available tine for tie unit.
15.

The exposition should be clear enough to make it possible for a new

teacher to put the unit into practice if he desires.
16. It should state clearly utcre materials n4y be obtained.
17. 'hen references are L-11
- en, they should be corpletc anol
13
Earap, 'kern F.eserve Bulletin, No. 17.
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Qrade Placement - One Semester, Twelfth Grade
Tine Allotncnt - Three weeLs
There - The relations individuals have with laws governing the
adrOmistration of property and the laws nrotectin7 the
individualls rights.
Objectives
Property and Wrongs
r_nd understanding of:
A. Property
B.
II.

wrongs

Attitude toward:
A.

Correct study habits

B. Possession, use, and enjoyrent of property

III.

C.

The right of inheritance

D.

Moral -wrongs

Fabits of:
A.

Using the knowledge of 14revioas units while studying this unit

B.

aumnariz-ing ii7ortant facts

C.

Using study guider carefolly

D.

Seeking legal zdvice when needed

E.

Working accurately

F.FUlfilling moral obligations
17.

Annreciation for:
A.

Laws governing property and -wrongs

B.

Accurate rork

C.

nood study habits

D.

Property rights

velt
•
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Approaches
Property and Wrongs
This unit nay be effectively introduced by:
1.

Distinguishing between property rights, the legal concept of pro-

perty, and the things subject to ownership.
2.

Thatinguishing between the various types of co-ounerships.

3. 2xp1aining the concept of erinent domain.
121Xpl,
4 4ng that chattels attached to the land generally become

Lt•
fixtures.

5. Distinguishing between thi---,various kinds of estates.
6. Emplaind-r.- the concca

of adverse possessicn.

7. EXplining the purpose a.4 limitations of a quitclaim deed.
8. Pointinz out the differences in the three types of tenancies.
9. Explaining the laws of descent and distribution.
10. Pointing out haw torts differ from breach of contract
U. Explaining what constitutes reasonable care in driving a motor
vehicle.
12.

Etnlaining the distinction between assault and batter?, libel and

slander, fraud and deceit.
Study Guide No. I
Property
1.

A friend of yours practices on his trunpet until 1 or 2 a.m. each

day. 'elhan the neighbors Protest, your friend asserts he has a right to Ine
his property as Iti desires.
2.

Your graduatin

as a class gift.

Is

IS this correct?

Class presents the school with new stage curtains

the school within its rights in scllinc; then?

3. If you find a oair of binoculars, do you have a property right

•
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in them?

4.

Are the lockers in your school personal or real property?

5. If you erect a fence around your yard, does it become part of the
real estate?

6. If you rent you:: hone from the owner, do you have a real property
right?
7. If you rent a house and change the electric light fixtures, can you
take them out when you nave?

8. Can a person ever secure title to land merely by occupying it?
9. Does the fact that the purchaser of real property failed to have
the deed recorded invalidate the deed::
10.

Why should you require an abstract of title when you purchase real

property/
11.

Does the holder of a mortgage take title if the debtor does not pay

the mortgaee debt when it is due?
12.

If a tenant fails to pay the rent on a house, can the landlord him-

self move the tenant out?
13.

Wbuld the landlord be liable for any injuries that a tenant's child

m
sustained because the child tripped on some linoleum thet WaS not tacked doproperly in his hone?
lb.

Mezt the landlord pa7 for repairs needed on the plumbing of the

tenant's home?
he
15. If the tenant of a house installed a new fireplF:ce mantel, could
remove it .-hen he terminated the lease?
16. Is it necessarr for a person to be a nerler of the immediate family
to take property- under a
17.

'

. a certain amount of property- before ma::ing a will?
Yust a person owl,

a,e 44

199
If a parent dies withou
t leavinr a will, do th
e children share in
the property?
18.

References
Hirschl, Buziness La
w, pp. 236-333.
Pomeroy, Business La
w, pp. 650-779.
Pomeroy and Fi
sk, Applied Business Law, Pp
. 525-582.
SUbject natter No.
Property
I. Nature and acquisit
ion of property
L.

Definition of proper
ty

B.

yATTitations to owners
hip rights
1.

Injury to others

2.

Eninent domain

3. Ta7:es
h. State control
Just debts
C.

D.

Kinds of property
1.

Real property

2.

Personal rroperty

Form of ounership
Tenancy in common
44.

Joint tenancy

. Tenancy by entirety
Eethads of accuirin
g property
I.

By contract

P.s" gift
By accession

200

L.

By intellectual labor
a.

Copyright

b. Patent

5.

Py inheritance

6. BY f±nding
7. By bankruptcy
8. By eminent domain
113

Real ectate
A. Land
B.

Firtures

C.

Bu.11dIngs

D.

Estates of freehold
1.

Fee sinple estates

2. Life estates
E.

Estates less than freehold
1. EStates for years
2.

F.

Estates from year tt, year

Dower end On-text

0. Trust Estates
Homestead's
III.

Transfer of repl proPerty
A.

AdT.e.rse tossessiom

B. Steps in buying ane selling real property
1. Curvy
2.

Contract to convey

3. Et':ecution of the deed

L.

Abstract of title

201

C.

5.

EsCr0'..7

6.

Recording the deed

Kine.s of deeds
1.

Quitclaim deed

2.

'..;arranty deed

L. In :_fed Titles
Y.

Torrens Titles
Deeds executed by married persons

IV.

Mortgages and liens
Kinds of mortgages
1.

Chattel mortgage

2.

Real mortgage

B.

Form of mortgage prescribed by law

C.

Recording a inertgaac

D.

Rights an-1. obligations of the mortgagor

E. Rights and obligations of the mortgagee
1. Foreclosure
2. Right of retertion
F.

V.

Other liens against property
1.

Judg7Ent lien

2.

Yechanicls lien

3.

Tax lien

h.

Second mortgage

5.

Trust mortgage

Llodlord and tenant
1.

Lease
1. lessor

-1411RIPriti

2. lessee
B.

Kinfis of leases
1.

Tenancy for years

2.

Tenancy from year to yea
r

3. Tenancy from month to month

4.
C.

Obligations of a tenant

D.

B.

F.

G.

Tenancy at will

1.

Payment of the rent

2.

Renairs and alteratio
ns

3.

Care of the property

4.

Use of the property

5.

Liability for injury to
a third person

Rights of a tenant
1.

Possession and quiet enj
oyment

2.

Use of the croperty

3.

Assignment and sublettin
g

Duties of a landlord
1.

Condition of the prezds
es

2.

Q.det enjoyment

3.

Taxes

Rights of a landlord
1.

Receint of the rent

2.

Piz-tures

Terrination of a lease
I.

Etpirstion of lease

2. PntnL1 notice
3.

1.,&.-itten notice

202

B.
71.

Long-term leases

Wills and intestacy
A.

Definition of a will
1.

Testator

2.

Bequest

3. Legacy
4.

Devise

S. Eeir
B.

Requisites of a valid will
J.

Testator legally competent

2. In writing

3. Signature of the testator
h. Vatnesses
C.

Revoking a will

D. Limitations on the right to will property
1. Right of creditors
2.

Doper right of the wife and curte5y right of the husband

3. Limitation on time of disposal by devisee
E. Intestacy
L.

Laws of descent

2. Is of distribution
F.

Distributing the property of a deceased person

Activities No. I
Property
1.

Discuss instances in
your community when the ri
ght of eninent dommir
bre.; been exercises
.
2.

Prepare a bulletin board
display of newspaper clippi
ngs snowing the
various ways of acquir
ing property.

3. Have pnpils classify a variet
y of things as real or
personal property.
1.

keep the discussion wit
hin the ranee of pupil
experience, discuss
the acquisition of suc
h uaings in property as
the writing of a class
song and
receiving graduation
presents.
5.

Enarine the statutes of
yeur state to determine
the kinds of estates
and what constitutes
real estate.
6.

Obtain conies of an abs
tract of title, a quitcl
aim deed, and a
warranty deed, and sh
ow how they are used.

7. Determine the law in your
state governing the acq
uisition of

property by adverse pos
session.

8. Obtain copies of d4ffere
nt kinds of mortgages and
liens. Analyze

them for sLailarities
and differences.
9.

Pre are a bulletin boar
d display of clippings
relatine to mortgages
and mortgage-sale adv
ertisements.
10.

4

Fron the statutes of you
r state, or from the she
riff or constable,
deternine the requireme
nts for evictions.
11. !ay true; coe.na
nies and trust decartments
of banks rub7'sh pan'.
phlets on the la
.
.er of descent and distri
bution in your state.
Secure SO7P Of
these.
.12.
will.

Have an interested =m
il investigage the proced
ure of protatine a

Correlation No,
I
Property
1. Reading

2.

a. Read your su
bject natter
b. Read variou
s forns obtained
in pr'', cts
c. Read newspe
ners for artole
s for bulletin
board
LanEnage
a.

Discuss da:ly a.
:signnents

b.

Discuss statutes
read

c.

3.

Discuss claszifi
caton oi kinds
of property
5;.)ciology
a.

L.

Discass the, valu
e to society of
lawn governing pr
operty
b. Discuss th
e place in soci
ety for protecti
on of rights
c. Discuss the
value of na:::Inr,
a will
Spelling and vo
cabulary
a. Learn the
neanings of the
following words
b. Learn the
spcllings of th
e follawin7. word
s
(1) accession
(2) chattels
(3) copyri;ht
(4) erinent donain
(5) irllor!tance
(6) pr_tent
(7) severalty
( ) tenancy
(9) alienable
(10) annexation
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Work Sheet No. I
Property
Underscore the correct
answer to the follot:in
g questl_ons in the col
urm
at the right.
1.

Are all things subject to
ownershin?

Yes

No

Yes

No

2. Is an absolute own
er of property subject
to any restrictions
in the use of his pro
perty?

3.
L.

property liable for the
payment of its owner's deb
ts?
Can persar..:2 property,
under certain circumsta
nces, become
real property?
-".s

le. No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

S. If three people o:ci one Piece
of property, is the pope
rty
held in severalty/

6. Do joint tenants have an
equal share in the proper
ty owned?
7. Does an author or an irpentor
have exclusive rights in
his

productions for the entire
Period of his life, regard
less of
the =her of years?

.8. Does the finde
act of takin

lost proP.trt7 accruire tit
le to it by the
it into possession?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

7ns

No

"yes

No

Yes

No

9. Does a Person's estate Includ
e Personal property an wel
l as
real property/
10. If a fruit tree is
on the property line betwee
n neighbor,
may either ne_ghbor cut
don the tree at 17-T11/
U. Is the owner of
an estate in fee simple an
absolute ol:ner
of the Property?
12. Is a life estate
ter=inated at the end of the
life of a
specified person?
13.

Does a deed, properly execut
ed, but not yet delivered
,
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transfer the title to proper
ty?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

7a

14.

Does a land contract transf
er the title to property/
15. Is a deed valid if
it is not accomnanied by
an abstract of
title?
16.

Does recordLng a deed protec
t the title of the grante
e?
17. If the m-antor has
a good title, does his qui
tclaim deed
transfee the te.tie as eff
ectively as a warranty dee
d?
10. Does a Torrens title
guarantee the validity of
the title?
190 If a wife joins in a con
veyance made by her hus
band, is the
title of the grantee lat
er subject to the right of
dower?
20. When a right in person
al property is given as sec
urity, is
the agreenent known as a
real mortgage?
27—,

If the mortgagor defaults
on his obligation but later
performs
in till, may he regain his
interest in the property/
22. Does a mortgage on
real property cover buildings
and other
fixtures as well as the lan
d?
23.

NUst a mortgage crdireeeily
be if. erite;ee?

24. Is a mortgage still
in effect after the obligatio
n has been
performed?
25.

Are interests of

he ncrteaeor protected by the
recording of

a mertgage?
' Nay the holder of a
mechanic's lien bring strit to
have the
prcperty forecloses?
27.

Does the renting of per
sonal property create the rel
aticn of
landlord and tenant?

28. If there is no lae to
the contrary
:rey a lease be oral?
29. May the owner of land lea
se merely riehts in the land but
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Yes

No

Yes

No

and keep the buildLngs in first-class condition?

Yes

No

May a minor mmke a valid will in any of the states?

Yes

No

property under a will?

Yes

No

3!4.

May a will ordinarily by in the form of an oral statement?

Yes

No

35.

Met a holographic rill be witnessed?

Yes

No

36.

Must the testator place his cignature an the will?

Yes

We

37.

Nay the maker of a will revoke it without restriction?

Yes

No

38.

Do the creditors of a testator have - -lair. to the proceeds

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yee

No

to be rented?

Yee

No

Must the lessor collect the rent in person each month?

Yes

No

not the land itself?
30. May the tenant sublet part of the nroperte and still be liable
for the anJeeent of the rent?
11.

32.

Does the lessor under a lon2-berr lease usually pay the taxes

33. If a person is incompetent to make a will, may he inheri

of the estate that is superior to that of those mentioned in
the will?
39. Is the right of dower or curteuy ordinarily affected by a

4A. Are estate taxes levied against the heirs of a testator?
41. Is it desirable for every person who owns property to make
a will?
L2. Is the owner of the building e-ile(4 the lessor in the lease?
43. roes the lease rive the exact length of tire the property Is

1414.

No

L5. Is the rent due at the end of each ronth?
LL. Is it possible for the rent in anyone month to be rlore than
the amalmt stated in the lease?

Yes

No
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PrOperT7

31.

Yes

32.

Yes

33.

Yes

No

314.

No

5. NO

20. No

35.

No

6.

21. •.CS

1. No
2.

Yes

3.

Yes

/7. 16s

L. Yes

Yes

Yes

7. No

22.

Yes

37.

Yes

3. No

23.

Yes

38.

Yes

9. Yes

04.

No

32. No
40.

No

Yes

Li.

Yes

No

/42.

Yes

10. No

25. No

11. Yes

26.

1%

27.

Yes

13. No

23. les

143.

Yes

14. Ns

29.

l'es

1414.

No

30.

Yes

45. No

15.

Yes

46. No
Study Guide No. II
Wrongs
1. A high school boy violates a law. Is he on:mina:0z responsible for
his act?
2.

Would a legal urong be cornitted by a person le= drev on a -wall a

ccrtoon ridiculinc a friend you
3.

ytr neighbor saw a thief brealling into your hone and failed to

vurn you or call the ool 4 ce, 14.o1:-: he be liabl for a

4.

Is rough playing in a basket ho31 game that results in an injury
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to one player considered to be a tort?

5. If you lend your car to a frieriC, are you liable for injuries resuiting from the negligent operation of the machine?

6. If your school paper should print in the joke section an untrue story
About one of the students, would a tort be committeed?
References
Birschl, Business Law, pp. 108-158.
Pomeroy, Business Law, pp. 782-820
.
Pomeroy and Fisk, Applied Business law, pp.
Subject

583-596.

tter No. II

I. Public and private wrongs
A.

Tort

B.

Crine
1.

2.

Felonies
a.

harder

b.

Forgery

c.

Arscn

Eisdemeanors
a.

Drunkenness

b.

Driving at excessive speed

C. Responsibility for torts and crimlnal acts
1.

Aicirs- and abetting another in the com=ission cf a crime

2. Infants under the age of
D. Punishment for wronrful acts
1.Fines
2. Im;irisonnent

MCTM1

incapable of crim
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3.
II.

Reparation

Special types of torts
A.

Negligence (general)

B.

Neglipance in the use of motor vehicles

C.

Assault

D.

Battery

E.

Trespass

F.

Conversion

G. Inducing breach of a contract
ander and libel
I.

Deceit

J. Unfair competition
Activities No. II
"L*-ongs
1. The statutes and ordinances provide an almost limitless source of
material for reports and class discussions on crimes.
2.

Have a committee prenare a report on the procedure to bring a person

to trial for committing a crime.

3. A bulletin board displaT of newspaper Clionin7s of torts and crimes
viU add interest to the stud7 of this unit.
4.

ifave each pupil rrepare two illustrations of hTpothetical cases that

involve tort and crime, tort and breach of contract, crime and breach of
contract, or all three.

5.

ware pi.ils deter=ire from the state highway patrol, the state auto-

nobile af7socir,t:on, or 507e similar effice, the requirements for the operation of rotor vehicles in Trur state.

6. Follow the same procedure in determining the liability of the owrer

23.2
and/or operator of a car.

to the stauly
7. Relate the discussion of the operation of rotor veldcles
of insurance of rntor vehicles, employment, and insurance.
and
8. Prepare a safety exhibit for the school. Use pictures, charts,

,t

news items.
Correlation No. II
loa-ongs
1.

Reading
a. ,ead your subject natter
b. Read laws governing crimes and torts
c.

2.

Read the requirements for the operation of motor vehicles

Language
a.

Discuss daily assignnents

b.. Discuss work assigned in activities
c.
3.

Cite specific cases of which students have knowledEe

Sociology
a.

Discuss moral responsibilities of citizens

b.

Discuss the criminal and society

Spelling and vocabulary
a.

Learn the meanings of the followirT, -words

b. Learn the spellings of the folloving words

4.1

(1) denoralize

00 misdemeanor

(7) privileged

(2) felony

(5) reparation

(8) rercnstrats

(3) Inadvertent

(6) defamat-:_on

(9) wanton

Werk Sheet No. IT
Wronzg

.

Uneerscore the correct answer in the collage] at the riF.hts
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1.

Does a right create a corresponding duty on the part of one
or all to refrain from violatIng the right?

Yes

No

Does a tort arise from a breach of contract?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

presumed to be capable of having criminal intent?

Yes

No

9. }ay the punishment for crimes take more than one 'Porn?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

vf..r.,

No

2.

3. Are there moral duties that cannot be made legal duties?
1
4.

May an act constitute both a criue and a tort?

5.

May a crime consist in an act that violates the social
stanaprds of the time i-ind demoralizes society as a whole?

6. I:az- a crime consist in an act that injures public institutions or property?

7. May a crime cd-isist in an act that injures an individual?
8. Under the common law is a minor under seven years of age

10.

In aar country is -punishment administered for the purpose
of revenge?

11.

May the failure to do that which a reasonably prudent man
would do under the circumstances constitute a wrong?

12.

Mrly a negligert person be liable for damages arising out of
his breach of a duty of care?

13. By shoving that another has failed to exercise proper care
may an injured person recover damages if he is Failty of
contributory negligence?
14.

Nast the driver of an automobile keep the car reaonably
mnder control at n71 ti

15• Is a driver reouired to observe the rules of the road at
all times?
16. Are pedestrianz req.,:ired to e;:ereine reasonable diligence

and care for their
own safety?
'Yes

17.

If a pedestrian is
injured through his own
carelessness, nay
he justly conplain of
the action of another th
at would not
otheruise have caused
him an injury?
18. Is a driver an
inFurer of the safety of
a guest riding with
him?
19. In the absence
of a statute to the co
ntrary, is a driver
liable for injuries
to a guest when the driv
er has failed to
exercise reasonable ca
re?

23.

Should a guest warn th
e driver of dangers of i-±dch he has
knowledge but which ar
e unknnn to the driver
?
24. Is the owner of
a car liable for the negl
igence of an
enployee who is acting
within the scope of hi
s employnrnt?
25. Does the relati
on of parent and child
make the father liable
for the negligence of
the son in driving F-11 ca
rs?
26. Yay one be gui
lty of an assault when
he does not have a
present reasonable abi
lity to execute his thre
at?
27. Does society ette
rnt to =11-7c secure inte
rests in property br
protecting the er.mer
g.
,nossecrt=?
28. Fay one 'bring an
F..cton to recover the va
lue cis his property
,
that was converted?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

20.

Is the driver of a
car liable for injuries
to a guest when
the guest is guilty
of contributory negligen
ce?
21. nist a guest rem
onstrate against negligen
ce of the driver?
22. Is a guest guil
ty of contributory negl
igence when he fails
to leave the c71r, if
possible, in the event
that the driver
proceeds in a negligen
t nanner?

No

Yes

No

Ies

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

go

nss

170

).:s

No
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29.

Nay a person be guilty of conversion when he is acting in
the utmost good faith?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

30. Is a person liable for damages when he ur-lmovingly interferes
-with the benefits that another derives from a contractual
relation?
31.

Do the elements of slander and libel include the .publication
of a false idea or thought?

32.

Are dar.ages ures.rzred to arise from de:amation that tends to
injure one in his business or p-ofession?

33. 1C-4y one person infrin7e upon another Is trade-mark without
No

liability?
Key to Wark Sheet 1:o. 11
iironr:s
23.

Yes

No

r
el-t•

Yes

14.

Yes

25.

No

Yes

15.

Yes

26.

No

Yes

16.

Yes

27.

Yes

1.

Yes

12. Is

2.

ro

13.

3. Yes
It.

S.

6. Yes

17. No

28.

Yes

Yes

18. No

29.

Yes

8. No

19. Yes

30. No

9. Yes

20.

No

• 31.

Yes
Yes

7.

10.

2:o

21.

Yes

32.

11.

ve ..

22.

Yes

33. No

Claminating Activities
Propert: and '...Trongs
Dramatize the procecture for seeking reparation.
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2.

Dramatize the procedure through whic17 ong:: roes in
prep=in7 to recover
converted property.

3. Plan a visit to the local court if it is in session, in order
to sec how
crimes are given just trial.

14. Invite a local attorney to discuss with the class the
intricate details
of suits involving slander and libel.
5.

Invite a highway patrolman to outline to the class
the rules and regulations for cperating a motor vehicle on the
highways.
Desirable Ontecnes
Property and Wrongs

I.

Knowledge and understanding of
A.

Property
1. Nature and acquisition of pro-Irty
a.

rtfin4tion or nronert7

b. Limitations to ownership rights
2.

Kinds of property
a.

Real Property

b. Personal protierty

3. Forms of ownership
7

•

Yethods of acquiring property
Eminent domain

6. Real estate
7.

Transfer of real property

3.

YOrtgages and liens

9. Lancnord and ten7nt
10. "inis and intestacy
3.

.4.„n
o
I'La %Pa wa
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1. Public and private wrongs

2.

a.

Tort

b.

Grime

Responsibility !'or torts and crirnal acts

3. Punishuent for wrongful acts
l.Sper7.1 A1 types of torts
Negligence (general)
b.

Nei: i_gence in. theuse of rotor ve:liols

C.

Assault

d. Battery
e. Trespass
f.

Conwrsion

g. Inducing breach of a contract
h.

Slander and libel

1. Leceit
j. Unfair corpetition
II. Attitudes toward
A.

Respect for
1. Laws goverrnIng torts and crimes
2. Laws governing property

B.
III.

Applying the knowledge to everyday life

Habits of
A.

Understanding what you are doinF or going to do

B.

Seeidng needed information orl ycur el,:n initiative

C.

Being neat in all your work

D.

Being accurate in all your work

E.

Usinr references freely
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F.

Reading the study guides

IV."ctpreatlon for
A.

Good study habits

B.

Good study aids

C.

Laws governing property

D.

Lairs governing torts and crines

E.

Laws protecting the rights of individuals
Leads to Other Units
Property and Wrongs

The student has completei:

2n11 semester of study in the field of

businels law.
Teacher Evaluation
Property c- 1 Wrongs
To what entent
1.

EVGGF

Does it involve a variety of direct
sensory experiences?

2.

Does it provide for sore free, infornel
association of the pupils?

t

3. Does it provide an opportunity for
nmnipulati-J1 or bodily activity?
li.

Do the part.3 of the unit make a
coherent vthole?
Does it provide for considerable smc=lt
of pupil activity?

6. Does it oontin an anticipated outcome
that is satisfactory?

1

ZL9
E

VG

(IF

7. Does it provide sufficient concrete and
4-111.12trative materials?

8. Does the unit of work have a useful purpoee in the present or future life of pupil?

VI

9. Does it reproduce actual life situations
as ao"urately as possible?
10.

Ls it u'Llize naterials as they occur in
life aNA -in textbooks you are studying?

U. Doeb
12.

contain accurate information?

Does it provide an opportunity for the
pupil to oririnzte, ram, and direct the
activity'• e5 far az possible?

13.

Doi

It provide opportunity to judge,

chcosey and evaluate?
14. Is it within the available tine for the
ttrri.t?
15. Is the exposition clear enough to make
it possible for another teacher to put
the unit into practice if he so desires?
16. Is it clearly stated where nnterials may
be Oct-Pined?
17.

Are the references conplete and correct?
Pupil Test
Knowledge and Understanding Test
Pr07crty and Wrongs
Underscore the correct armrer in the coltmr.1 at the ricbt4

1

PN
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1.

Can personal property, under certain circumstances, becone
real property?

2.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No .

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yk.s

No

Ycs

No

Does an author or an inventor have exclusive rights in his
productions for the entire period of his life, regardless of
the nurker of yers?

3.

Does the finder of lost property acquire title to it by the
act of taking it into possession?

b.

Is a deed valid if it is not accompanied by an abstract of
title?

S.

Are innerests of the grantee protected by the recording of
a deed?

6.

Eay the mortgagee have the mort7ag
.ed Property sold if the
mortgagor does not perform the obligation within a reasonable period after it is due?

7.

Does a mortgage on real rroperty cover buildings and other
fixtures as wtll as land?

8. if a tmlant sublets parts o; the property, is the original
lessee responsible to the owner for the entire amount of the
rent?
9.

Under the coon law is a minor six years of age presumed
to be capable of a criminal intent?

10.

YUst the driver of an automobile keep the car reasonably
under control at all t:Irtes?

11. Is a driver an insurer of the safet7 of a guest riding
with him?
12.

Should a guest-mrm the driver of dangers of vtich he kno;:s
but which are u=novn to the driver?
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13. Is a guest guilty of contributory ne;ligence when he fails to
leave the ear, if possible, in the event that the driver
proceeds in a negligent manner?

Yes

No

Yes

No

114. Is an employer liable for the negligence of an employee
acting within the scope of hiamplo3rriant?
15.

Do.

the relation of parent and chLld make the father

liable for the ilepligence of the sou in driving all cars?

Yes La

In the parentheses at the left cr:s each item write the number of the term
at the top that elasefies or matches the item.

(I)

Personal prouerty

(13)

E

(2)

Heal property

(14)

Executrix

(2L) Lease

(3)

Abstract

(15)

Heir

(27) Mechanic's lien

(4)

Bankruptcy

(16) Intestate

(28) Mortgage

(5)

Curtesy

(17) Legatee

(29) Second mortgage

(6) Dower

(18) Mortgagee

(30) Assault

(7) Quitclaim deed

(19) Mortgagor

(31) Battery

(8)

Trade fixtures

(20) '.Testator

(32) Conversion

(9)

Warranty deed

(21) Bequest

(33) Libel

(10)

Administrator

(22)

(11)

Administratrix

(12)

(23) Lbficimecy
judc7!,T:nt

Devisee

t )

2.

Codicil

(25)

Judgment lien

(3L) Slander
(35) Trespass
(36) Unfair competition

(24)

() 1.

!
- utcr

Fereclosur.e

An apartment house
An automobile
A mortgage an a house

)

*

)

4.

A herd of cattle

()

•

The interest in her husband's property, yUch a wife obta!ns
through marriage
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6.

()

A deed that purports to cenvey merely the interest that the grantor
may have in the property

7. The condition of a person whose property is distributed by a trustee

()

because he is unable to pay his obligations

) 8.

Personal property that is installed by a business and that is not
considered to be permanently attached to the real property

)

9.

A deed that contains statements by which the grantor covenants
certain things in regard to the property

() 10.

The interest in his wife's property that a husband obtains through
marrlage

( ) U.

The person who transfers an interest in his property by means of a
mortgage

( ) 12.

A person designated by statute to inherit by right of relationship

( ) 13.

A. person who makes a will

. A woman ap7cinted by a court to carry out the provisions of
( ) 111
a will
( ) 15.

The creditor to whom a mortgage is given

( ) 16.

A person to whom real Property is left by weill

,( ) 17.

A person who dies without leaving a will

( ) 13.

A man designated by the malFer of a will to carry out the terms of
the will

( ) 19.

A conditional transfer of rights in property for the purpose of
making an obligation secure

( ) 20.

The sale of the mortgaged property under the order of a court
because of the default of the mortgagor

( ) 21.

An order of a court entitling the morteagee to collect from the
mortgagor an amount equal to the difference between the amount of
the mortgage and the sale price of the foreclosed property
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() 22.

A lien on the property of a person who has been ordered by a court
to pay a sum of money

( ) 23.

A mortgage that is bound to a prior mortgage

( ) 24.

A contract that establishes the relation of landlord and tenant

( ) 25.

An amendment to a will

() 26.

A lien againc:t property for the value of labor or materials
supplied but not yet paid for

27.

1.iaking false statements in a magazine article that injures the
reputation of another person

( ) 28.

Imitating a package design used by the manufacturer of a competing
product

() 29.

Picturing the tires an a neighbor's autombile

() 30.

Jostling another in an insolent manner

) 31.

Carrying away a book belonging to another

( ) 32.

Flourishing a large club at a Person and threatening to kill him

( ) 33.

Onssiping maliciously sc that another person's business is injured

( ) 34.

Selling the autonnbile. of another under the impression that it is
your own

( ) 35.

Pointing a gun at another and threatenin7 to shoot him

( ) 36.

Punting for rabbits on the land of a farmer 1:ithout having received
permission

() 37.

Giving a false imr,ressThn of a. person, and thus causing injury to
his renntation, by means of pictures inserted into a magazine

() 38.

Inflicting an injury on another by hitting him with a rock

( ) 39.

nnnring ,.rasn on nh,7, proprty of another

( ) 120.

Uttering false, defamatory words that injure the repttatim of
another
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Key to Knowledge and Understanding Test
Property and 'Wrongs
6. Yes

11. No

2. No

7. Yes

12.

7e3

3. No

• 8. Yes

1.7.

Yes

4. Yes

9. No

1!1.

Yes

5. Yes

10. Yes

2

No

1.

Yes

1.

2

11. 19

21. 23

31. 32

2.

1

12
. 15

22. 25

32. 30

3.

1

13. 20

23. 29

33. 34

l4.

1

1 h. 11

24. 26

34. 32

5.

6

15. 18

25. 22

35. 30

6.

7

16. 12

26. 27

36. 35

7.

4

17. 16

27. 33

37. 33

8.

8

18. 13

28. 36

38. 31

(:).

9

19. 28

29. 35

39. 35

10.

5

20. 12

30. 31

40. 314

Pupil Test
Attitude Test
Property and 7'rengs
There are no correct answers for this test.

Chock "Yes" or tn.:0" in

the column at the right.

ri•
Do I honertly- do rtt- most efficient work in preparing
4 • -t
r each ds.;y?
the ass-r-y
-,
2. Do I take a stneere interest in finding solutions to
the questions in the study guide?

e•
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Yea
3.

No

.1)o I believe that business laT: will help me to
understand better the problens of the buainers
world?

4. Do I

consider the assigned activities to be

interesting and worthwhile?
5.

Do I consider the importance of learning all of
the vocabulary assignments?
Pupil Test
Habit Test
Property and ilol!gs
Cheek "Yes" or "No" in the loll-awing colunna.
NO

Do I have the habit of:
1. Pollowing the study guide?
2.

Using "How to Study"?

3. Listening accurately as the ezsignnent is being made?

4.

Reading the assignment carefully each day?

5. Presenting questions in Class which might be
troublesore?

6. Attemptinr to apply my knowledge of property and
wrongs to ry everriay activities?

7. Participetin7 in class discussions?
8. Marking the inportant things in ry book?
9. Revievi.nr: often the material stud/
10.

Studying carefully all charts and 61agranz?

U. Checking =7-se1f on the work sheet?

4
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Key to Habit Test
Property and Wrongs
All answers to the questions in the habit test should be "Yes."
Pupil Test
Appreciation Test
Property and wrongs
Cnedk in the "Yes" or "No" colunn at the right to answer the question
No

Yes
1. The fact that I have added to ny knoledge of the
functiens of business law is of value to me as a
good citizen.
2.

Correlating my study of business law with my other
courses is bencficial to ne.

1

3. ',-Tnen I start to work on each day's assignment, I
try to gat the right idea about the Purpose of the
day's work.
.
4.

The cooperative spirit that I find in the classroom is
of value to ne.

S.

yy study

of property and wrongs has helped re in my

reading of news events in newspapers and magazines.
1

6. I realize the value of a Person's making a will.
Yey to Appreciaton Test
Property and Urongs
all statements.
Desirable answers for the Appreciation Test are "Yes" for
HibliograPhr
Property and i-Zrongs
Teacher
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Reserve University, 127.70171737; 1751.
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•
Pomeroy, EL A., Business Law, (South-Western Publishi
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1939).
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Law, (South-Western
(ompany, Cincinnati, 1911).
Spencer, 7.:9
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Paul, 1916).
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n University, Chicago, 19b2).
Pomero7, DL A., Business Lar, (South-Western Publ
ishing Comnany, Cincinnati,
15'39)4
.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF A C=37 OF ST=
I.

Introduction to the Course of

ao

tidy

EVGGFPN

what e7J:tent does the course of

study contain an introductory chapter
1
stating:
A.

An introduction?

B.

A graphical representation to

v/

include:
1.

2.

(/'

Steering committee?
a.

Purpose?

b.

Responsible agents?

C.

AdvLsory a^ents?

Administration committee?
a.

Parposes?

b.

Responsible agents?

C.

Ad-ecor7 agents?

d.

Sub-comnittees?

/

3. Production committee?

4.

a.

Purrioces?

b.

Responsible agents?

C.

Advisor7 c.,7ents?

Installat-3.on committee?

;

2. Purocs?
b.

Resnonsible agents?

c.

Ldvisory. agents?

;

I I

1

44.
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d.

S.

Sdb-committees?

Evaluation committee?

I 4/

a.

Purpose?

b.

Responsible agents?

C.

Advisory agents?

I /

d.

Sdb-committees?

I /

6. Editing committee?
a. Purposes?

C.

N

b.

Responsible agents?

c.

Advisory agents?

d.

Sub-committees?

1
! "I

1/
1/I
Jv'I

I

1

1

1

1

III

I

I 1
I I I 1
I i I I i
1

I I i

H

'I
/

1 I .

Steps in the curriculum
organization to include:
1.

Superintendent sensing and

/

initiating program?
2. Education of the schlol board?
3.

i,

I

Selection of curriculum

'

director?
14

1 I

Selection of curriculum
specialists?

5. Determination of scope,
lenth, si7e, z.-nd cost of
program?

,
,

6. Establishment of the
organization?

7. Organization and education of
the eduction.-1 staff?

H
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8. State-'wide connunity survey/
9. General and departmental aims?
W. Education method and teachings?
11. Production of course of study?
12. Instnllation of course

or

study?
13.

Vraluation of curriculum
results?

D.

14.

Conti.nuous

15.

,inuous revision?
Con-

/I
I I I
f I
/I
/ ! _.1. I
i I
/•
I !
I '
i
/

Philosophy of Education to
include:
1.

Secondary schools for

1 I

all?

2.

School is a place in -which

1 I

to learn and live?

3. Develon differences of
papils?

L.

Clases evolve their
curriculum?

5.

Individualized curriculun?

/t
YI

i I I
1
1 ,1 1
I
1 1

vs

.1 1

H

6. Seeking ns,..7 and untried
methods and mp..terials?
7. Emphasis on practical
values?
u.

Emphasis on generia.
education?

I

1
I .I
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9.

Etphasis on attitude?

10.

Learning to think?

11.

Much reading and study for broad

/1
, /I

Much control by

13.

Principal chiefly as supervisor

N

i I 1 1

I

.

)

,
,

of educational activities?
114.

P

,i/ ' 1 i

scholarship?
12.

F

Empnasis an professional preparation of teachers?

1$.

School plant for community use?

16.

Extension of plant by utilization
of commanity agencies?

7

.441

Principles to include:
1. Determine and state your philosophy
of life, education, and the curri-

i

culum?
2.

Set up a list of guiding

/

principles?

3. Education has its foundation in
the nature of society and in the

I.

nature of the individual?
Orovth pnd devElonnent are continuous :
.- ,n,cesses?
The school it recognize and
for the shifting civilization?

,_

Ii

1 iii
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6. A curriculum should be flezible
enough to provide for individual
differences in children, whatever
these differences may be?

/

7. As far as possible, the carriculum
program should embody the most
advanced educational thour-ht and
method?

VI

8. All subject matter should contribute to the objectives of
education?
9.

The =its of instruction must be
defined?

10.. Curriculum nald_ng must be translated into better beaching?
1
U. Every teacher should participaLe
in a curriculum construction

/

/

1

/

I
1

,
1

/1

program?
12. Public opinion fixes or educational creed and controls all

1

our unde-tekings?
13.

Curriculum making mast be a
function of ever:- school?

1 . A -cmrriculam is eant-in%our?
1.4
F.

Terminolory to include:
1.

General terns; such as,

,

1
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Course of study?

b.

Curriculum?

c.

Habit?

VG

a

F

P

Is

.

/I
/I

I I

I

I

I
1

d. Philosophy?

2.

e.

Unit?

fa

Other necessary terns?

P

i

Specific terns; such as,
a. Bailment?

G.

t'
/

b.

Cantract?

c.

Deed?

d.

Fraud?

e.

Corporation?

f.

Other necessary terms?

1
/
r
/I
i

1
1
1 I
I

I

Objectives of Lducation; such as,

a.

Knowledge and Understandint, of?

/
i

b.

Attitudes toward?

/

c.

Habits of?

d.

Appreciation for?

1. Ebalthy Phynical and Mental?

2.

t

I

Citizenship and tIthical Character?

/

a.Knowledi7c and Understanding of?

/I

1 I
1 i j
1 1 1

Id.

Attitr,

i

• i 1 1 ]

c.

Habits o:?

v1

' i I 1 !

d.

tppreciation for?

/

I:

to-rard?

3. Vocational cnd

1/
1

a.

Knowledge and Understandir.g of?

1
1
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,

,

Attitudes toward?

/
.

c. Eabits of?
d.

VG

,

Appreciation for?

I
i
i

1

Command of the Ftndamental
Procerses?
a.

Enol:le-,-e and Understanding of?

b.

Eabits of?

c.

Attitudes toward?

d.

Appreciation for?

./

i I

S.

:
A
l
4

'eiorthy En Eembership?

k

a. Knowledge and Understanding of?

/1
VP !

b.

Attitudes toward?

C.

Habits of?

d.

Anpreciation ram?

I
I
I

i

6.

E.

t/1

rad-Mindedness?

Ii

a.

Knowledge and Understandinc of?

b.

Attitudes toward?

c.

Habits o?

d.

Appreciation for?

Objectives of blIziness law outlined

i

1/
;

as to:

I.

1.

Knowled.7e and Understanding of?

2.

Attitudes towarft?

3.

Eab'ts of?

4.

Appreciation for?

structural pattern for the un:‘, with:

1 zi
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1.

i if

Title?

Table of contents?
Criteria?

5.

Ora:_ln niacAmer,t an

i

time

hhow1ed7 and Understanding of?

I

1

1
1A

1'jectives outlined according .;o:
7. '

N

1
1
I I I

1- ,
1
i
allotment? • ./ t

6. '.3entral theme?

a.

P

I ii i
1 4/1

2. Introduction?

4.

VG

1 I

1 v 11 1

I

1

i

!

i

I

b. Lti,ivudes toward?
c.

Habits of?

d.

Appreciation for?

8.

Suggested anproaches?

9.

Procedure containing:
a.

Study guides?

b. Specific references?

.i
(VI
!

!.

iv
t/
Li I
1 i1
1 4/ 1

H
1
;
I
,
I1
t1I
!

C. Eow to study?
d.

Subject matter?

e.

Activities?

f.

Correlations?

g. librk sheets?
h.
10.

Keys to work sheets?

Culminating activities?

11. Outcomes outlined accordinz to:
a. Know2edce and Understan-dinc of?
b. Attituees toward?
c. &bits of?

4
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kppreciation for? .

d.
12.

Leads to other units?

13.

Evaluation by means of:

./

1

,/

I

ii

Teacher evaluation?

a.

b. Pupil tes..vs:
(1) i;.now1ecit7e and Ilnat.:31.itanding, Test?

/

(2) Attitude Test?

1/

(3) Habit Test?

(Li) Appreciation Ter_71.?

i /
,
L/i

?.ibliogranky-:
a.

Teacher?

b. Pupil?
II.Levelopmemt o

J
,,/

the Course of S.Lutiy into

Units
the course of stutty
To what extent does
contain a second chanter containinr.:
A.

4. list of ell units?
1.

The !lane of each unit?

h
2. fin inv,-o-iuction to eac trdt?

3.

tahie or contents for (met) untt?

14.

The cr:teria for the evaluLit3oh for

/
1/ 1
E
/

eac'a unit?

5.

14)01,1,1,11i;
e:
Grade placement an.-1 tin
for each unit?

6. Gsntral thrme for each unit/t

/
1 /I

...
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7. Objectives for each unit developed

i
!

according to:

it
1

a.

Knowledge and Understanding of?

b.

Attitudes toward?

C,

Habits of?

d.

Appreciation for?

I

A
v;

8. Approaches for each unit that are
a.

Arranged according to their
inportance?

b.

Specifically stated?

9. Study guides for each unit containing:
a.

Definite and specific questions

b.

Specific references?

A

10. riou to study business law?
11. Subect ratter for each unit
th.--t is:

.
a. In outline form?
b.

Ifinite1y and specifically
stated?

12. ictivities for each unit?
11

Correlations for each unit?

lh.

Vork sheets for each unit?

15.

Yeys to ro3r1: sheets for each un:7 -Ci

16. Culninating activities for each
unit?

17. Desirable outcones for each mit

I

v//

11 /T

/

i

ii

I v

/

I

t
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that are listed according to:
a.

Knowledge and Understanding of?

b.

Attitudes toward?

c.

Habits of?

d.

Appreciation for?

18.

Leads to other units?

19.

Amens of teacher evaluation for

I/
"•••-••••"1".
.....V

4/ l

1/
/

each unit?
20. Pil tests for each unit according to:
a.

Knorledge and Understanding

v

or?

21.

b.

Attitudes tonard?

c.

Habits of?

d.

Appreciation for?,

/

aiblioaphy for each unit for the:
a.

1//
/

Teacher?

b. Penn?

1

Waluation of a Oryarse of Study
To what extent does the course of study
contain a third chapter r!ontairl_r7 a
rears of evuluatin:
A.

The introeuction to the course of

/1

stuAy?
B.

,

The develornent or the core of std7
into units?

I

14

1

,
C.

The evaluation of the study?

D.

The bitliography for the study?

Pibliography
To what extent does the coarse of study
contain a fourth chapter containing a
biblior-raphy of the studyl
V.

Final Criteria
To what emtent c.les the course of study
contain a finl criteria; each as:
A.

,

Did the specific wayr of teachinc,
learning, or supervision emF1oyed in
this particular situation conform to
the known rrinciples of:

B.

1.

Cod learning?

2.

Good teaching?

3.

Good supervision? 1

r
/

Did iL. conform to the dictates of:
1.

/
/

Common sense?

2. Past experiences?
C.

Did it work?

L

v

1i
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CHAPTER V
Sal=
Tnis thesis concerns a Course of StudT for Business Law.

.1t, St1.1(17}r
T.:

attempts to help the teacher of business law create a greater interest among
the pupils for business law, and also, to aid the teacher in doing a better
type of instruction in teachin7 business law.
This st

includes the introduction to business law that is usually

cne-nester course in the twelfth grade.

tairht as

This study includes sore means of evaluation as yell as the course of
study de7eloped in five units.
Data have been ccIlected from:
1.

State Department Courses of Study

2.

Public School Courses of Study

3.

Uspubl-;shed Theses on Courses of Study

4.

Graduate Classes in Education

• 5.

Textbooks on the Course of Study and Curriculum Development

6.

T=tbooks on Business Lgy

7.

RepAin7 Books on Bus:I:less Lair

3.

Federal Statutes

9. Attorneys-at-law
Chapter TI discusses the introduction to the course of study.
chapter contains the following:
1.

Organization chart

2.

Steps in carriculun orz.anizaton

3. Educational pbilosopty
L.

Principles of curriculum devcioprrnt

S.

TerminclotTy

This

2141
c.

Educational objectives

7.

Objectives of business law

8.

Structural pattern for a unit

of business law and their
Cater In includes a lists of the five units
Cevelopment.
1. Contractual Relation
2.

ee
Relat4_ons of Principal and Agent and Employer and Employi

. Relation of Fano,- and Bailee
3

4.

Negotiable Instruments and Insurance

5.

Property and ':Irongz

course of study.
Chapter IV preseuts a means of evaluating the
Carter V contains a suaaary of the thesis.
Chvter VI contains the bibliography of the study.
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